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In this dissertation I uncover a narrative about Indians, Europeans, and Americans who 

created a mining amalgam.  What I have learned is that long before the technological exchange 

that extended across the Atlantic to the United States, Native American and European miners 

engaged in complicated interactions regarding their environmental knowledge and their 

respective prospecting, extracting, and smelting methods.  In effect, between 1719 and 1839 

miners interacted to create a cross-cultural dialogue that involved a hybrid of mining techniques 

that shaped their attitudes about each other during multiple encounters on the mining frontier.  

This study also shows that Native Americans, despite the limitations of their technologies, 

engaged in yet another form of environmental manipulation as opposed to positing a pre-colonial 

past of ecological harmony. 

What we will gain by examining the convergence of Indian and European mining 

practices is to highlight Native American knowledge and technological experiences that are most 
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often ignored.  Without Native American influence European style mining development would 

have unrolled far more slowly.  Scholars have written important tribal histories, as well as essays 

about western Native Americans.  However, most authors of the frontier have failed to integrate 

Native American, European, and Euro-American mining practices‘ into early American history.  

Currently, for the most part, Indian history remains a preliminary chapter or introductory lecture, 

which is followed by the invasion of European cultural practices and ideas that significantly 

contributed to changes to Indian people‘s lifestyle and to the physical environment. 

By the early nineteenth-century, guided by technological advancement, travelers, 

geologists, and miners had made their way west to survey the Missouri lead mines, and to 

promote the region‘s resource potential.  Acting like American boosters and improvers they 

believed the mining frontier-borderland to be incomplete and only expected it to become 

complete by introducing more advanced mechanical interventions.  Assumptions about material 

advantage in modernization caused Euro-Americans and Europeans‘ to question the knowledge 

and expertise of Native Americans and French settlers whose practices enabled them to ensue 

America‘s ―civilizing‖ project.  American miners viewed technology as a means to replace the 

―primitive‖ methods with European practices, thereby embarking on a program to civilize the 

mining frontier and ultimately erase any remnant of Indian traditions. 
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Introduction 

He searches the sources of the rivers and brings hidden things to light. 

Job 28:11 

 

 

 

Sometime between the sixth and fourth centuries, before the Common Era, Job 

opens his twenty-eighth chapter with a mining expedition.  He carefully explains the 

procedures ancient miners used to extract silver, gold, and precious gems from the depths 

of the earth.  He provides particulars of how miners cut shafts, dangled, and assaulted the 

flinty rock while enduring the arduous struggle to reach the darkest places in the earth.  

He then traces miners‘ steps as they moved through their shafts following secreted paths 

and digging great tunnels.  Finally, Job notes, how the successful miner would then 

behold all the treasures of the earth and ―bring hidden things to light.‖
1
  We do not know 

exactly why Job decided to begin this chapter by outlining the difficulty miners faced as 

they tried to recover the minerals of the earth.  In fact, often the name Job brings to mind 

suffering or loss of family, wealth, and one‘s livelihood.  Or we bear in mind the wisdom 

he acquired following these tumultuous events.  What we may not be accustomed to 

hearing about are his references to age-old mining practices. The opening verses of this 

particular chapter of Job offer intriguing insight into ancient mining techniques, but also 

serve as an allegory for what this dissertation seeks to do: to recover hidden cultural 

aspects of one early North American mining frontier. 

Just as many readers of Job have hardly noticed his references to ancient mining 

techniques, American historians too have somehow passed over eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century descriptions of longstanding Native American mining practices.  

These remain deeply buried in the travel narratives of little discussed European explorers.  

                                                 
1
 New International Version, (Nashville: Holman Bible Publishers, 1986), Job 28:1-11.  
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For example, during the summer of 1723, several Kaskaskia Indians guided Mr. 

Renaudiere, a French miner, along the St. Francis River to the lead mines called Mine La 

Motte.  Along the way, Renaudiere composed copious notes that gave a clear picture of 

the mining country more than two hundred and eighty years ago.  The Native Americans 

pointed out to Renaudiere their trails to what would become known as some of the richest 

lead mines in the United States.  Renaudiere explained the method by which the 

Kaskaskia ―procured much lead from these trenches.‖  He wrote ―If a settlement could be 

formed [workers] could be placed under the management of capable persons, and a good 

living could easily be made‖ by extracting, smelting, and refining ―millions of pounds of 

lead per year.‖
2
  Similar to Job‘s opening description of ancient mining practices, 

Renaudiere‘s of Kaskaskia Indians‘ mining offers an original opportunity to track early 

North American mining customs, just as they were on the cusp of change.  Renaudiere 

was one of the first French miners, but not the only one, to record the knowledge and 

practices Native American miners used to prospect, extract, and smelt lead ore in the area 

that became the state of Missouri as it emerged from its frontier origins. 

Unlike the miners in Job‘s story, the Kaskaskia Indians did not attempt to dangle 

in shafts.  Instead they applied their strength by digging shallow trenches to locate galena.  

It was not an accident that Renaudiere documented how the Kaskaskia procured their 

lead from openings that were like trenches.  It was also not an accident that he wrote 

―when they go to make lead, they carry with them only their weapons and ammunition,‖ 

                                                 
2
 On August 23, 1723, the French engineer documented his experiences at the lead mines and titled it, 

―Memoirs of the Mines of M. De la Motte‖ or ―Account of the Mines of M. de la Motte‖. Hereafter noted 

as ―Account of the Mines of M. de la Motte.‖ The original French document was translated by Msgr. F.G. 

Holweck. The French copy was deposited in the Archives of the Missouri Historical Society. The translated 

copy was published in, John E. Rothensteiner, ―Earliest History of Mine La Motte,‖ Missouri Historical 

Review, 20 no. 2, (Jan 1926): 199-213. 
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a clear acknowledgement of indigenous smelting ability.
3
  Witnesses to Native 

Americans extracting and smelting lead ore clearly show that the mining frontier began 

earlier than otherwise understood, and was influenced first by Native American, second 

by French, and third by Euro-American experiences.
4
 

From prehistoric times, Native American societies mined and exchanged crushed 

and melted galena throughout North America.  Correspondence from early French mining 

engineers highlight Indian miners who acted as not only guides to their mining sites, but 

also as skilled miners who possessed their own techniques to prospect, extract, and melt 

lead ore in this early North American mining frontier.  Because early settlers lacked the 

tools and capital to dig deep shafts or lacked the bricks to construct furnaces, they 

adopted the Kaskaskia Indians practice of trench mining and using log furnaces to extract 

and melt lead ore.  The cultural practices highlighted in this dissertation will show how 

the Kaskaskia and French created new alliances to produce and trade lead ore. 

So too, this study reveals how Americans fervently imported European 

technologies to the mining frontier borderland, which began to influence the way that 

mining would be conducted in the years after 1800.  In 1803, the Louisiana Purchase 

gave the United States control over both banks of the Mississippi River including the 

Missouri lead mines.  Beginning with the mining reports of Moses Austin, engineers‘ and 

geologists‘ from the late eighteenth century, Americans started to describe the Native 

American and French amalgam as useless and inefficient because, in their eyes, miners 

                                                 
3
 ―Account of the Mines of M. de la Motte.‖ 

4
 Jack D. Forbes, ―Frontiers in American History and the Role of the Frontier Historian,‖ Ethnohistory 15, 

2 (Spring 1968): 203-235; Also see, William Cronon, George Miles, and Jay Gitlin, eds., ―Becoming West: 

Toward a New Meaning for Western History,‖ Under an Open Sky: Rethinking America’s Western Past 

(New York: W.W. Norton, 1992), 3-27. 
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were ―unacquainted with the utility of machinery.‖
5
  At the same time, American natural 

philosophers attempted to explain the need for miners to employ European mining 

practices, which they deemed to be more sophisticated.  Subsequently, the victory of the 

new mining methods over the old mining practices confirmed Euro-Americans‘ 

indifference to the Native American and French hybrid that had persisted following 

contact.  American miners viewed their technology as a means to replace the 

amalgamated methods with European practices, to civilize the Mississippi Valley, and to 

remove any remnant of Indian traditions.   

One example of the erasure of the Native American mining technology occurred 

in the nineteenth-century with Garland C. Broadhead‘s rewriting of America‘s early lead 

mining history.  Broadhead‘s Report of the Geological Survey of the State of Missouri is 

one example of such early geological histories that documented the exercise in forgetting 

the contributions of Native Americans to this industry.  At the time of Broadhead‘s 

publication hardly sixty years had passed since Native Americans and settlers worked 

these mines using the well-established Native American and French hybrid.  Failing to 

locate any evidence of Native American mining and smelting skills, Broadhead 

concluded that if Native Americans mined or smelted lead it would be ―found in the 

mounds of the aboriginal inhabitants‖ located along the Mississippi River.
6
  Broadhead 

was not alone in his view.  The archaeologist Hubert Howe Bancroft also believed that 

                                                 
5
 Moses Austin, A Summary Description of the Lead Mines in Upper Louisiana. Also, An Estimated of their 

Produce for Three Years Past (City of Washington: A. and G. Way Printers, 1804), 8. 
6
 Garland C. Broadhead, et.al., Report of the Geological survey of the State of Missouri, Including Field 

Work of 1873-1874, Missouri Geological Survey (Jefferson City: Regan & Carter, State Printers and 

Binders, 1874), 632. 
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―the mound builders were ignorant of the arts of smelting and casting‖ ores.
7
   However, 

two other archaeologists Ephriam G. Squier and Edwin G. Davis stated, ―From the 

presence of galena in the mounds it seems almost impossible that the builders could have 

been ignorant of the manufacture of lead.‖
8
  Because most nineteenth-century 

archaeologists were unable to locate evidence in the form of melted lead, they had come 

to believe that Native Americans did not begin to melt or smelt lead until contact with 

Europeans. 

Working less than a century later in the same region and in a different medium, 

the St. Joseph Lead Company continued to reshape the image of the early Missouri 

mining district.  In their 1950 documentary Lead to Metal, the St. Joseph Lead Company 

proposed that the history of lead mining began with the arrival of Europeans in 1720.
9
  In 

the film, the company reenacts how the French transferred their mining knowledge and 

skills to Missouri, and how they began to extract, to smelt and to refine lead ore without 

mentioning a Native America presence.  The film confirms that Indian mining skills are 

not so much silent as silenced. 

I now realize that the late nineteenth century rewriting of history not only has 

implications for the way we remember history, but also has material implications.  

Approximately ten years ago while contemplating my study I decided to travel to the 

Missouri lead mines.  At the time, I knew that Native Americans and French explorers 

traveled to Mine La Motte together; however, I did not understand the significance of 

                                                 
7
 Hubert Howe Bancroft, The Native Races of the Pacific States Vol. IV (New York: A.L. Bancroft & Co., 

1875), 775. 
8
 Ephriam G Squier and Edwin G. Davis, Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley (Washington: 

Smithsonian Institution, 1848), 906. 
9
 Phone interview with State Historical Society Research Center, Rolla by Mark M. Chambers (17 January, 

2007). 
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their mining amalgam.  Today visitors to the Missouri mining district can stand in the 

presence of a 19,000 square–foot powerhouse, built in 1907, which holds artifacts that 

symbolize the development of Missouri mining and view remnants of mineral resources 

from the late-nineteenth century. 

During a recent phone conversation with the museum supervisor, I asked about 

Native American contributions.  The supervisor continued to silence Native American 

influences that began over one hundred and twenty years ago.
10

  Following our 

conversation, I was reminded that in addition to seeing mining equipment, I also came in 

close contact with giant chat piles near homes and businesses that inhabit much of the 

surrounding area of the mines.  Mining companies had dumped thousands of tons of 

―chat,‖ a coarse sand-colored residue of milled rock.  Over the years tons of this material 

had been used in road construction or as land fill.  However, in 2003, two of the largest 

piles of mining waste still remained as among the most visible symbols of any mining 

that began long before the arrival of Americans.  Today I am not only reminded how in 

the early nineteenth-century, doctors‘ medical observations and a miners‘ health report 

recorded the high incidence of unhealthy settlements associated with new mining 

methods, but also of the longer term environmental consequences associated with those 

who were impressed with new technological systems to extract, smelt, and refine lead. 

My study opens a window into how historians might bridge both cultural and 

material environmental history to reveal what impact intellectual change had on the 

mining environment through the lens of technology.  Recently J.R. McNeill summoned 

historians to search out new paths to connect the cultural and material wings in 

                                                 
10

 Phone interview with Missouri Mines State Historic Site of the Missouri Department of Natural 

Resources, by Mark M. Chambers (12 September, 2011). 
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environmental history.  He suggested that we do history from the bottom up—beginning 

―with the soil and its history.‖
11

  My study reveals the importance of fully being alive to 

not only how the fur trade or maple sugar production helped Indian, European, and 

American forge alliances that contributed to significant environmental transformations, 

but also how we need to search for similar exchanges between indigenous and settler 

behaviors during contact. 

Endeavoring to uncover a narrative where Indians, Europeans, and Americans 

were not continually opposing each other, my study recovers another set of alliances.  

What I have learned is that long before the technological exchange that extended across 

the Atlantic to the United States, Native American and European miners engaged in 

lengthy and complicated interactions regarding their environmental knowledge and their 

respective mineral extractive methods.  Europeans learned to mine and smelt lead ore 

according to Native American techniques, and in turn Indians adopted European tools to 

extract and refine lead ore.  Successively, French miners and Americans also adopted the 

Indian French amalgam.  In effect, for over one hundred years miners interacted to create 

a cross-cultural dialogue that involved a hybrid of mining practices that shaped their 

attitudes about each other during multiple encounters on the mining frontier.  This study 

also shows that Native Americans, despite the limitations of their tools, engaged in yet 

another form of environmental manipulation as opposed to positing a pre-colonial past of 

ecological harmony. 

In this respect, I have reexamined explorers‘ ethnographic descriptions to better 

understand Indian contributions to newcomers‘ extractive efforts.  Although Native 

                                                 
11

 J.R. McNeill, ―The Nature of Environmental History: Observations on the Nature and Culture of 

Environmental History,‖ History and Theory, Theme Issue 42 (2003), 5-43. 
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American histories are fragmentary at best, my reading about Native American mining 

practices guided me on a journey to archaeological sites and reports, which all combined 

have uncovered the since forgotten longstanding Native American mining methods.  

Carefully interpreting the accounts of European and American mining specialists has 

aided in the recovery of what impact Native American prospecting, extracting, and 

smelting skills had on settlers from 1719 to 1839.  Moving beyond relaying narratives 

about Indian warrior activity, agriculture, and fur trading skills will mean that most 

modern Americans will be made aware of other forms of Native American skills such as, 

mining and metallurgy that occurred in this region.  Instead what we have come to 

remember is that the mining was of a very primitive character until new European 

technologies invaded the region. 

A number of years ago Michael Adas examined the influences of scientific and 

technological development on the ways in which Europeans viewed non-Western peoples 

mining cultures in frontiers, borderlands, and bordered spaces.  He insightfully notes how 

European perceptions of indigenous practices affected European polices toward mainly 

African and Asian societies and landscapes they came to dominate during the industrial 

era.
12

  I agree with Adas that historians also need to study how Europeans and Americans 

gauged their technological superiority against Native Americans following contact.  

However, such an approach leads to a sort of mining corollary to manifest destiny.  

Additionally, another shortcoming is the tendency to view the nineteenth century mining 

industry as evolving its own ideology of conquest over nature and native peoples and 

their practices.  The significance of my study is an attempt to understand both people‘s 

                                                 
12

 Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of Western 

Dominance (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1989). 
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mining knowledge and mining techniques during contact.  Such an approach highlights 

how Indians were secure, well adjusted, and self-reliant peoples. 

Though many scholars have written about the American mining frontier and 

miners‘ methods, I began this dissertation with the realization that we have not fully 

understood how Native Americans effected North American mining, even though they 

appeared in such early travel narratives.
13

  And we have missed the occasion to 

investigate how local miners adjusted to American miners who introduced their mining 

practices and technologies to miners in the middle Mississippi Valley, a place where, like 

other American frontiers, multiple exchanges occurred.  Skimming over descriptions of 

Native American and French mining expeditions, historians have also missed the 

opportunity to fully appreciate what role technology played in accommodations between 

the Kaskaskia Indians and French miners. 

To the Kaskaskia, accommodation had meant many different things: trade goods, 

intermarriage, negotiation, and frequent exchanges with other tribes.  They also learned 

to cultivate relationships with different groups of outsiders, associations that varied by 

ethnicity and time period and that influenced many Indian activities.  Within these 

interactions they also assisted French settlers by leading them to their lead mines, and 

revealing their prospecting, extracting, and smelting methods along the way.  To 
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Renaudiere, and other newcomers, accommodation also had meant many different things: 

trading goods, appropriating and exploiting the natural resources of the land.  Within 

these relations Renaudiere, and other French and American miners also desired to 

establish settlements near the mines, and transfer new practices to extract lead ore from 

deep shafts and to smelt lead ore in brick furnaces.  To accomplish these tasks, miners 

planned to import skilled European miners and produce 10,000 pounds of lead ore each 

month. 

The meeting between the Kaskaskia and French miners in the middle Mississippi 

Valley fits, in some sense, with American mining long before the western gold rushes.  

Faced with increasing numbers of French settlers searching for gold and silver during 

initial contact, the Kaskaskia Indians set about to accommodate French miners by sharing 

when and where they mined lead, and how they extracted and smelted lead ores.  In 

exchange, French miners mutually agreed to share their tools, and together they created a 

new alliance centered on mining lead ore.  I suggest that their partnership represents an 

alternative middle ground, akin to but also distinct from that described by Richard White 

in connection with the fur trade.
14

  Along this mining frontier, the Kaskaskia and French 

miners deployed a variety of customs to forge longstanding cross-cultural mining 

practices. 

Examining the material and cultural changes at the lead mines in the present state 

of Missouri from 1719 to 1839 requires applying a framework from the perspective of 
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frontier—borderland—border histories.
15

  During recent decades, historians have 

reconsidered when and how a specific place became a frontier, a borderland, and 

eventually a bordered community.  First, if the mining frontier is a gathering place where 

people—Native Americans, Europeans, and Americans—found themselves in a multi-

cultural crossroads, then the frontier was a place where no firm cultural or technological 

boundary existed. 

Like other frontiers, the landscape near the lead mines became a zone of 

intercultural penetration.  In this particular mining frontier, I stress the persistence of 

miners, Native American and French, willingness to adapt their environmental 

knowledge to create syncretic practices to mine, smelt, and refine galena.  As the 

Kaskaskia and the French continued to appreciate and blend their environmental 

knowledge and technological skills, there appears to be little evidence of competition 

between both groups.  However, and secondly, after seventy years of amalgamation on 

the mining frontier, by the late 1790s a mining frontier-borderland began to develop.  To 

understand how the Native American and French mining methods and American and 

European practices cohabitated, I show local miners using the Native American and 

French amalgam even as new settlers from the United States and Great Britain employed 

their practices along the perimeter of Mine La Motte, separating their respective 

technologies from the hybrid residuals of earlier encounters. 
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In like fashion to Howard Lamar and Leonard Thompson, I view the frontier as 

opening when the first representatives of an invasive society settled, and proceeded to 

maintain continuous contact with indigenes; finally, I suggest that the mining frontier-

borderland began to close after a singular hegemonic technology emerged in the contact 

zone.
16

  In particular, the arrival of American miners applying their new practices 

represented a type of technological hegemony, which they used to exert control over the 

early practices miners had been accustomed to utilizing.  What surfaced was a bordered 

mining district where Euro-American technologies dominated at both Mine a Breton and 

Mine La Motte, and eventually erased any trace as well as memory of the earlier 

amalgam.  The significance of the frontier‘s opening and closing in relation to the study 

of American expansion has long been associated with narratives about American triumph, 

but today, the frontier is better understood as a place of intercultural penetration.  I apply 

this more recent understanding to explore how the progression of the mining frontier to a 

bordered mining district can be pushed back more than 150 years prior to the California 

Gold rush.
17

 

Historians have paid particular attention to minerals and metals sold by the ton or 

by the ounce; and they have paid less notice to metals, like lead, sold by the pound.  

Historians‘ have also gravitated towards the precious metals—gold and silver.  Tracking 

the human pursuit of gold and silver has proved an alluring task, as witnessed by the 

forty-niners and other nineteenth-century prospectors who went in search of these metals.  

However, lead, which still remains an important metal today, was extracted and used 
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from the very inception of metallurgy, and indeed may have been the first metal to be 

smelted.
18

  Lead also has an important story because Native Americans had mined and 

melted it before the arrival of Europeans by applying their own systems.  For example, 

Mississippians and later Native Americans exchanged galena in the form of crystals and 

nodules.  These shiny lead cubes were used as ornaments in rituals and were buried with 

the dead.  Native Americans produced a metallic blue-gray pigment by crushing galena 

and grinding it into powder with a hand-held stone.  They also combined crushed galena 

with plants, like beeweed or tansy mustard, and with hematite and manganese to make 

glaze paints.
19

 

Scholars writing histories of early settlements and environments in North 

America‘s middle Mississippi Valley have had much to say about the fur trade, farming, 

and cultural exchange, but little about mining.
20

  As noted above, the history of mineral 

extraction usually begins much later, and is located in the far west.  Treating mining as a 

later stage of frontier development suggests that it is inherently a more modern and post-

agricultural industry.  Such histories also tend to erase cross-cultural relations that 
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defined frontiers and borderlands, while also missing the fluidity and inclusiveness of 

indigenous and European technologies. 

One of the more daunting tasks in writing early mining history that addresses the 

concerns of historians is to marry both the cultural and material wings of environmental 

history.
21

  Broadly speaking, since material environmental history concerns how changes 

in the physical environment affect human societies, this project stresses the technological 

side of human affairs in mostly rural areas.   Additionally, since the cultural wing 

emphasizes how representations of nature in the arts and letters changed and what those 

changes reveal about people and societies that produced them, we can better understand 

the culture of indigenous peoples through those sources.  Viewing mining through the 

material and cultural lens can highlight encounters between colonists and indigenes, as 

well as the syncretic residuals of meetings that predate primarily Euro-American mining 

practices and technologies.   

The historian most credited with recognizing the advancement of a mining 

frontier in the late nineteenth century is Frederick Jackson Turner.  By examining mid-

nineteenth century gold rushes, Turner became representative of a long tradition of 

historians who viewed frontier mining only as an imposition of American intelligence 

and performance.  In the American imagination the frontier became a stage for American 

progress.  Miners, pioneers, cowboys, log cabins, and wagon trains developed into 

national icons.  In popular portrayals of such histories, American miners displayed their 

core values—democracy, equality, and individualism—in their purest form.
22

  

Eventually, historians of the early twentieth century connected these popular images to 
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the Turner thesis and academic orthodoxy.  However, Turner‘s portrait leaves little room 

for imagining the existence of an early colonial mining frontier, not entirely dominated 

by Europeans or Americans, where Native Americans and French peoples cohabitated a 

space where geographic and cultural borders were not clearly defined.
23

 

Since Turner‘s seminal work, historians have pointed to the development of the 

mining frontier in the United States by noting the significance of the California Gold 

Rush.  They then examine late nineteenth-century mining expeditions, camps, and 

industrialization.  Rodman Wilson Paul‘s thesis, presented most magisterially in Mining 

Frontiers of the Far West, is that a series of rushes occurred that brought the first 

permanent settlers to Western America.
24

  Paul‘s emphasis is on the enduring phases of 

Western mining and on the men who made significant contributions to frontier history. 

Paul writes about Americans who were the ingenious contrivers of new techniques or 

machinery, the capitalists who subsidized the development of the most promising mines, 

and the railroad builders who constructed transportation routes that linked mining camps 

with markets.  In the years since Paul‘s work, the study of the American frontier has 

deepened in its level of analysis. 
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In recent decades, to recover hidden aspects of Indian-white accommodation 

historians have discarded how Turner portrayed the frontier, and recast it as a zone of 

intercultural infiltration.  The new work completed by frontier and environmental 

historians focuses on region and process.  Those historians who emphasize the process of 

settlement recognize how many women, Indian peoples, and nonwhites Turner‘s frontier 

thesis obliterated, and they have included them in their histories.  Patricia Limerick 

highlights the forgotten history of the West as a site of conquest, but also that Native 

Americans and newcomers continued to create a distinctive pattern of mixing and 

interaction.
25

  In Women and Men on the Oregon Trail and Sugar Creek, John Mack 

Faragher presents histories about connections between frontier and newly settled 

communities of the West.
26

  Scholars who emphasize region argue that the term frontier 

still carries Turnerian baggage.  What matters to these regionalists is the physical and 

cultural space where cohabitants created new communities.   

But these historians still tend to focus on Euro-American technological progress, 

without recognizing the existence of pre-colonial mines where Native Americans 

developed their own set of mining procedures.  In this vein of relevant literature, John 

Stilgoe‘s Common Landscape of America shows how Europeans shaped the American 

landscape out of wilderness and produced enduring features.  He describes a New Spain 
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mining landscape where European miner‘s knowledge and culture contributed to the 

extraction of gold and silver.  Stilgoe‘s analysis of the technological transfer of mining 

practices from Europe suggests that primarily Spanish expertise and only indigenous 

labor made possible the construction of a mining settlement resembling the European 

model.
27

 

Recognition of mining amalgamation can help chart European, Native American, 

and American interactions and the hybridity of their influences that evolved during the 

establishment of early settlements.  Such an alternative formulation offers a sense of the 

complexity of the North American scene as colonial miners developed the frontier.  

While historical records reveal that lead was a vital and valuable resource for Native 

Americans, French, and Americans, there has been little discussion regarding their 

prospecting, extracting, and smelting methods.  For example, Lucy Eldersveld Murphy‘s 

in-depth study of lead mining and frontier exchange economy does a wonderful job 

investigating the social and economic history of Native American and immigrant 

communities in Southern Wisconsin and northwestern Illinois.  Murphy presents their 

relationship and conflicts with various Native American neighbors, while simultaneously 

noting that Native American and European mining technology was separate, and not the 

result of an amalgam of practices.
28

  Although historians increasingly examine models of 

assimilation on the frontier during the century before removal, most do so in terms of 

social and economic exchanges.   

By contrast, my study affords a window into a history when early Native 

Americans and Europeans prospected for and extracted minerals using a fusion of 
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techniques.  Such a narrative points to the consistent importance of lead ore to indigenous 

peoples, explorers and settlers long before American prospectors, miners, families, 

prostitutes, and industrialists flooded the west in search of gold and wealth.  I examine 

both the physical environment and the cultural practices, which required not only the 

convergence of their mining techniques, but also the meeting of inhabitants and migrants.  

Judith Carney argues that slave knowledge and culture contributed to Southern 

agricultural production.
29

  Carney locates multiple convergences between Africans and 

English colonists at sites of production where humans interacted and understood their 

natural environment through their labor.  In a similar fashion, I show how the early 

convergence of mining practices assisted French miners in their quest for mineral 

extraction. 

Historians also examine the shared cultural practices of Europeans and Native 

Americans.  Albeit the starting point focused on the fur trade, Richard White‘s Middle 

Ground marked another way of rejecting Turner, one that has been especially important 

for my project.  White did not expand his study to the Mississippi River, but he did 

something else: he described American history from the perspective of peoples of the 

pays d’en haut, which was a new vantage point for understanding why Native Americans 

mattered and how they influenced historical outcomes.   White is interested in their 

search for accommodation and common meaning.  During a period in which neither 

Europeans nor Native Americans predominated power relations were important, and both 
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cultural groups mixed to create new systems of meaning and exchange on the frontier.
30

  

Indeed, in a different context, Daniel H. Usner‘s work on the cultural milieu of early 

Louisiana complements White‘s research and represents a concerted effort to recast the 

customary American frontier narrative.
31

  White and Usner, and others, have pointed out 

that the convergence of Native American and European practices carry the potential for 

highlighting frontiers and borderlands not as places of straightforward conquests, but as 

places where invaders and indigenes constructed accommodations. 

Scholars now look to understand the complex process of cultural agency, which 

can also be applied to comprehending the construction of a Native American-French 

mining frontier, and a American mining frontier-borderlands, and eventually an 

American bordered mining district.  Cultural interactions accounted for a sizable portion 

of how Native American and French miners adopted each other‘s practices to create an 

eighteenth-century mining mixture as opposed to fur exchanges and agricultural 

practices.  I see this dissertation as continuing that project within the field of 

environmental history. 

Where Rodman Paul traced the evolution of the mining frontier across the 

Mountain West noting the role of Americans during a series of gold rushes, Elliot West 

stresses the different roles that Native Americans played during intercultural contacts.  In 

The Contested Plains, West examines how the numerous stampedes over the plains of the 

west in 1848 affected scores of Native Americans during the mass migration of Euro-

Americans and seriously impacted Indian livelihood.  West also opens a window into the 

plains environmental history before the gold rush.  Although he neatly recovers the 
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social, cultural, and geographical histories of several tribes of the central plains, he makes 

no mention of their mining skills.
32

 

As approaches of differing historians suggest, the field has undergone internal 

revisions.  In addition, environmental historians have greatly expanded the variety of 

sources that scholars could use to access and understand changes over time.  Cultural 

historians too have expanded the interpretation of sources, emphasizing the myriad of 

experiences and patterns of historical actors.  Additionally, the extension of cultural 

history to frontier-borderland history has also been the result of new work in 

environmental history, histories of settlement and community formation, and Native 

American history.
33

 

The methods of material, cultural, and environmental historians are instructive, 

particularly for examining the hidden aspects of the subaltern‘s mining knowledge and 

practice.
34

  Their contributions can also assist in explaining how and when the transition 

from frontier practices, to borderland techniques, and eventually bordered technologies 

occurred.
35

  Particularly, in terms of the actual lead mines, introducing more cultural 

methods, as this dissertation does, enhances the dynamics of long standing Native 

American customs.  Additionally, this study will show the myriad ways they influenced 

European and American miners who settled the mining frontier-borderlands.  Finally, this 

study emphasizes how the multiple syncretic technological formations that Native 
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Americans and French miners forged to establish this early mining frontier were erased 

following the arrival of Americans who applied their mining practices and made the lead 

mines a bordered mining district. 

To highlight how Native American mining culture influenced French and 

American miners who decidedly settled near the lead mines in the present state of 

Missouri from 1719 to 1839, I invoke the work of Jeremy Adelman and Stephen Aron.  

Their frontier, borderland, and bordered regions terminology is applied here to examine 

the invasion of extracting, mining, and smelting technologies.  I do this to separate each 

stage in the process using Adelman and Aron‘s political territorial hegemonic narrative.   

Adelman and Aron‘s approach focuses on the competitive nature of Native American and 

European powers to identify the transition from frontier to bordered states during the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  Although this approach places emphasis on the 

cross-cultural relations that defined frontiers and borderlands, I examine various mining, 

smelting, and refining traditions to show how the gradual emergence of a hegemonic 

technology transformed the mining frontier to a bordered mining district. 

For the purposes of this study, the frontier is not just a contact zone where peoples 

intermixed through trade, agriculture, and marriage but also where miners‘ traditions 

converged.  For example, explorers, traders and missionaries adopted Native American 

communication and transportation methods before descending deep into the interior of 

the continent.  In similar fashion, from 1719 to 1763, the Kaskaskia Indians and French 

miners learned to barter and even work mines together using their respective 

environmental knowledge and practices.  The middle ground they forged around lead ore 

was replete with syncretism and alliances.  What the French and Kaskaskia miners did 
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was to blend their practices, which were the by-product of frontier cohabitation.  Since 

this mining fusion between native and settler traditions has been least understood by 

historians, in my study, I examine the mining and smelting mixture that the indigenous 

and French formed to reveal the development of not only a frontier, but also its transition 

to a mining frontier-borderland.
36

 

To uncover more material and cultural intricacies, I extend the term frontier to 

borderland.  If frontier is a meeting place of peoples‘ customs, then the designation of 

borderland denotes the arrival of a set of alternative mining techniques that tried to 

oppose preexisting practices, as well as transform the landscape.  Broadly speaking, the 

borderland terminology also is a way to describe how miners using the hybrid responded 

to Americans using their technologies, which transformed the mining frontier to a 

borderland with contested boundaries.  I propose that the emergence of a frontier-

borderland occurred after Spanish officials, who now controlled the Louisiana Territory, 

encouraged American and British lead miners to relocate to the Territory in the 1790s.  

The beginning of the regional redefinition of the mining frontier began when Spanish 

officials focused on increasing the population adjacent to the mines.  They enticed ―a 

considerable number of industrious‖ Americans and Europeans by offering them liberal 

land grants as a necessary step to build a mining settlement.
37

  Therefore, by the late 
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eighteenth century, a good deal of what is now called technology transfer began as 

miners settled near Mine La Motte creating a mining frontier-borderland.
38

 

In this study, I also connect this transition to the emergence of a single hegemonic 

technology.  For example, when the Spanish or the United States controlled the lead 

mines, American miners initiated prospecting, extracting, experimenting, smelting, and 

refining lead ore according to European methods, while local miners continued using 

Native American French syncretic practices.  As Richard White has argued, similar to 

how Native Americans exploited the imperial authorities during the fur trade, miners 

initially were able to resist the invasion of new technologies.  American travelers 

described local miners as digging trenches using ―crude methods to discover lead ore,‖ 

and building ancient log furnaces to smelt galena.
39

  American miners excavated deep 

shafts with more advanced equipment to access richer veins of lead ore, or they built 

masonry furnaces to smelt their lead ore.  Although cross-cultural mixing continued at the 

mining frontier-borderland, earlier syncretic techniques began to slowly disappear in the 

shadow of new techniques. 

The final stage in the lead mines evolution from a somewhat fluid mining 

frontier-borderland to a structured bordered-mining district occurred between after the 

Missouri Compromise of 1820.  Following Missouri statehood in 1821, the number of 

American miners migrating to Mine La Motte increased.  While the manifestation of 

borderlands highlights contested boundaries, after 1821, the number of miners using 

hybrid methods decreased, and the number of miners and their slaves using alternative 
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technologies increased, which represented the advent of bordered lead mines.  

Additionally, the presence of their mining machines and methods progressively 

dominated the lead mines.  For example, one visitor to the mines commented, ―When I 

approached the mines there was opened to my view a large space of cleared ground‖ 

where ―three miners [were] surveying and working the mines using windlasses‖ that 

seemed to blanket Mine La Motte.
40

  During this period, European and American 

material achievement affected their assessment of miners who still used Native American 

mining methods.  Another visitor to the mines in 1819 described the lead mining 

amalgam using words such as ―simple‖ or ―disorganized.‖
41

  Since American improvers 

and naturalists viewed the Native American amalgamation as ―primitive,‖ they deemed 

that more sophisticated knowledge and technology was necessary to redefine and recreate 

the mining frontier-borderland according to longstanding European traditions. 

Combined, the invasion of new technologies and new perceptions of miner 

practices would seal the fate of the French and Kaskaskia cross-cultural mining systems 

created during early eighteenth century encounters.  These turning points resulted in the 

erasure of the hybrid, which could no longer survive in what was once a middle ground.  

The final sign that a bordered mining district had emerged was the arrival of American 

geologists who applied European scientific methods to describe the mining district‘s 

wealth.
42

  This dissertation examines how these cultural and material changes shaped the 
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environment between 1719 and 1839, thus broadening our understanding about the role 

of technology in the creation of a mining frontier, borderland, and a bordered mining 

district. 

The setting for this study is crucial.  The eighteenth-century middle Mississippi 

Valley is commonly associated with the fur trade phenomenon, perhaps most famously 

captured near Ste. Genevieve, Missouri.  By the 1670s, French Canadian traders, 

trappers, and missionaries, including Louis Jolliet and Father Jacques Marquette, traveled 

on the Mississippi and Illinois rivers, and in 1682 Robert Cavelier, built the first 

European outpost in Illinois—Fort St. Louis.  By 1688, the French cartographers labeled 

the region, south of lakes Superior and Michigan, Le pays des Illinois.  This phrase was 

coined to describe the center of North America.  Although the expression Illinois Country 

was first used to designate the territory occupied by the Illinois Indians, it soon came to 

encompass the French colonial regime in what is now the state of Missouri.  When the 

Spaniards acquired sovereignty over Louisiana in the 1760s, they continued to employ 

French geographic terms.  This continued until the Louisiana Purchase in 1803.  During 

Native American, French, Spanish, and American control, the middle Mississippi Valley 

was a major center for lead mining and trading that reached the Upper Mississippi 

Valley, the Gulf Coast, and the east coast.  Indeed, lead mining and trading were 

substantial attractions for Native American, French, and American settlements.  In the 

years following Missouri statehood, in the early nineteenth century, territorial dominion 
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was no longer contested.  The new guiding framework of power rested in the struggle 

between which mining techniques would be allowed to progress.   

The narrative of this dissertation moves chronologically from 1719 to 1839, and is 

divided into three sections.  The first part examines the arrival of the Kaskaskia and 

French settlers to the middle Mississippi valley, and convergence of their prospecting, 

mining, and smelting practices.  Part one includes chapters one and two.  Chapter 1 

explains how longstanding Native American prospecting and extracting practices 

converged with French prospecting and extracting methods to form a cross-cultural 

mining frontier.  These amalgams reveal the influence of Native American knowledge 

and practice, as opposed to only impositions of European mining applications.  I use 

amalgam not only as a metaphor for the melding of techniques, but also for the process 

that united Native Americans and Europeans with the environment.  Indeed, Chapter 1 

also examines the ways that French explorers began to redefine the mining region‘s 

resource potential in terms of settlement. 

Chapter 2 continues the frontier narrative, picking up with the recovery of 

longstanding Native American smelting techniques, and the desire to create a mining 

settlement.  Eventually, following a discussion of European mining methods, this chapter 

recreates another part of the amalgam after the convergence of Native American and 

French miners smelting methods in the 1740s.  In these sites of production, before 

recovering the French adoption of the Kaskaskia Indian longstanding smelting methods, I 

trace the origins of Native American smelting practices in North American prior to 

European contact. 
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In part two, as miners continued to employ the new Native American and French 

hybrid they did meet with success on the mining frontier, so Chapter 3 examines the 

beginning of the mining frontier-borderland.  Following the arrival of American and 

British miners during the Spanish period, they endeavored to construct a mining 

association and settlement in the center of the district.  Chapter 3 traces miners‘ actions 

from the successful planting of a settlement and mining frontier‘s transition to a frontier-

borderland.  This chapter demonstrates the ability of merchants, farmers, and miners to 

establish one settlement, Mine a Breton where they worked year-round and another 

settlement Mine La Motte where miners continued to employ seasonal mining practices.  

The task of the numerous prospectors, miners, and smelters was to construct a plan to 

locate, extract, and manufacture this useful metal that included both Native American and 

European mining practices to increase lead production.  Most importantly, Chapter 3 

explains how Americans began to view miners who used the amalgam as inefficient.  The 

chapter concludes by showing how miners at Mine La Motte employed the amalgam 

while miners at Mine a Breton began to employ Euro-American technologies.   

Chapter 4 continues the frontier-borderland narrative in the months following the 

Louisiana Purchase. By 1804, American and British miners successfully established a 

settlement at Mine a Breton and began to apply European technologies to dig the region‘s 

first shaft and build a reverberatory furnace to smelt lead to produce shot and sheet lead.  

Most significantly, this chapter examines the Louisiana Territory‘s first mineralogical 

report of American and British miners who conducted field observations in search of new 

veins of lead, and then conducted experiments in rudimentary frontier laboratories.  This 
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chapter recovers mineralogical surveys, which are currently under explored territory in 

environmental history. 

In part three, the final section, chapter 5 begins around the years leading to 

Missouri statehood in the 1820s, as promoters of lead mining successfully encouraged 

American and European miners possessing European skills to relocate to the mining 

district.  American geologists and entrepreneurs desired to see miners extract and smelt 

lead ores efficiently by employing what they consider to be sophisticated knowledge and 

complex machines. Most significantly, improvement became the motivating force to 

create a bordered mining district.  Promoters and boosters hoped to impose power over 

nature and transform the land.  These changes did not just come in how Americans 

viewed the landscape; their vision included industrializing the mining district.  New 

technologies and practices enabled miners to dig more shafts, build more furnaces, and 

export more lead.  Miners now combined their mining and farming near their settlements 

year-round instead of following a seasonal schedule, as was the practice of Native 

American miners.  New European practices continued the gradual transition from Native 

American knowledge, influence, and actual work in what was now a bordered mining 

district.  

One irony of excluding Native Americans practices from the idea of early mining 

frontiers is that they undoubtedly played a significant part in supplying missionaries, 

traders, and merchants with a variety of lead products.  Without a Native American 

presence, European-styled mining development would have unrolled far more slowly if at 

all.  Records of Native American mining traditions are fragmentary; yet early European 

explorers‘ ethnographic descriptions and archaeological sites have revealed longstanding 
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Native American mining methods.  In this respect, examining indigenous actions through 

the eyes of contemporary explorers also helps us to understand Native Americans 

contributions to European mining efforts since the two groups of miners exchanged their 

mining tools and methods to extract galena and refine it into useful objects for local use 

and distant trade.  
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Part 1: Longstanding Mining Practices on the Frontier 

 

Frequently, frontier histories dismiss the pre-colonial past as prehistory, which 

tends to discard much of the history of the landscape and early occupants.  Just as 

Europeans and Americans who came to settle near Americas‘ gold, silver, and lead mines 

carried with them their own cultural practices, so too, did the Native Americans who 

came to settle particularly near lead mines bring their own mining methods prior to 

European contact.  Native Americans near present day Santa Fe, New Mexico and 

Cahokia, Illinois, used stone tools to dig trenches along the surface of the soil to locate 

branches of lead ore.  After extracting their lead ores, they would abandon their trenches 

and begin to either crush or melt small quantities of ores. 

For at least four thousand years Indian miners had extracted galena from deposits 

in the middle Mississippi Valley and traded it as far away as the present states of Ohio, 

Alabama, Mississippi, and Georgia.  Archaeologists using trace-element analysis on 

unearthed lead objects discovered that Native Americans used lead from this region to 

make ornaments such as beads, buttons, pendants, and bird effigies.
1
  Often early 

indigenous cultures used ground lead as sparkling paints for masks and mortuary 

purposes.  Such examples from recent archaeological discoveries reveal that long before 

European contact multiple Indian tribes understood how to mine and melt lead ore. 

Previous to the French, as early as the 1540s, Spanish explorers had come close to 

the neighborhood of the lead mining region.  In 1541, the Spanish explorer Hernando De 

Soto, and a number of Europeans, Africans, and Indians departed Florida to travel the 
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lower Mississippi Valley.  De Soto hoped to discover riches similar to those found by 

Cortez in Mexico and Pizarro in the Andes.
2
  However, De Soto‘s party discontinued 

their search far south, and discovered no precious metals and drew back before learning 

about the lead mines further north near Cahokia.  Over one hundred years after De Soto‘s 

travels and throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, France also hoped to 

take advantage of America‘s riches, preferably in the form of gold or silver.
3
 

When the French began to arrive in the region during the seventeenth century, 

they found Native Americans living in numerous villages who were part of a confederacy 

of Algonquin-speaking tribes, the Illinois.  The Illinois lived, hunted, and gathered in 

what is now known as Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri.  Other resident Indian 

tribes also included the Kaskaskia and Tamaroa who were also part of this confederacy, 

which included the Sac, Fox, and Shawnees.  The Kaskaskia, Tamaroa, Peoria, and other 

Illinois tribes lived along the Mississippi, Illinois, and Missouri Rivers.  The Kaskaskia 

and the Tamaroa Indians established themselves near Cahokia, Illinois.  Their village had 

approximately 180 lodges in 1682, enough to house over 3,000 men, women, and 

children.  Although we have little information about the Tamaroa, they did unite with the 

Kaskaskia a few years prior to the arrival of French mining engineers near the mouth of 

the Kaskaskia River in Illinois.
4
 

In the Illinois Country, le pays des Illinois—a phrase coined in the late 

seventeenth century to describe the center of North America—was where the Kaskaskia 

Indians, French officials, traders, trappers, and miners converged, traveled and settled.  
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The Kaskaskia originally settled on the eastern side of the Mississippi River along with 

French traders, and Jesuit fathers in the autumn of 1700.  Rowing in their canoes along 

the Ohio, Mississippi, and Illinois rivers during the opening decades of the 1700s 

Kaskaskia and French miners reached what would become the most important frontier 

mining region.  Eventually, the Kaskaskia Indians moved across the Mississippi, and 

settled near present day St. Louis, Missouri where they remained for approximately the 

next three years, after which, they reestablished themselves near the mouth of the 

Kaskaskia River.  By 1703 missionaries and French traders had founded a village in 

North America claimed by King Louis XIV of France—Kaskaskia.
5
 

 

Map 1: Nicolas Bellin, Map of Canada and New France, 1755
6
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Maps of the region drawn in the 1740s and 1750s by Jacques-Nicolas Bellin 

labeled areas inhabited by various Native American tribes.  Jacques-Nicolas Bellin, was a 

French geographer.  Although Bellin never traveled to North America, he used explorers‘ 

journals to produce a large map of Canada and of French territories in North America 

such as New France and Louisiana.  Bellin showed the Kaskaskia Indians on the east side 

of the Mississippi, but west of the river his maps depicted no Indian villages near the lead 

mines.
7
  During the first half of the eighteenth century, numerous exploratory expeditions 

were made from Kaskaskia on the east bank of the Mississippi.  For the purposes of this 

study, however, the short and less dramatic surveys across the Mississippi in search of 

lead were more important, for it bore directly on the early history of Native American and 

French lead mining in the region. 

 During the late seventeenth-century after the French learned about the lead mines 

in the middle Mississippi River valley, what emerged represented a ―middle ground‖ 

interaction.  That is, an Indian adaptation of a product they had long known about and 

utilized it according to European practices. The French colonial presence increased both 

Native and French demand for lead in several ways.  First, French traders bought lead—

as they did furs—in exchange for trade goods from the seventeenth century onward.
8
  

Second, traders sold Indians a product that consumed lead: the gun, a tool that not only 

enhanced the Indian‘s ability to hunt but also increase their effectiveness as warriors.  

Third, the French introduced activities that promoted Native uses of lead as ammunition 

for hunting.  Native and French demand for lead increased with their involvement in both 
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the fur trade and colonial and local wars during the eighteenth century as they made their 

own musket balls with lead.
9
 

 Mutually the Kaskaskia, Tamaroa, and French accepted one another into Indian 

and European exchange networks.  The goods offered by the French included glass 

beads, metal balls, and pieces of jewelry, which the Native Americans viewed as 

attractive adornments.  Equally iron tools and pots eased the work of women cultivators 

and food processors.  The most effective trade good for men were firearms, gunpowder, 

and lead balls.  In exchange, the French wanted beaver skins to be converted into hats.  

Further to the south, in the lower Mississippi valley, instead of beavers, other Indian 

tribes supplied the French with deerskins in greater numbers.  For example it took twenty 

skins to barter for one musket and a selection of lead balls.
10

 

Although not the precious metals the French had coveted, for centuries lead was a 

valuable resource.  As will be seen in the ensuing chapters, efforts to profit from mining 

ran into complications from the start.  French miners lacked the capital and the technical 

knowledge to extract and smelt lead according to European standards, therefore, they had 

to combine their limited abilities with Native American methods to get the lead out of the 

ground and melt it before shaping it into musket balls.  Additionally, because miners 

usually stopped working as soon as they had extracted enough ore to supply their own 

needs, mining engineers also lacked a consistent labor force.  By 1723, a couple of 

mining engineers had recommend putting African slaves to work in the lead mines, but 

the expense of shipping slaves to New Orleans and upriver to the mines limited this 

alternative and kept operations small throughout the eighteenth century.    
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Chapter 1: Amalgamation: Early Indigenous and European Mining 

 

Introduction 

Before daybreak on June 6, 1719, Marc Antoine Des Ursin, the civil governor of 

the Illinois country and a man ―skilled in mineralogy,‖ departed the village of Kaskaskia 

to begin a twenty-eight mile expedition to the lead mines. After three days, Des Ursin 

arrived at Mine La Motte.  As was the practice of earlier explorers, Des Ursin penned 

numerous topographical observations.  Des Ursin was pleased to see the ―numerous 

smaller rivers‖ because he believed they made it ―easy to construct mills—as many as 

you would wish—as good as might be desired.‖
11

  Des Ursin exclaimed that the 

landscape appeared undulating where ―you find similar mines everywhere, so to say, on 

the surface of the earth.‖
12

  Following Des Ursin‘s arrival at the mines, the Kaskaskia 

Indians accompanying him instructed his soldiers to ―dig into the four-foot deep shaft‖ 

where they discovered ―grains of lead‖ imbedded in a six inch vein.
13

  The mine, filled 

with pellets of lead along the riverine landscape previously worked by the Kaskaskia, 

encouraged Des Ursin to envision the possibility of exploiting these lead mines and 

eventually establishing a mining settlement. 

The story of the joint efforts of Des Ursin and his Native American guides to 

locate lead ore offers a glimpse into the cross-cultural significance of lead mining in one 

early North American frontier.  The Native American and French expedition to the lead 
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mines represents the presence of indigenous prospecting and extracting skills in the 

middle Mississippi Valley prior to European contact.  To fully understand the 

phenomenon, we must first consider early Native American mining knowledge and 

technology.  Then, we need to examine French practices to explain the convergence of 

prospecting and extracting methods.  Most significantly, the lead mines in the Mississippi 

Valley became amalgams of European and Native American practices.  These amalgams 

reveal the impact of Native American know-how and practice that were a mixture of 

indigenous environmental knowledge, as opposed to only impositions of European 

mining applications.  I use amalgam not only as a metaphor for the melding of 

techniques, but also for the process that united Native Americans and Europeans with the 

environment.  Looking back, we see various cultural groups amalgamating, but we too 

must amalgamate in our minds to get at truths of their past. 

Along the French colonial frontier, Native American and European knowledge, 

instruments, and power shaped the lead mines visited by the Kaskaskia and Des Ursin.  

Recently, scholars have argued that the production of colonial commodities relied on 

contributions from powerful as well as less powerful, or subjugated, groups.  For 

example, Judith Carney argues that slave knowledge and culture contributed to Southern 

agricultural production.
14

   Carney‘s analysis of the transmission of rice cultivation 

practices from Angola suggests that African women‘s expertise made possible the 

construction of engineering systems to grow rice.  Carney locates multiple convergences 

between Africans and English colonists at sites of production where humans interacted 

and understood their natural environment through their labor.  On the other hand, John 
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Stilgoe‘s analysis of a New Spain mining landscape paints a picture of European 

knowledge and culture contributing to the extraction of gold and silver.  Stilgoe‘s 

analysis of the technological transfer of mining practices from Europe suggests that 

Spanish expertise and indigenous labor made possible the construction of a mining 

settlement resembling the European model.
15

  What we note by examining the 

convergence of Indian and European mining influences is the presence of Native 

American mining knowledge and technology. 

Frontier mining came about earlier than historians have examined.  Historians 

writing the history of early settlement and environmental contact in North America‘s 

middle Mississippi Valley have had much to say about the fur trade and farming, but little 

about mining.
16

  A discussion of the history of mineral extraction usually begins much 

later, and is located in the far west.
17

  Treating mining as a later stage of frontier 

development suggests that it is inherently a more modern and post-agricultural industry.   

Frederick Jackson Turner is representative of a long tradition of historians who 

see frontier mining only as an imposition of European knowledge and practices.  Turner 

notes that Americans who flooded the Pacific Coastline in search of gold were part of ―a 

sudden tide of adventurous miners‖ not only to California, but also to Oregon and Utah.  

Turner suggests that by 1880 the settlement areas progressed ―into northern Michigan, 
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Wisconsin, and Minnesota, along Dakota rivers and in the Black Hills region, and was 

ascending the rivers of Kansas and Nebraska‖ traversing trails to Montana and Idaho, as 

well.
18

  However, Turner‘s frontier portrait fails to acknowledge the existence of an early 

North American mining frontier that existed in the Mississippi Valley more than a 

century prior to Native American and European contact.  The account of early explorers 

affords a window into a forgotten story when early Native Americans and Europeans 

prospected for and extracted minerals using a hybrid of techniques.  Such a narrative 

points to the importance of lead ore to explorers and settlers long before Americans 

flooded California, Oregon, and Utah in search of gold.
19

   

Recognition of mining amalgams offers one additional environmental landscape 

to chart European and Native American interaction and the hybridity of influences that 

evolved during the establishment of early settlements.  Such an alternative formulation 

offers a sense of the complexity of the North American scene as colonial miners 

developed the frontier.  While historical records reveal that lead was a vital and valuable 

resource for the French and various Native American tribes, there has been little 

discussion regarding their prospecting and extracting methods.  Lucy Eldersveld 

Murphy‘s in-depth study of lead mining and frontier exchange economy presents Native 

American and European mining technology as separate, and not the result of an amalgam 

of practices.
20
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If we forget that Native Americans guided the French to the lead mines, then we 

will also never understand how missionaries, traders, and merchants supplied themselves 

with a variety of lead products.  Without a Native American presence, European-styled 

mining development would have unrolled far more slowly.  Records of Native American 

mining practices are fragmentary; yet early European explorers‘ ethnographic 

descriptions and archaeological sites have revealed longstanding Native American 

mining methods.  In this respect, examining indigenous actions through the eyes of 

contemporary explorers also helps us to understand Native Americans contributions to 

European mining efforts.  Carefully reading the accounts of French mining specialists 

Des Ursin, Renaudiere, and De Gruy, will help recover the presence and impact of Native 

American prospecting and extracting skills. 

 

The Convergence of Lead Ore’s Value and Use 

To expose hidden stories of Native American mining knowledge and 

technological influences in the past requires three steps.  The first is acknowledging the 

possibility that Native American mining knowledge and practice may have had an 

influence on European mining techniques.
21

  The second is the recovery of Native 

American mining knowledge and methods and additional hidden elements within mining 

expeditions. The third step is reconstruction of the lead mining area as a place where 

Native Americans and Europeans amalgamated their mining knowledge and technology. 

Mississippian societies developed mining knowledge and technology to extract and 
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prepare lead ore for trade throughout eastern North America.
22

  Archaeological studies 

help piece together Native American practices and moments of interaction with their 

mineral environment.  Since early Native American mining accounts are difficult to 

uncover, archeological evidence reveals facets of Native American mining skills, 

manufacturing processes, and consumer practices that eventually influenced early French 

settlers.  Archaeologists have recovered crushed and prepared galena from sixty-five 

Mississippian sites in clusters from the central Mississippi Valley to the southern 

Appalachians.  Mississippians exchanged galena in the form of crystals and nodules.  

These shiny lead cubes were used as ornaments in rituals and were buried with the dead.  

By the late fourteenth century, in order to produce a metallic blue-gray pigment, galena 

was crushed and ground into powder with a hand-held grinding stone.  Crushed galena 

was combined with plants, like beeweed or tansy mustard, and with hematite and 

manganese to make glaze paints.
23

 

The Mississippians most likely worked with what Des Ursin, Renaudiere, and De 

Gruy recognized to be carbonate of lead.  Occurring in masses, and often in a crystallized 

state, it was shaped like a rectangular octahedron.  Because of its richness, the 

Mississippians used it with very little preparation as a glaze for coarse pottery, and it was 

exchanged and appropriated by the Indians of North America for centuries.  This 
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particular galena was probably similar to what Des Ursin described as ―a fine-grained 

uneven and splintery or imperfectly fibrous state.‖
24

  Europeans preferred this type of 

galena, free of contaminates, for manufacturing. 

 

Figure 1: In galena's purest state it appears like colorless glass.
25

 

 

Beginning with the De Vaca and De Soto expeditions, Europeans searched for ore 

they could mine—but of a shinier sort than lead.
26

  Although lead had less raw or 
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romantic value than silver or gold, it was still a very valuable commodity for Europeans 

who hoped to gain wealth from their new environment.  Early European settlers often 

considered lead to be an agent of death.  Molten lead had long been used to draw 

confessions from the guilty and innocent, and by the time of the discovery of the New 

World, was being made into musket balls, inflicting wounds and death to many.  During 

the seventeenth and early eighteenth century, after Native Americans directed French 

explorers to their lead mines, the region‘s possibilities captured French imaginations.  As 

the French continued to rely on Native American prospecting and extracting knowledge, 

they began to envision the possibility of mining lead ore.  Eventually the French also 

desired to construct a settlement in closer proximity to the mines, and they began 

manufacturing musket balls.
27

 

The recovery of the convergence of European and Native American practices is 

clearly depicted in European mining expeditions. Their writings reveal how the amalgam 

developed during distinct phases shaped largely through Native American and French 

relations centering on lead ore.  The lead mine expedition accounts of Des Ursin and 

Renaudiere provide a window into early Kaskaskia and French mining practices. A 

combined reading of the Des Ursin and Renaudiere accounts reveals early indigenous 

prospecting and extracting techniques.  French and Spanish narratives, despite their 
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ethnocentrism, suggest that while the French adopted various Native American mining 

practices, by 1743, Native Americans in turn began to embrace European tools.  For 

example, the De Gruy mining expedition report not only highlights continued French 

reliance on Native American prospecting practices, but also reveals how their practices 

changed to include more European tools and methods. 

In the third step, reconstruction shows the lead mining area as a place where 

Native Americans and Europeans amalgamated their mining knowledge and technology.  

To recover a new contact narrative, contemporary narratives and archaeological evidence 

help fill the silences in expedition records.  Native Americans and French miners 

combined their mining methods in this middle ground.  Prospecting and extracting 

techniques had the ability to clarify perceptions of land, water, and environmental 

resources.  As French and Native American worlds allied, a hybridization of their mutual 

understanding of the land occurred in this region.  They actively created new systems of 

meaning and exchange while mining their world.  Unearthing additional evidence in the 

realm of indigenous mining knowledge and practices reveals syncretic methods on this 

early North American frontier. 

 

Pueblo and Mississippian Mining Techniques 

Native American mining and lead manufacturing practices developed near Santa 

Fe, New Mexico, and later in the Mississippi Valley.  For example, centuries before Don 

Hernando Alvarado came to New Mexico in 1540 to find gold and silver, Pueblos were 
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already extracting, using and exchanging galena.
28

  The Bethsheba Mine near Santa Fe, 

New Mexico substantiates that Native Americans extracted lead ore from vertical 

trenches using prehistoric mining tools before 1350.
29

  These discoveries suggest that, 

whether in Santa Fe or Kaskaskia, Illinois, between 1200 and 1700 lead represented an 

important trade commodity primarily used in the making of artifacts to be buried with the 

dead.
30

  In a similar fashion, Mississippians also extracted, used, and exchanged galena in 

a variety of forms long before Hernando De Soto arrived in the Mississippi Valley 

searching for precious metals. 

After arriving at the mines, Native Americans in the region of Santa Fe, New 

Mexico, assembled their tools by combining stone, wood, and animal bones.  Native 

American miners used stone tools with notches and grooves attached to wooden handles.  

Once miners put together their tools, they began to dig six-to nine-feet deep trenches 

along the surface of the soil.
31

  Native Americans did not have the capacity to go deeper 

in search of the solid body of lead ore because of the type of tools they used.  They 

worked in teams of two trying to locate a branch or a vein of lead ore.  If they 

encountered rock or water, they would abandon their trench and move elsewhere.  Later, 

Native Americans discarded their broken tools intermixed with the mining rubble, and 

only carried crushed or nodules of galena to their village.  After returning to their village, 
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Pueblo miners manufactured ornaments, magical charms, and pigments.  They also 

combined red ochre and galena to produce a sparkling red pigment to be used as paint.
32

 

Lead isotope studies suggest that by 1300 AD Native Americans in Pueblo and other 

sites, began to incorporate glaze paint onto their pottery. 

By 300, Zuni Indians were already introducing glaze paint into the middle Rio 

Grande Basin.
33

  What appears to have followed was a lead mining enterprise that 

continued through the glaze-ware period.  Pueblo Indians began to produce glaze paints 

for decorative motifs on their pottery.  By grinding the ore into a fine powder, miners 

were able to mix it with plants or other minerals in order to manufacture a particular color 

of glaze paint.  Similar to the way that the Zuni Indians from the west transferred their 

glaze-ware knowledge to the Pueblos in the east, Pueblo skills extended east towards the 

Mississippi River, where Mississippian societies also applied glaze paint to their pottery.  

Following routes across the Rocky Mountains to the Great Plains, indigenous people‘s 

trading and mining practices influenced North America.  What becomes clear is that long 

before European contact, Native Americans established cross-cultural communications.  

Traversing the Americas Native Americans were hunting buffalo, mining, and meeting to 

exchange pottery and ideas with one another centuries prior to European contact.  

Following contact with the Spanish and the introduction of firearms, Native Americans 

added the production of musket balls to their skills.   

Along these same well-worn pathways the Mississippian (900-1500) of Cahokia 

established mining practices and trading networks similar to the Pueblo.  The 
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Mississippians settled between the Arkansas and lower Missouri Rivers.  Although they 

are better known for their well-developed horticultural production of maize, beans, and 

squash than for their early mining experiences, nevertheless, on a seasonal schedule, 

Mississippians mined, manufactured, and transported lead across North America for 

indigenous consumption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 2: Mississippian Era Lead Exchange Locations
34

 

 

The Kaskaskia Indian probably worked their lead mines in the same fashion as the 

Pueblo and Mississippian Indians.  Using stones and animal bones as tools in a similar 
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manner to the way Europeans used hammers, axes, and a pick, individuals or teams of 

two miners carved vertical trenches to dig shafts and remove the ore from the mines‘ 

walls.  Native Americans worked the quarries near the village of Mill Creek in southern 

Illinois, which contained pits covering approximately four to twelve acres.  Native 

Americans used the trenching method and stone hammers to mine flint and bluish-gray 

hornstone.
35

  The hammers and other tools found in the Mississippi Valley are similar to 

those used by the Pueblo miners in Santa Fe.
36

  Centuries later, following contact, the 

French adopted this same method to extract galena. 

The trench mining methods and stone tools discovered at the Pueblo sites and the 

Mill Creek quarry close to the Mississippians suggests longstanding Native American 

mining knowledge and technology.  Although there is little archaeological evidence to 

suggest that Mississippians manufactured their mining tools on site, the journal of 

Renaudiere suggests that whenever the Kaskaskia went to the mines they only carried 

their weapons and ammunition.
37

  This passage suggests Native Americans went to mine 

lead without their implements and planned to make their tools from the regional stones. 

Further support that they made their tools on site comes from the fact that the 

types of stones—quartzite, sandstone, or limestone—used for making tools were all 

readily available near the mines.
38

  The tools Native Americans made included pounding 

hammers, picks, and axes that were notched and grooved to accommodate wooden 

handles.  Hand axes with sharp edges would have been used as choppers.  Hafted axes 
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were curved at the bottom and probably used similarly to a European-styled spade.  

Hafted picks also contained a concave curve at the bottom with a flat top.  Their use of 

picks and axes indicate that extracting the ore from a vein with sharp, pointed tools was 

more effective than simply shattering the ore body with hammer blows.
39

 

Near the eighteenth-century Kaskaskia and French contact sites in the Mississippi 

Valley, archaeologists have recovered arrowhead shapes, stone knives, maces, and 

spades, and pottery trowels constructed from buckhorns.
40

  These tools are similar to 

those used by the Pueblo to mine.  Artifacts also include pottery vessels in the form of 

bowls, jars, and animal-shaped effigies.
41

  The recovery of pottery samples with traces of 

glazed paints near Kaskaskia Village suggests that Native Americans were mining near 

the same locations where they guided Des Ursin, Renaudiere and De Gruy. 

Mississippian lead production practices most likely influenced the Indians living 

near the lead mines close to Kaskaskia before the French arrived in the Mississippi 

Valley.  Mississippian societies manufactured and transported lead across North America 

for indigenous consumption.  Mississippian sites show evidence of Native Americans 

grinding galena crystals into powder to manufacture a metallic blue-gray pigment.  

Mississippians exchanged galena in the form of crystals and nodules.  Shiny galena 

cubes, which were used in rituals to bury the dead, further explain how mining and 

production practices from the Southwest flowed to the Mississippi region.
42

 

Lead represented an important trade commodity primarily used to be buried with 

the dead in Santa Fe and Cahokia.  The galena and red ocher discovered at Mississippian 
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worksites aids our understanding as to how Native Americans extracted, crushed, and 

ground lead ore for use as paints or ceremonial powder prior to European contact.  

Following contact with the French, lead objects made for exchange with the Europeans, 

as well as with other Native Americans, included the following: (1) polished cubes and 

rectangles; (2) perforated beads; (3) bird effigy pendants; and (4) perforated buttons made 

from catlinite (red clay and sand stone) molds of Native American manufacture.
43

  

Catlinite was extensively quarried not only to make molds, but also to manufacture 

tobacco pipes and ornaments. 

 
 

Figure 2: Lead widely used as inlay in catlinite pipes.
44

 

 

Additional evidence from the central Mississippi River Valley worksites where 

lead ore was extracted, smelted, and distributed includes an early burial ground worksite 

from which over 500 pounds of lead has been recovered.
45

  The galena uncovered from 

these sites was a valued commodity for interregional exchange, making the Mississippi 

Valley an original mining frontier where lead ore was extracted, manufactured, and 

distributed.  Eventually, Mississippian societies dismantled and dispersed further south as 
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part of a broader and still incomplete movement of peoples.  Beginning in the mid-

fourteenth century, this population shift may have been related to the little ice age as new 

Native American groups arrived from farther North to settle the area.  The Kaskaskia 

Indians were probably the first to do this, and continued the tradition of extracting, 

manufacturing, and trading lead with distant tribes and eventually with the French.  By 

the late seventeenth and into the early eighteenth century, Jesuit missionaries, explorers, 

travelers, and prospectors documented this Native American mining tradition in written 

and visual sources. 

 

Map 3: Louis Armand Baron de Lahontan's drawing of a Native American Medal.
46
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Native American guides, French explorers mapping the mines 

By the early eighteenth century, Upper Louisiana‘s lead mining region captured 

the interest of the French.  The French Jesuit, Father Jacques Gravier, noted in his journal 

that, with the help of the Kaskaskia, ―We discovered the River Miaramigoua [Meramec], 

where the very rich lead mines are situated, twelve or thirteen leagues from its mouth.  

The ore from this mine yields three-fourths metal.‖
47

  Clearly, Gravier is describing the 

lead mines where Mississippians extracted ore near what would become known as Mine 

La Motte.  His reference to the extracted lead ore yielding seventy-five percent metal also 

signifies his ability to assay minerals. 

Gravier carried with him across the Atlantic the skills, tools, and techniques to 

test the quality and quantity of lead ore in the early eighteenth-century.  Since the time of 

Agricola, assayers acquired an intimate knowledge of many chemical substances.  

Assaying was a sampling process in which a small amount of ore was tested for its 

quality and quantity.  Europeans understood that the purpose of assaying was, first, to 

determine if some metal was present in the ore, and second, to measure what proportion 

of one or more metals might be present.  To assay ores Gravier, and other explorers who 

would follow, carried with them a cupola.  This European practice eventually became 

part of the early eighteenth-century Native American and French amalgam. The cupola 

was a shallow vessel used in assaying ores.  Assayers had an intimate knowledge of many 

chemical substances and their reactions.  The assayer knew that different metals 
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dissolved to different extents.  The purpose of assaying ores was to determine if some 

metal was present in the ore, and also to see what the quality and quantity of one or more 

metals might be contained in the ores.
48

 

The French were determined to find mineral wealth in the vast province, and if 

precious metals could not be found, lead would have to do.  In 1713, Antoine de La 

Motte Cadillac became governor of Louisiana.  He was well aware that ―there are mines 

west of the Mississippi,‖ further stating that ―all the tribes north of the Red River know 

about these mines.‖
49

  Within two years he traveled up the Mississippi River to the 

Illinois country to conduct exploratory diggings for lead.  La Motte Cadillac not only left 

his name to Mine La Motte in northern Madison County, Missouri, but also documented, 

similar to earlier explorers, with the assistance of his Native American guides, the mining 

location for French court officials. These accounts reveal that Native Americans told 

French explorers about Mine La Motte.  The Gravier and La Motte expedition were also 

significant because their accounts became a guiding reference for future expeditions.  

By the early eighteenth century, Native American knowledge of the mining region 

filtered into the cartographic catalogs of European geographers.
50

  The maps created by 

official cartographers from the period of exploration passed through the hands of other 

explorers.   The publication of maps during this period represents the reproduction of 

Native American environmental knowledge and the potential for mining activity. 
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The French cartographer Guillaume Delisle, who never visited the New World, 

accomplished his reconstruction of early eighteenth-century maps depicting the Native 

American mines by interviewing explorers.  He most likely collected the data from 

soldiers, missionaries, fur traders, and explorers who returned to France.  For example, 

Gravier probably communicated to Delisle the location of Native American villages, 

rivers, mountains, and mines.  Following the Native American and Gravier expedition to 

Mine La Motte, Delisle worked to produce a detailed map of the little known Mississippi 

Valley.  By 1703, the map first appeared and clearly showed the major tributary rivers 

along with several lead mines.  The Delisle maps began the visual reproduction of the 

Indian lead mines location, which circulated throughout France in order to guide newly 

arriving explorers.
51

  Mapmakers Guillaume Delisle and Jacques Nicolas-Bellin 

described the region as the country full of mines.  It appears that both cartographers 

transformed Des Ursin and De Gruy‘s verbal information into visual form on their 1718 

and 1744 maps of the Mississippi River valley.  While Delisle noted the Native American 

mining site as a Bellin cites the discovery of a new lead mine in much closer proximity to 

Kaskaskia. Cartographic reproductions were significant valuable tools for merchants 

contemplating commercial ventures.  Following the publication of the Delisle and Bellin 

maps, the knowledge of these lead mines continued their circulation throughout France. 
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Map 4: Guillaume Delisle 1703 Map showing the "Country full of Mines"

52
 

 

Native Americans and French Consumer Practices 

During the late seventeenth century, the Kaskaskia relocated to the middle 

Mississippi Valley, and settled east of the Mississippi River.  In 1700, they moved west 

of the Mississippi River, settling for three years below St. Louis.  There is no written 

historic documentation of Kaskaskia activities during this interval.  However, the 

archeological record reveals their desire to remain in close proximity to the southeastern 

Missouri galena mines because they were still working with lead ore.  The presence of 

the Kaskaskia Indians in the central Mississippi Valley is linked to their locating, 

extracting, and smelting lead ore.  There they smelted galena into lead and then poured 
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the molten lead into catlinite molds to make finished products such as musket balls, 

baling seals, and gaming pieces.    Like the French, the Kaskaskia were contemporary 

newcomers who would become important players in prospecting, extracting and molding 

lead ore.
 53

 

When the Kaskaskia relocated to the Mississippi Valley, they made contact with 

the recently established French mission at Cahokia, near present-day East St. Louis, 

Illinois, which attracted traders and merchants.  Soon afterwards, an even larger French 

community grew up near the Kaskaskia village.  In 1703, the Kaskaskia relocated back 

across the Mississippi River, settling along the Kaskaskia River.  Another Indian tribe, 

the Michigamea, settled nearby in 1720, and later joined the Kaskaskia‘s mining 

activities.
54

  The Michigamea were an Algonquian-speaking people located in the 

southernmost section of the Illinois.  In 1673 Father Jacques Marquette visited their 

principal village, which was then situated along the Mississippi River in northeast 

Arkansas. The Michigamea later migrated north and settled near the mouth of the 

Kaskaskia River before moving closer to Fort de Chartres in 1720.  Both villages 

eventually became centers where explorers gathered before beginning their expeditions to 

the lead mines.  In most cases, it appears that after Native Americans and French miners 

prospected and extracted galena, they returned to these villages.  Subsequently, 

Kaskaskia became the earliest site for the production and exchange of both Native 

American and European lead products.  The Kaskaskia continued to manufacture their 
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own galena products using catlinite molds by carving certain designs into the stone.
55

  

These designs are triangles, circles, crosses, or some shape suggestive of small 

ornaments, such as earbob, and the Kaskaskia eventually continued to use catlinite to 

produce European products such as baling seals, musket balls, and crosses.
56

 

         
Figure 3: Lead baling seals, known as fabric seals used to bundle furs or identify trade goods. 

 

 

These artifacts have been recovered from the Guebert Site, known as a place 

where Native Americans and French miners worked with lead.  The Kaskaskia lived and 

worked there while the French lived nearby in the village of Fort de Chartres where 

miners manufactured and traded lead products.
57

  Pottery samples with traces of glazed 

paints have also been recovered near Kaskaskia Village.  This combined evidence 

suggests that like the Mississippians who came before, the Kaskaskia also mined galena 
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and molded lead near where the Native Americans eventually guided Des Ursin and 

Renaudiere. 

 

 

 

Map 5: The Des Ursin and Kaskaskia Indians Route to the Mines.
58

 

 

By 1718, explorers‘ accounts and maps pinpointing Native American lead mines 

attracted the attention of French court officials.  Still hoping to locate mines, Louisiana 

Territory governor Antoine de La Motte Cadillac requested the assistance of two 

accomplished mining engineers, Des Ursin and Renaudiere.
59

  Cadillac wanted both men 
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to extract lead ore samples and to test the quality of those samples.  In addition, Des 

Ursin and Renaudiere‘s accounts suggest that they surveyed Mine La Motte to judge its 

suitability for establishing a settlement.  Closely following Cadillac‘s request, Des Ursin 

and Renaudiere, along with the Kaskaskia Indians, prospected and extracted limited 

samples of lead ore for local and distant exchange.  Clearly, both expeditions not only 

reveal frontier convergence of the Kaskaskia, Des Ursin, Renaudiere, and later De Gruy‘s 

environmental knowledge and mining practice, but also the possibilities for the French to 

develop a mining settlement. 

 

“Infinite number of holes from which they drew lead” 

The Des Ursin and Renaudiere journals each reveal the perception and impact of 

Native American know-how on the practice of prospecting and extracting.  When Des 

Ursin describes in his journal the ―infinite number of holes from which [Native 

Americans] drew lead‖ from the surface, he is recounting a venerable Native American 

method of extracting lead ore.
60

  Des Ursin‘s observations reveal that the Kaskaskia 

Indians worked their mines in the same fashion as the Pueblo, and the later 

Mississippians who mined for stone. 

Following a strenuous journey from New Orleans up the Mississippi river, both 

Des Ursin, in 1719, and Renaudiere, in 1723, arrived in Kaskaskia.  There they sought the 

assistance of Native American guides who directed them to the lead mines.  Together, the 

Kaskaskia and French miners carried with them prospecting and extracting knowledge to 

Mine La Motte.  Each explorer‘s narrative paints a picture of the possibilities for 
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settlement near Mine La Motte.  Both comment how ―There are rivers in which fish 

abound, also turtles, and a large number of water fowls.‖
61

  Each account highlighted the 

possibility of constructing an eighteenth-century miner‘s frontier to extract lead ore for 

the production of symbolic as well as practical items.  What these explorers had in mind 

was to gradually transform the surrounding landscape into a European-style farming and 

mining settlement. 

 

Map 6: La Renaudiere and Kaskaskia Indians Route to the Mines 
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Recovering the hidden prospecting elements 

The Des Ursin and Renaudiere accounts note the convergence of early Native 

American and French prospecting and mining activities. Des Ursin and Renaudiere each 

suggest that the important and foremost step occupying the minds of miners was to locate 

a lead mine.  Significantly, Des Ursin and Renaudiere also observed Native American 

prospecting techniques that revealed Native American environmental knowledge.
62

  The 

Kaskaskia developed an acute sense of how to determine the location of minerals.  As 

Renaudiere‘s observations show, indigenous peoples knew that the color of plants, 

stones, and soil suggested the possibility of locating minerals.  Renaudiere describes how 

Native Americans guided him to ―a large number of mountains where the color of plants 

and stones gives strong indication of mineral wealth.‖
63

  Renaudiere observed additional 

evidence of Native American acumen after he finished digging a Native American style 

trench and located a vein of galena running underneath the unhealthy plants. Therefore, 

when Native Americans approached open spaces that lacked clusters of plants in rows, 

such environmental markers suggested that a vein of metal could be found in the spaces 

between the rows directly underneath the earth‘s surface. 

Des Ursin also describes his initial worksite, where he judged the layers of veins 

to be lead based on what he learned from the Kaskaskia.  On the first day of the digging, 

Des Ursin wrote, ―The earth is very black and heavy; then we found two feet of yellow 

earth also with lead—deeper down we met with a layer of ground, black and yellow, 
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mixed with pieces of lead.‖
64

  During his expedition to the mines, Renaudiere‘s 

recognized the presence of lead ore by the natural appearance of stones stating ―We 

found a quantity of stones of verdigris, which is a sure indication of the presence of 

copper, mingled with veins of lead one half foot in thickness—On the other side of the St. 

Francis river where a large number of [colorful] stones gives strong indications of 

mineral wealth.‖
65

  Des Ursin account depicts how the Kaskaskia, Des Ursin and 

Renaudiere each understood the importance of recognizing various shades of color when 

prospecting for galena, just like the Native Americans did.
66

  These French men observed 

Native Americans using an environmental knowledge and practice that Europeans also 

used in their mining environments. 

To discover the purity of ores, indigenous miners applied their sense of taste and 

of smell.  After Native Americans located a section of earth with a ―good smell,‖ it was a 

sign of mineral richness.
67

  European mining engineers also depended on olfactory tests 

to judge tin or lead deposits.  Lead miners were sensitive to whether or not ―the metal that 

comes out of the mines is of good smell, if they light not upon some bastard mineral that 

accompanies, and has infected it.‖
68

  A variety of metals were ―said to have a bad taste 

due to the possible mixture with other metals or stones and their juices.‖
69

 

Europeans also acquired an acute ability to judge the quality of lead ore, or any 

mineral, by taste.   They too developed a number of steps to prepare the soil for tasting.  

First, the miner mixed water with a small sample of earth.  Second, he boiled the mixture 
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several times, and finally, after boiling the mixture once or twice, he then discerned the 

mixture‘s quality by sampling the distilled liquid.  European miners understood that the 

pure earth had no significant taste; however, the miner commonly alleged that soil mixed 

with minerals carried a bad taste.  The careful preparation and standardized technique of 

Native Americans paralleled European knowledge and practice of the period.
70

  

Europeans applied their sense of taste and smell when searching for metals.  The 

experienced miner was sensitive to the taste and odor of a particular mining region‘s 

water and air.  This determined the liquids emanating from the mines and helped them to 

find out their chemical character.
71

 

Renaudiere expected the local water to have an acidic taste because he was 

searching for lead ore.  He understood this taste to indicate the presence of sulfur.  

Renaudiere reported, ―In the neighborhood [of the mines] there are many mountains—the 

waters flowing from them are bitter.  There is no doubt that if these were excavated and 

dug into, very good mines would be found.‖  Renaudiere definitely tasted the water of the 

mining area to ascertain whether galena would be found.  His next comment suggests the 

location to be a good place to construct a settlement where miners could extract 

―approximately three hundred million‖ pounds of lead ―each year from many trenches.‖
72

 

As Des Ursin and Renaudiere continued to rely on Native American prospecting 

practices, they also begin to indirectly explain to their readers how Native Americans 

extracted lead ores.  The Renaudiere journal, more so than Des Ursin‘s, is replete with 

information associated with the North American Indian mining technique.  Des Ursin 
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fails to clearly describe the method by which Native Americans extracted lead ore; there 

is a problem with the terminology he was determined to use.  For example, when Des 

Ursin arrived at Mine La Motte, he directed his ―workmen to dig into the shaft which Mr. 

De La Motte had made,‖ and on the second day at the mines he states, ―We commenced a 

shaft which is larger than the two preceding ones.‖
73

  The term ―shaft‖ is clearly 

representative of Des Ursin‘s European experience of digging larger and deeper holes to 

extract more ore. 

Europeans dug their shafts vertically until miners approached a vein, mountain, or 

hill.
74

  According to European standards, shafts were twice as high as wide, and roomy 

enough for miners to pass through while carrying their galena loads.  These holes went 

beyond a depth of thirty feet, sometimes to seventy or one hundred feet, to reach ores.  

Des Ursin‘s shaft ―was only four feet deep‖ or ―six feet deep,‖ which was similar to the 

Native American trench.
75

  Although it appears that Des Ursin recognizes the lead mines 

as an indigenous location, the term shaft did not apply to the Native American extracting 

method.  The mines that Native Americans worked at Bethsheba and Mine La Motte 

produced lead close to the surface; therefore, it was necessary to only dig a trench no 

deeper than six feet.  Because of this problem with terminology, we must turn to 

Renaudiere‘s account. 

Des Ursin and Renaudiere mean the same thing when they employ the terms 

―shaft‖ and ―trench.‖  Though using both terms, each engineer describes what appears to 

be a longstanding Native American tradition of extracting minerals from trenches 
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measuring one to six feet in depth.  During the expedition in August 1723, Renaudiere 

accepted Native American mining knowledge and technology and used the term shaft to 

describe the ―holes‖ created by Native American miners:  ―Six men can operate three 

shafts, two at each shaft,‖ he wrote.  ―In order to procure much mineral from these 

openings, they are like trenches, and one must follow the veins which are found on the 

rock.‖
76

  Here, he implies that these ―shafts‖ are more like the Bethsheba ―trenches,‖ and 

different from shafts in Europe. 

Des Ursin and Renaudiere not only depended on the Kaskaskia to direct them to 

the lead mines, they also adopted Native American tools to dig their trenches.  Both 

explorers recorded trouble using the Native American mining implements, at one time 

referring to their tools as ―primitive.‖  Renaudiere noted that the greatest portion of lead 

ore at Mine La Motte could be found imbedded in a thick stratum of marl clay adjacent to 

limestone.  According to Des Ursin, when his workers reached the limestone, they found 

it difficult to continue digging because of ―a hard rock which we could not pierce and 

which ruined most of our tools.‖
77

  This suggests that instead of Ursin and his workers 

using iron tools, they had to accept the tools Native Americans constructed after arriving 

at the mining site. 

Native American implements included wooden spades and stone or buckhorn 

hammers to dig trenches, and picks to separate galena from other matter.  The Kaskaskia 

also used baskets and hide ropes to haul lead ore from the trenches to nearby rivers for 

washing to prepare the galena for the smelting.
78

  Following European contact, a 
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transition began to occur, as Native Americans became increasingly accustomed to using 

trade goods such as iron hoes, picks, shovels, and crowbars to replace many of their 

tools.
79

  Though they used different tools, the mines themselves were probably of the 

same type during the early period of mining described above. 

Native Americans followed ―the crevice deposits by digging inclined trenches 

into the sides of hills.‖
80

  In cases where Native Americans approached rocks, they 

applied an alternative method.  There is no evidence that gunpowder was used to blast the 

rock at Mine La Motte.  However, when the Fox and Sioux Indians encountered 

limestone at the lead mines located near present day Galena, Illinois, they ignited large 

fires along the rock face.  Next, they doused the rock with cold water.  This cracked the 

rock, making it easier to pry apart and remove the lead ore.  There is no mention of this 

practice at Mine La Motte; however, since Des Ursin and Renaudiere report that the lead 

veins usually were lined in limestone, the Kaskaskia may have employed this same 

technology.  

Europeans referred to this process as ―fire setting.‖  Ancient miners used this 

technology, and it was eventually replaced with the use of gunpowder after 1627.
81

  Fire 

setting was recommended for mining even the hardest rocks.  It was a slow and 

dangerous process.  If miners did not take precautions, the vapors and fumes might cause 

headaches, or also could cause ill health or even death from suffocation.  For this reason, 

Europeans, like Native Americans, also practiced setting fires just before sundown, and 
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they returned to their mines early the following day to inspect and remove chunks of lead 

ore.  Fire setting involved the placing of dry logs against the wall that was to be tunneled.  

The fire chipped and splattered the stone. 

After digging their trenches using Native American stone implements, Des Ursin 

and Renaudiere discovered the galena in a small layer four feet below the surface of the 

ground.  Usually the veins were located either above or below limestone, and often mixed 

in with the soil.  Des Ursin and Renaudiere described the veins at Mine La Motte ―as a 

small layer of lead four feet below the surface of the ground which is yellow, 

intermingled with black, green, gray and reddish; below it is a very hard rock, mixed with 

grains of lead, six inches thick; deeper down is another layer, three to four inches 

thick.‖
82

  Adhering closely to the directions of their Native American guides, Ursin and 

Renaudiere dug trenches revealing galena, suggesting the beginning of amalgamation.  

Since lead is metallic but not shiny, it was different from most other kinds of ores that 

explorers prospected for in the soil.
83

  Both engineers confirmed that the layer just four 

feet deep was indeed galena prior to constructing a worksite. This required a certain level 

of skill and knowledge. Therefore, using the trench method to ―break the earth‘s surface,‖ 

miners could view the layers of lead ore, and in some cases, both engineers observed 

small grains of lead intermixed with the soil.
84

 

Pellets of lead shaped like grain were either galena or granular sulphuret of lead.  

Native Americans and Europeans prized galena as the most important type of lead ore.  

Known to Europeans as galena, or potter‘s lead ore, it was the most common of all the 
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lead ores, and it is shaped like moderate-sized cubes or grains.
85

  Des Ursin and 

Renaudiere must have been excited to recognize the dark blue ―fine steel grain‖ mineral 

from Mine La Motte, since it was known to possess a high percentage of sulfur.  

Europeans carried with them to Mine La Motte the knowledge and technology to 

test the quality of lead ore.  Assaying ores was an important part of the European mining 

experience.  As a rule, engineers reported not only the quality but also the quantity of 

lead contained in the ore.  The early explorers of these mines were also willing to conduct 

tests using rudimentary techniques in early eighteenth-century North America.  It was 

important to assay lead ores in order to determine the amount of metal contained in a 

sample of ore.  After acquiring a small sample from each mine, both European miners 

skillfully conducted their test.  Any error made was multiplied many times over when the 

bulk ore was smelted.  For example, if assaying was incorrectly performed, several 

thousand pounds of ore could be lost due to overheating.  In addition, if the metal was 

under-heated, it could evaporate in fumes.
86

  Indigenous miners in this area did not apply 

the art of assaying as an organized practice.  If they did, the evidence does not appear in 

the accounts of Des Ursin and Renaudiere. 

Prior to smelting the ores, European miners measured a mineral‘s quality to 

determine the quantity of metal in a particular ore.  Des Ursin recorded this type of test.  

He instructed a number of workers to cut enough timber to test samples of lead ore, 

which they apparently were successful in doing near the extracting site of production: ―at 

a depth of seven and a half feet we found a layer of lead which at its narrowest was 8 

inches wide—In the center of this shaft we found a very good vein similar to the one of 
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which we have taken the samples, which we have tested and of which I send you samples 

sufficient to let you judge of its value yourself.‖
87

  Renaudiere also adds details to the 

subject of testing lead ores.  In the location where the veins ―are well-formed,‖ 

Renaudiere continues, ―the mineral is found to be good, and produces as much as from 40 

to 45 percent‖ metal.  In addition, he writes of other mining trenches that ―are very rich in 

lead.  They produce as much as 80 percent.‖  Renaudiere and Ursin assayed lead ore to 

determine its quality, and it‘s required smelting time.  By the 1700s, the art of testing ores 

appears to be a European practice, which can be seen as a European contribution to this 

amalgam.
88

  Testing metals required a set of tools, such as the cupola, which was a very 

absorbent shallow vessel.  To conduct a successful assay of the lead ore at Mine La 

Motte, Renaudiere and Des Ursin understood that, when heated, lead dissolved into a slag 

after a certain length of time. 

However efficient the Europeans‘ method appeared, it did not work.  Des Ursin 

seemed to encounter problems because ―the crevets and skillets have melted several times 

in the fire,‖ and they were ―obliged to gather from the cinders what could be recovered.‖  

He must have resorted to another technique.
89

  His tools melted due to the excessive heat 

during the testing or possibly the smelting phase.  Renaudiere‘s journal reminds us that, 

―when [Native Americans] go to make lead, they carry with them only their weapons and 

ammunition,‖ suggesting that Native Americans most likely developed a smelting 

method.  Des Ursin lacked the ―crevets and skillets and bricks‖ to construct a furnace in 
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which he would melt and mold the lead ore.
90

  Therefore, he most likely adopted Native 

American lead ore smelting techniques.  Both accounts are silent on North American 

Indian smelting technologies; that process will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.  

Nevertheless, the accounts of Des Ursin and Renaudiere recover the convergence of 

Native American and European practices.  Their journals also highlight the amalgamation 

of prospecting methods and French adoption of indigenous tools and extracting methods. 

 

Mid-eighteenth century discovery practices 

By 1743, before Antoine De Gruy approached the Kaskaskia to seek out where 

new lead deposits might be found, he ―asked the commandant of [Fort de Chartres], if I 

could myself go and verify with the Indians the report they had so often made to me.‖
91

  

For example, after De Gruy and his Kaskaskia guides arrived at one open prairie, the 

Kaskaskia directed him toward a ―five to six feet high‖ ridge.  Once they ascended the 

ridge, the Kaskaskia pointed to a ―vein of lead above the ground.‖
92

  De Gruy‘s 

acceptance of the Kaskaskia Indian‘s guidance continues to suggest that without their 

assistance, early French mining efforts would have continued to face difficulty. 

Antoine Valentin de Gruy was a young French officer stationed at Fort de 

Chartes, where he moved to from New Orleans.  The historical record is silent regarding 

De Gruy‘s whereabouts before 1741.  It appears that while he was in the military service 

of the army he learned to supplement his income by lead mining.  De Gruy‘s narrative is 
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representative not only of Native American presence and environmental knowledge, but 

also indicates a place where Native American and French prospecting and mining skills 

continued to converge.  The Kaskaskia and French miners both understood that the most 

important step was to locate mineral indications.  While Des Ursin, Renaudiere, and the 

Kaskaskia prospected for lead ore during the summer season of 1719, the two Kaskaskia 

Indians directing De Gruy to the mines departed Fort Chartres in early April of 1744.  

Both seasons were the traditional time when the Kaskaskia and Osage Indians departed 

their villages to hunt after enduring the long winter season.  According to De Gruy, ―the 

snow still blanketed the ground in certain areas.‖
93

  Following days of walking and 

building a bark canoe to cross the Meramec River, the Kaskaskia and De Gruy proceeded 

approximately twenty miles downstream to a rock cliff.  To reach the top of the cliff, they 

went around to the rear and climbed a steep slope to an open prairie. 

When the expedition arrived on the top of the open prairie, De Gruy was 

confident that his guides had directed him to a lead deposit.  Similar in fashion to early 

Europeans, De Gruy observed how Native Americans carefully studied the prairie‘s 

surface before probing the earth‘s surface for lead ore.  He described the appearance of 

the landscape as a site where 

the snow that sometimes lies on the ground for six weeks or two months in this 

country melts immediately in this spot.  This means that in an area three or four 

leagues in circumference the land produces nothing but a few oaks that seem to 

grow only reluctantly, and uniformly for there is no other species of tree or moss, 

nor is there any other kind of stone, and the soil is about the same color as the 

previous lead mines I visited.
94
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De Gruy illustrates the spot where galena might be discovered.  The space lacked snow or 

trees, and the soil reflected a particular color.  Plants lacking color suggested that lead ore 

would create a dwarflike plant.   

Environmental markers such as snow, plant color, or absence of dew signaled to 

the Kaskaskia and De Gruy the presence of lead ore.  By searching for minerals early 

when ―the morning dew and the snow which falls is gone from those mountains,‖ De 

Gruy clearly understood that veins of lead ore might possibly become visible.
95

  As De 

Gruy notes, the absence of the snow confirmed that his guides did direct him to a new 

lead discovery only known to them.  As prospectors and miners, the Kaskaskia and 

Antoine De Gruy viewed the landscape similarly to those who came before, and 

developed an acute sensitivity for locating minerals.  Miners carefully followed the 

arrangement of trees and other plants.  Their experience also taught them to examine the 

healthiness of plants to determine the location of mineral veins. 

Further evidence comes from the Upper Mississippi basin where the Winnebago 

Indians applied a method of prospecting that early geologists attributed to them, but was 

also later adopted by Euro-Americans.
96

  The Winnebago, too, depended on vegetation‘s 

color as a guide.  The plant known as lead weed, or prairie shoestring, commonly grew in 

elongated patches over clay-filled lead crevices.  Also known as Amorpha Canescens, it 

was ―perhaps the most conspicuous and characteristic shrub of the upland.  Amorpha may 

develop into bushes two-and-one-half to four-feet tall and when abundant,‖ the landscape 
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appeared to be a ―leaden‖ color.
97

  When a traveler visited the lead mines of Galena, 

Illinois, he noted, ―We saw the mineral plant with its blue leaves and most beautiful 

[purple] flowers, growing in clusters, bunches and rows, indicating where beds and veins 

of lead ore existed beneath the surface.‖
98

 

 

Figure 4: Lead Weed 

 

One example of a Euro-American who adopted this Native American practice 

occurred when Esau Johnson, a prospector, miner, and smelter, noted 

I then went out on the prairie searching for my oxen, and there in a ravine I 

noticed a place about one rod wide and near twenty rods in length, that the grass 

and weeds looked very thrifty and blue, and all around it there was very little of 

anything growing; I looked it over and then commenced [to did] on the south side 

of the range. As I spaded and shoveled off the fourth time, my spade touched [sic] 

mineral all the way across the range.
99

 

 

From his discovery, Johnson raised more than 3000 pounds of lead before nightfall, and 

ultimately a total of 154,550 pounds of mineral from the location.  It is apparent that 
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Native Americans, Europeans, and Euro-Americans all used environmental markers to 

prospect for veins of lead ore lying beneath the soil. 

The De Gruy report, as well as evidence from the Upper Mississippi basin, 

suggests that Native American prospecting methods influenced mining in the central 

Mississippi River Valley.  When the Kaskaskia and De Gruy approached plants clustered 

together or approached a space lacking snow or dew, or noted the color of particular 

vegetation, they located veins of ore clustered beneath the soil.  More importantly, both 

shared a familiar and intimate knowledge of the environment.  Upon reaching the lead 

mines, both Native American and French miners applied their longstanding practices to 

locate lead ore.  De Gruy also tells of a large area where the color of plants and stones 

suggested a strong indication of mineral wealth.  After probing through the trench, he 

recovered a vein of galena running directly underneath the unhealthy plants. 

 

The convergence of new mining implements 

On Monday April 15, 1743, two Kaskaskia Indians and Antoine Valentine de 

Gruy prepared to depart the village of Kaskaskia to locate new lead mines.  Prior to 

leaving the village, they loaded carts with the ―necessary implements for making 

excavations.‖  De Gruy closely followed his Kaskaskia Indian guides along a route he 

describes as ―most practical for pack horses to transport mining equipment and lead ore.‖  

De Gruy‘s account continues to reveal the convergence of Native American and 

European prospecting and extracting techniques.
100

 

As Native American guides continued to direct French miners through the mining 

region, Native Americans also started to use a combination of stone and iron tools to 
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extract and remove galena from their trenches.  To their mining implements the 

Kaskaskia adopted European metal crowbars, hammers, and chisels to remove the ore 

from the wall.  The miners then hauled the lead ore from the trenches using baskets tied 

to hide ropes.  They hammered the ore into a movable size and placed it in baskets or 

wheelbarrows, and then carried it to the smelting station. 

By the time of De Gruy‘s arrival to the mining frontier, Native American and 

European miners were using iron tools.
101

  The first French miner to successfully 

transport iron tools from Europe to the Mississippi Valley was the mining engineer 

Renault.  Commandants of Kaskaskia and New Orleans often requested that French court 

officials send iron tools not only to build their settlements, but also to exchange for furs 

acquired by Native Americans.  Miners in search of lead ore crossed the Atlantic and 

traveled from New Orleans in bark canoes up the Mississippi River to Kaskaskia Village, 

carrying with them tools to extract minerals from the soil. 

The adoption of European tools on the part of the Kaskaskia was a significant 

change.  The development also signifies European miners transitioning away from using 

Native American tools such as stone hatches and buckhorn picks to extract lead from 

trenches, a welcome change.  Des Ursin complained that when he employed Native 

American tools, they snapped in half.  Renaudiere added that when the Kaskaskia go ―to 

make lead‖ without carrying tools except ―their weapons and ammunition.‖
102

  For years 

the Kaskaskia worked their lead mines using stones and animal bones to carve vertical 
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trenches, similar to the way Europeans used hammers, axes, and picks to dig shafts and 

remove the ore from the mines‘ walls.
103

 

In like fashion to reports made by Des Ursin and Renaudiere of Native American 

and French prospecting and extracting methods, De Gruy‘s account also illustrates the 

experiences of the Kaskaskia and French miners in this lead mining landscape.  De Gruy 

immediately notes the presence of the Kaskaskia Indians.  This suggests his acceptance of 

their guidance and knowledge to locate new lead deposits. Additionally, De Gruy records 

the transition from Native American tools to European-styled mining implements by the 

mid-eighteenth century.  This suggests that Native American and French miners no 

longer manufactured their mining implements from quartzite, sandstone, or limestone, all 

readily available near the mines.  Instead the full incorporation of European iron 

implements had occurred on the mining frontier.  Each of these attributes provides further 

evidence of the French desire to construct a mining settlement near the deposits. 

As the demand for lead increased, European trade goods also became necessary 

for mining in the middle Mississippi Valley.  De Gruy most likely carried European iron 

hoes, picks, shovels, and crowbars from either New Orleans or France to mine for lead 

ore.  Iron could be sharpened to hold an edge better than the animal bones or stone that 

Native Americans continued to use.  During this transitional period, Native Americans 

had adopted the European tools to dig trenches, even as the French continued to apply the 

Native American trench method to extract lead ore using iron tools. 
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Before Antoine De Gruy departed on his expedition to the mines, he stated that 

―We carried implements necessary for making excavations in the earth.‖
104

  De Gruy and 

the Kaskaskias‘ wagon included an iron probe, shovel, and pick that on one side could be 

used as a hammer called a poll.  Miners used the probe to ―plunge into the ground in 

alternating places until a vein was struck.‖
105

  Miners applied the probe to drive gads, a 

type of chisel, into the earth to loosen the lead ore from surrounding soil or rocks.  The 

probe latter became known as a borer; it resembled a thick chisel.  While one miner held 

the borer in the hole, another miner would strike the head with a sledgehammer.
106

  A 

pointed shovel—spade—was the ideal mining tool to penetrate the earth, as well as 

coarse fragments in the trench.  After locating a vein, miners used their shovel to dig a 

large hole and ―extract all of the ore.‖  Since the mines that the Native Americans and 

French worked at Mine La Motte produced lead close to the surface, it was only 

necessary to dig a trench no more than six feet deep.  What had changed by the time of 

De Gruy‘s expedition was that the Kaskaskia now used iron tools to mine for galena. 

Native Americans traversed the Americas hunting buffalo and meeting to 

exchange their goods, their environmental knowledge, and their technology centuries 

prior to European contact.  Their cultural practices crisscrossed the Rocky Mountains, 

following routes into the Great Plains.
107

  What becomes clear is that Native American 
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prospecting and mining culture traveled these same well-worn pathways of exchange 

forged through centuries of experience. 

In conclusion, from prehistoric time to the early eighteenth-century, Native 

American societies mined and traded crushed and melted galena throughout North 

America.  The mining expeditions of Des Ursin, Renaudiere, De Gruy, and Native 

American guides offer us a glimpse into indigenous mining knowledge and practices in 

this early North American frontier.  Most likely, European miners did not expect to 

encounter Native American prospecting methods that were similar to their own.  

However, as Renaudiere‘s observations show, Native Americans carefully observed 

plant, stone, and soil color before discovering metal lying just beneath the earth‘s surface.  

Because Des Ursin and Renaudiere lacked the tools to dig shafts, they were instructed by 

the Kaskaskia to adopt the Kaskaskia longstanding practice of trench mining using their 

implements to extract lead ore.  The amalgams highlighted in this chapter show how 

these cultural groups created new alliances around lead ore for local and distant 

distribution, and established the beginnings of an early mining frontier.  Finally, like 

earlier explorers, Des Ursin and Renaudiere carefully searched for the possibility of 

establishing a mining settlement.  Their goal was to manufacture baling seals or musket 

balls more economically for the expanding fur trade.  In subsequent chapters, the 

amalgams put into practice in 1723 would expand to the adoption of indigenous smelting 

techniques. 
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Chapter 2: Convergence of Smelting Techniques 

 

Introduction 

On Monday, April 15, 1743, two Kaskaskia Indians and Antoine Valentine de 

Gruy departed the village of Kaskaskia for Mine La Motte.
108

  De Gruy and the 

Kaskaskia walked ―along a very usable road,‖ passing deer and other animals, before 

stopping to construct a bark canoe for their journey down the Meramec River.
109

  After 

arriving at the mines De Gruy noticed a ―vein of lead above the ground,‖ and he 

proceeded to dig ―a trench wherein he discovered pellets of lead intermingled with 

rocks.‖
110

  Later that same day, the Kaskaskia Indians directed him toward a cliff, and De 

Gruy commented, ―The numerous rocks would be a good source for the construction of 

forges.‖  In the evening, De Gruy recorded his observations in a report to the marine 

secretary of state, Jean-Frederic Phelypeaux, Count of Maurepas.
111

  De Gruy stated that 

the animals, the usable road, the rocks to build furnaces, and most of all the pellets of 

lead would make the place a promising mining settlement. 

The account of the De Gruy and Kaskaskia Indians expedition to the lead mines 

offers a unique window into further understanding how the Native American and French 

amalgam continued to develop the early North American mining frontier.  The expedition 

emphasizes the long-lasting presence of indigenous guides as skilled prospectors and 
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miners.  De Gruy‘s report also reveals how miners continued to envision establishing a 

mining settlement in closer proximity to the lead.  Moreover, unlike the Renaudiere 

account, De Gruy‘s details offer a rare view into comprehending how Native American 

and French miners fused their smelting practices after contact.  Therefore, in addition to 

Native American and French miners creating a prospecting and extracting amalgam, as 

discussed in chapter one, De Gruy describes how miners interacted to establish a cross-

cultural dialogue to smelt lead ore on the mining frontier. 

Following the extraction of lead ores from the earth, miners then had to smelt it to 

extract the metals.  Agricola believed that nature usually created metals in an impure 

state, mixed with earth and stones.  So the refiner had to separate the ores, which 

contained metals from the surrounding impurities.  The process of smelting ores 

described by Agricola was the earliest description in the literature of metallurgy.
112

 

Subsequent writers similarly repeated the same smelting processes used by De Gruy. 

Mid-eighteenth century observers of Native American mining practices clearly 

show that the mining frontier began earlier than otherwise understood, and was 

influenced by both Native American and French experiences.  Patricia Limerick suggests 

that Frederick Jackson Turner‘s frontier charting occurred at the cost of excluding Native 

Americans.
113

  Today when historians consider frontiers, we understand them to be 
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meeting places of peoples where geographic and cultural borders were not clearly 

demarcated.
114

  Equally important to studying early frontier histories that examine Native 

American hunting, farming, and trading customs is to also research how Native American 

smelting knowledge and processes aided French settlers.  What we learn by examining 

the convergence of Native American and French smelting skills is that the formers‘ 

abilities played a significant part in supplying hunters, fur traders, and merchants with a 

variety of lead products. 

Daniel Usner‘s study of Indians, French, and African slaves frontier alliances 

notes the changing experiences of those who created new systems of exchange.  Usner 

scrutinizes a region where French and indigenous peoples created a hybrid of practices 

and alliances around natural resources.
115

  Limerick and Usner are right to see the frontier 

as a meeting place offering a constructive model to explore the changing customs and 

meanings of mining and smelting.  Their interpretation forces scholars to pay attention to 

different kinds of ecological elements to understand the relationship between early 

environmental knowledge and skill.  However, to continue the reconstruction of the 

French and Native American mining amalgam in the middle ground requires more than 

just following their social relations in the context of ethnic and gender hierarchies or 

imperial motives, as Lucy Eldersveld Murphy‘s in-depth study of lead mining and 
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frontier exchange illuminates.
116

  It necessitates discovering how Native American 

smelting practices influenced French settlers during the mid-eighteenth century.  Just as 

Europeans and Native Americans formed alliances around fur extraction, as Richard 

White has shown, Europeans and Indians cultivated relationships in regards to smelting 

lead ore.
117

 

The French mining engineers Renaudiere and Des Ursin, as well as Antoine de La 

Motte Cadillac, the governor of Louisiana, did not document how the Kaskaskia Indians 

melted their lead before pouring it into molds to shape various ceremonial artifacts. By 

combining Renaudiere‘s statement with much earlier French exploration narratives and 

archaeological evidence reveals that Native Americans possessed smelting knowledge 

before European contact.   Furthermore, their practices would eventually converge with 

European smelting techniques, which further enhanced the mining amalgam. 

Europeans carried their smelting skills to the North American mining frontier.  

Like gold, lead and copper were both used in ancient times.  In spite of the wide use of 

metals in ancient times, the literature regarding their source and processing is practically 

non-existent.  Evidence of smelting practices from the mounds of slag from primitive 

foundry furnaces of the Bronze Age are scattered over Western Europe.  These mounds 

also show how copper was treated in shallow pits with charcoal.  Over time, great skill 
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and experience were acquired to obtain the maximum metal from its ore so that the least 

amount was lost through slag and fire. 

Long before the synchronization of Native American and French smelting 

practices on the frontier, Native Americans not only exchanged goods but also 

technological practices and environmental knowledge across vast networks.  For 

example, the Pueblo Indians melted ores in semi-subterranean ovens. Theoretically, their 

smelting practices were later transferred and adopted by Native Americans long before 

encountering the first French explorers.  Later the Mississippians witnessed their 

ceremonial lead artifacts melting on their stone or wooden altars, which suggest that they 

must have understood a type of lead melting process.  The early Indians of the Ohio 

valley also annealed and melted copper into useful objects.  As early as 1497, Sebastain 

Cabot adorned the ornaments of the Native Americans along the Atlantic Coast, and 

determined that close by must be veins of copper.
118

 

During the mid-sixteenth century, Jacques Cartier and Samuel de Champlain 

documented for Europeans Native American metal working skills, which I suggest 

influenced Indians of the Mississippi Valley and became part of the Native American and 

French amalgam.  In turn, the genesis of Native American smelting practices combined 

with French techniques reveal a type of technological middle ground where Native 

American and French miners‘ practices converged.
119

  Uncovering these associations 

reveals a Native American presence. 
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Indigenous and French miners blended their knowledge and skills not only to 

exchanged ideas and methods about how to extract lead ore, but also about how to smelt 

it in larger quantities to aid the production of musket balls for local use and distant 

trade.
120

  The intercultural dialogue between French and Native American miners 

encouraged both miners to adopt each other‘s smelting techniques.  To fully understand 

the phenomenon, we must first consider early Native American smelting skills.  Then, we 

need to examine French practices to explain their convergence with Native American 

methods.  The smelting amalgam reveals a mixture of indigenous environmental 

knowledge and skills, as opposed to only impositions of European techniques.  Just as the 

fusion of ores is the process of making an alloy to create a more pliable metal, similarly, 

the fusion of practices represents the creation of a hybrid of smelting techniques.  

Decades before De Gruy‘s expedition, Native American and French traders and settlers 

learned to depend on lead to make their own musket balls.
121

  The ―pellets of lead 

intermingled with rocks‖ that De Gruy described were what Europeans preferred to 

manufacture lead into useful products.
122

   

De Gruy fails to mention a particular Native American tribe or the French miner 

who procured the lead for frontier communities in 1741.  However, he may have been 

watching Francois Valle who conducted seasonal mining operations at Mine La Motte. 
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He was a French Canadian who was born outside of Quebec City, and after migrating to 

the Illinois Country became involved in lead mining at Mine La Motte. Valle had made 

lead mining his primary income and initially fixed his operations at Kaskaskia.  He often 

traveled across the Mississippi River from Kaskaskia to ―work the diggings to extract 

minerals, cut wood and build furnaces to smelt lead, and transport pig lead by horse‖ 

back to Kaskaskia.
123

  Valle would then depart Kaskaskia for trading expeditions in the 

Wabash river valley, as well as to outposts in Upper Canada and Detroit, where he 

supplied lead to frontier villagers that he smelted using the Native American and French-

styled furnace.  In all probability, Valle used a type of furnace that De Gruy observed 

Native American and French miners using.  However, he was not the first. 

After the French adopted the Native American seasonal mining and smelting 

custom, as had Des Ursin and Renaudiere, De Gruy wrote about his desire to firmly 

establish a mining settlement in closer proximity to the mines.  De Gruy was eager to 

establish a mining community at Mine La Motte.  He believed that such a place would 

assist miners in their attempts to extract and smelt lead ore year round.  De Gruy, Valle 

and the Kaskaskia Indians departed for the mines during the spring and fall hunting 

seasons after planting their crops.  To promote the creation of a settlement near the 

mines, De Gruy‘s report is replete with geographical descriptions.  His account outlines 

significant features necessary for planting a settlement such as: (1) accessibility to the 

mining region by land or water; (2) flowing water to wash ores and propel machines; and 

(3) abundant meadows with ―a great quantity of fruit trees.‖  Finally, miners required 
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prairies ―filled with excellent timber‖ as an additional quality necessary for a successful 

settlement.
124

 

 

 

 

Map 7: Antoine Valentin de Gruy and Native American Route to the Lead Mines
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The “mine appeared to be very rich” 

After De Gruy arrived at the lead mines, he began to describe the continuation of 

the mixture of Native American and French practices on the mining frontier.  De Gruy 

carefully examined how eighteen to twenty miners prospected and extracted lead ore.  He 

does not note Native American miners as extractors; instead it is the French miners who 

applied their European tools to prospect for and extract lead ore using the indigenous 

trench mining technique.  One French miner informed De Gruy that the ―mine appeared 

to be very rich.‖ De Gruy penned in his report: 

Everyone works by himself trying to locate a branch or a vein, for they do not 

have the capacity to go deeper in search of the solid body of the mine—each uses 

a probe four or five feet long, which is plunged into the ground in different places 

until a vein is struck.  When one is struck, they make a large trench and extract 

what they can.  If they run into rock or water they abandon their dig and move 

elsewhere.
126

 

 

De Gruy was observing the steps miners followed to locate lead ore.  He noted that 

miners were ignorant as to the construction of shafts, and had ―no power other than that 

of their arms‖ and used the ―primitive method of work‖ to dig their trenches to extract 

lead ore.
127

  His comments suggest that the miners did not have the knowledge to dig 

shafts, when in fact what he observed were French miners who adapted the Native 

American trench mining practice. 

Unlike Des Ursin and Renaudiere, De Gruy‘s description offers a clearer 

depiction of how the French and Native Americans fused their practices in the mid-

eighteenth century.   De Gruy details the depth of the trenches and how miners worked a 

particular vein until rock impeded their labor or water began to flood the trench.  In such 

cases, miners would abandon the shallow trench and begin a fresh search for lead in 
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alternate locations.  De Ursin also encountered the same water problems at Mine La 

Motte.  Unlike the Mississippi Valley miners who extracted lead ore from trenches, their 

European counterparts installed machines over their shafts.
128

  For example, when 

European miners encountered water, they used windlasses to raise water, soil, and ores 

from their mineshafts.  These machines were cranks powered manually or by animals to 

which miners attached rope and buckets to hoist or divert water away from a shaft.
129

  

Since French miners needed additional capital to employ European practices to construct 

pumps to remove water from their shallow trenches, they continued to use Native 

American styled rope and buckskin baskets to extract galena. 

Miners often abandoned their trenches because they lacked the ―implements 

necessary to divert the ground water from flowing into the trenches.‖
130

  When faced with 

this challenge, De Gruy considered the importance of installing water pumps, a common 

European practice.  Because De Gruy needed to convince French officials of the 

challenges miners encountered to secure additional capital, it was important to include 

these natural obstacles in his report.  To overcome these obstructions, the French still 

used the Native American method to extract lead ore, which required very little capital. 

De Gruy also documented how miners abandoned and relocated after 

encountering rock.
131

    In particular, limestone was a barrier to miners.  As mentioned in 

chapter one, the French and the Kaskaskia used similar methods to remove lead ore 

embedded in rock.  They both still practiced igniting large fires near the rock, and doused 
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the heated rock with cold water.  Adhering to their procedure allowed miners to pry rocks 

apart, and extract embedded galena. 

The Kaskaskia were not the only lead miners in the Mississippi valley.  Jonathan 

Carver, who visited the lower Wisconsin River Valley, noticed numerous piles of lead 

ore in both the Winnebago and Fox villages near Galena, Illinois.  Carver was an 

American explorer who traveled with Native Americans along French trade routes to the 

French settlements along the Fox River and eventually arrived at the Winnebago Indian‘s 

village.  When Carver visited the Winnebago Indian‘s mines, he not only saw their 

mounds of galena, he also observed them using ―wooden spades, buckhorn picks and iron 

tools‖ to extract lead.
132

  So, similar to the miners that De Gruy visited, the Winnebago 

and Fox miners also created a type of middle ground where Native Americans adopted 

European iron tools to their mining practices. Carver‘s descriptions of Upper Mississippi 

indigenous skills reveal how Native American lead mining practices most likely traveled 

across great distances. 

Native Americans who traversed the Americas hunting buffalo and meeting to 

barter their goods, exchanged their environmental knowledge and their technology 

centuries prior to European contact.  What becomes clear is that Native American 

prospecting and mining culture journeyed these same well-worn pathways of exchange 

forged through centuries of experience.  In like fashion to earlier Native Americans, the 

Winnebago and Fox Indians excavated the earth by following the deposits along inclined 

surface trenches into the sides of the hills, spending a great deal of time separating the 

lead ore from the soil and rock using both Native American and European tools.  
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Skimming over cultural and material exchanges between Native Americans and French 

settlers, we have missed the opportunity to fully appreciate what role smelting technology 

played in accommodations between the Kaskaskia Indians and French miners.  We have 

also missed the occasion to investigate how miners adjusted to each other‘s mining 

practices in the middle Mississippi Valley, a place where, like other North American 

frontiers, multiple exchanges occurred. 

 

Recovering and connecting smelting practices 

During the 1690s, French traders purchased smelted lead from the local Native 

Americans at Fort Creve Coeur.  Nicolas Perrot lived in the region during the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, and Perrot was one of the first settlers to 

make contact with the Illinois and Miami Indians.
133

  One contemporary account of 

Perrot‘s interactions with several Miami, mentions how the Native American Chief asked 

him about building a trading post near their villages.  As an inducement and to secure a 

trading alliance, the Miami presented Perrot with sample of galena.  The exchange 

between Perrot and the Miami Indians highlights an early account of Native American 

lead mining ability.  However, by the late nineteenth century scholars interpreted the 

exchange as Perrot instructing Native Americans how to extract and smelt galena.
134

  It is 

not clear how between 1690 and 1890 knowledge of Native American mining and 

smelting practices disappeared, however, clearly, a number of French explorers witnessed 
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not only early Native American lead smelting, but also copper smelting procedures.
 135

  

Despite these debates, according to the late nineteenth century historian William Pulsifer, 

Native Americans sold lead of their own smelting to French traders at Peoria in 1690.
136

 

To understand the longstanding tradition of melting ores, it is important to discuss 

why Native Americans smelted their ores.  North American indigenous miners shaped 

lead in catlinite molds to manufacture goods for burial with the dead.  The Kaskaskia 

made their molds from sand or clay to manufacture gaming pieces, pipes, ornaments, and 

following contact musket balls.
137

  In the Ohio Valley, Native Americans also molded 

copper into useful objects.  Their copper smelting customs were later transferred to 

Native Americans who encountered the first French explorers in North America.  Jacques 

Cartier and Samuel Champlain both recorded the smelting and annealing techniques of 

the Algonquin Indians.
138

  Cartier and Champlain describe how Indians mined, 

manufactured, and traded copper prior to European contact, and that they were indeed 

experienced smelters.
139

 

When Cartier arrived in North American on the Isle Coudres, he encountered the 

Algonquin Indians.  At his first meeting with Chief Donnacona, Cartier was presented 
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with a copper knife.
140

  Chief Donnacona told Cartier that many tribes of Saquenay were 

skilled at working with ―red copper,‖ which they called caignetdaze.  The Chief related to 

Cartier the location of Saquenay, which was in the west near the ―Great River and a great 

lake.‖  Chief Donnacona‘s geographical markers suggest he was referring to the 

Mississippi and Lake Superior.   

Later in the sixteenth century after Samuel Champlain arrived in the St. Lawrence 

Gulf, he too encountered the Algonquians.  In like fashion to Cartier, Champlain was 

introduced to Chief Yroquet, and like Chief Donnacona he too ―drew from a sack a piece 

of copper a foot long,‖ and gave it to Champlain.  Champlain noted that the piece ―was 

very handsome and quite pure,‖ and Yroquet also told Champlain that ―there were large 

quantities where he had taken this [copper], which was on the bank of a river, near a great 

lake.‖  Chief Yroquet then proceeded to explain to Champlain the five-step copper 

smelting process, which mirrored the way the Kaskaskia later, would smelt their lead ore. 

First, Native American miners gathered lumps of copper ore.  Next, they melted 

the ores.  Then they proceeded to spread the melted ore on large flat stones before 

shaping the copper into a sheet.  Finally, they polished the sheet with a stone hammer. 

Similar to the Kaskaskia, who molded lead, the Algonquin also shaped the melted copper 

in molds to cast various cultural implements.  The cross-cultural dialogue between 

Yroquet and Champlain about Indian smelting and annealing processes provided 

Champlain with a sense of their copper melting, molding, and shaping techniques.  What 
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Champlain failed to outline was how the Algonquians constructed their furnaces.  In this 

way, the Kaskaskia Indians also were accustomed to melting and molding lead ore to use 

in manufacturing cultural implements.
141

  To comprehend how Native Americans may 

have constructed their copper or lead furnaces, we have to examine additional evidence.  

The archaeological record also provides evidence of Native Americans smelting 

lead and copper in subterranean furnaces.  Early indigenous societies roasted the ores on 

an open fire by using a subterranean funnel-shaped oven-furnace to ―bake or partially 

smelt‖ the ores.  First, they placed a ―flat-bottom pot or relatively small pocket‖ to collect 

the melted ore beneath the subterranean furnace.  Next, Native Americans surrounded 

and covered the ore with fuel, and replenished the conical shaped furnaces with more 

timbers.  Smelting was accomplished by introducing only a small amount of ore at a time.  

Once the slag had cooled, miners removed the cinders so that the melted lead could be 

collected from the furnace bottom—―where it occurred in buttons or irregular 

nodules.‖
142

  The Pueblo peoples prior to European contact also applied a similar 

technique.  In fact, it may be conceived that the crude art of smelting here discussed 

might easily have been discovered through the earlier practice of the Pueblo peoples who 

also cooked food by means of stone baking in large underground ovens.
143
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Figure 5: Native American Subterranean funnel-shaped oven-furnace.
144

 

 

Near the Kaskaskia village, where Des Ursin and Renaudiere began their 

expeditions, archaeologists have unearthed burned circular areas.  The discovery of a 

burned area of clay and dirt, six feet in diameter, suggest that the Kaskaskia also melted 

ore in subterranean furnaces. During the finding, archaeologists located pieces of lead 

ore, ashes, and melted lead across a small area that appears to be the remains of a simple 

small-scale smelting operation.  The evidence suggests that the Kaskaskia Indian method 

also required them to place lead ore in conical ovens, and fired the ovens in the same way 

as the Pueblo peoples.  Additionally, archaeologists have recovered shaping molds near 

the circular burned area.  The molds are significant for a couple of reasons.  First, the 

location confirms that the Kaskaskia established worksites to extract lead ore.  Second, 

they appear to be designed to manufacture Native American circular gaming pieces, 

crosses for burial with the dead, and musket balls.
145

 

Before examining European contributions to the smelting amalgam, someone else 

researching near the Mississippi valley lead mines discovered stones laid in circles about 
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three feet in circumference.  After excavating one of the circles, he believed he had 

discovered an object that was at one time used as an oven.  W.Y. Woods documented 

how the three foot deep hole was shaped like an inverted cone, and the sides were 

carefully ―walled up with flat stones, and around the edge was left bare, which ran around 

the mouth of the hole.‖
146

  After Woods removed the earth resting in the ovens, at the 

bottom of one oven he found seventeen pounds of lead ore.  Considering that Woods 

made his discovery during the 1890s, it is not clear when Native Americans used the 

thirty ovens he discovered.  However, it does reveal that similar to the Pueblo peoples 

and the Kaskaskia Indians, the Winnebago, who inhabited the area where the ovens were 

discovered, also developed a comparable smelting art. 

Smelting and molding lead was an important part of the European mining 

experience as well.  According to Georgius Agricola, the ores of lead and copper were 

considered similar in class, and he notes that reduction of copper from its ores is older 

than human records. Agricola entered the University of Leipzig at the age of twenty, 

finally earning his degree in medicine.  Primarily a physician, Agricola became a court 

historian in 1530, and a city physician in 1533. Agricola medical training, most likely 

helped him to become a keen observer of the nature of the mines that he investigated in 

the sixteenth century.  By 1546, he had published a series of six works on mining, 

metallurgy, geology, and animals used in mining.
147

 

According to Agricola, the smelting of ores of gold and silver, which were 

considered to be rich in metal, the smelting process was considerably shorter, whereas the 

smelting of lead and copper required longer periods of heat.  The process described by 
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Agricola was the earliest such description in the literature of metallurgy.  He described 

and illustrated the smelting process.  In Europe, copper and lead smelting times extended 

over three days and three nights.  Agricola describes the ancient furnace used to melt 

copper as a simple shallow pit in the ground lined with charcoal and covered with ore.  

Using these pits, smelters were able to produce crude round copper cakes eight to ten 

inches in diameter, which settled at the bottom of the pits.
148

 

In North America, early Native Americans smelted copper by first roasting the 

copper ―in an open fire,‖ and ―then baked or partially smelted‖ it in ―a kind of 

subterranean funnel-shaped oven-furnace.‖
149

  Therefore, at contact, the French were 

probably introduced to the longstanding Native American smelting practice, which they 

recognized.  What continued to develop was an amalgamation of Indian and European 

smelting practices, which aided early miners.   

The furnaces European miners constructed in Europe appear to be similar to the 

type of furnaces used by Native Americans.  The difference in the construction of early 

frontier furnaces was the stonewalls, and they were not circular either.  For example, 

European furnaces consisted of a ―main wall against which a series of furnaces were 

built.‖  The wall, built of ―brick or stone‖ was approximately fifteen feet high and had 

―six furnaces spaced six feet apart.‖  Agricola suggested that stone was preferred to brick 

because it resisted fire longer.
150
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Figure 6: Agricola description of the European miner furnace with logs. 
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There were similarities between the ways by which Europeans constructed their 

masonry furnaces, and how the Kaskaskia built their subterranean conical stone furnaces.  

Europeans dug a hole in the earth, and ―then built square walls along the sides and back 

to hold the heat of the fire more effectively.‖  They also left the front of the furnace open 

for easy cleaning.  After digging the hole and constructing the walls, ―wood about twelve 

feet long‖ was ―laid in the area in four layers,‖ in alternating directions.  In addition, 

Europeans built this particular type of furnace on the slope of a hill.  Finally, like the 

Kaskaskia Indians who placed their lead ore under the small logs used for fuel, the 

European smelter also placed ―pieces of ore‖ under the wood before igniting the fire.
151

 

Recall that Renaudiere walked alongside of Native Americans who carried no 

tools when going to ―make lead.‖
152

  The phrase ―make lead‖ supports the existence of 

Native American smelting knowledge prior to contact.  Although Renaudiere fails to 

mention the Kaskaskia, who extracted lead from trenches, dispersing into the forest to 

gather fuel for their conical shaped furnaces, they made lead. Therefore, Native American 

ability to ―make lead‖ refers to melting lead, and De Gruy describes eighteenth-century 

miners amalgamating their smelting practices to make lead for local use and distant trade.  

De Gruy‘s account methodically depicts how French miners smelted lead ore using a 

combination of features from the Native American subterranean oven and the above 

ground French-styled log furnaces.  De Gruy watched miners would collect large 

amounts of timber to construct ―log furnaces‖ over basins.  De Gruy considered the 

method time consuming calling it a ―primitive method‖ to smelt lead ores.
153
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Both the Renaudiere and De Gruy accounts infer a type of early technological 

exchange between the Kaskaskia and the French regarding the useful art of smelting on 

the mining frontier.
154

  De Gruy‘s reference to assembling furnaces shows how Native 

American and French miners blended more than their prospecting and extracting 

practices. De Gruy‘s observations clearly depict another significant occurrence in their 

cross-cultural dialogue, smelting, which continued long after the arrival of American and 

British miners.  The De Gruy report opens a window into the manner in which ―eighteen 

or twenty‖ miners designed a smelting amalgam to melt lead ore in log furnaces on this 

early North American frontier.
155

  Most significant, the Champlain and De Gruy reports, 

as well as archaeological evidence, not only show how Indians invented a method to 

smelt and refine ores, but also how French miners further amalgamated their practices to 

the Kaskaskia Indians techniques.  Additionally, like those who came before, De Gruy 

too desired to use the local limestone to construct furnaces, and establish a mining 

settlement according to a European plan.  However, stone furnaces and settlements would 

not begin to replace the Native American and French amalgam until 1797, following the 

arrival of Moses Austin. 
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Convergence of smelting practices 

 

Over one hundred and fifty years after the explorations of Cartier and Champlain, 

De Gruy described the Indian smelting abilities they used to produce the items they were 

given.
156

   Although De Gruy fails to attribute the smelting knowledge and technology he 

observed to the Kaskaskia Indians, what he describes is a hybrid practice adopted by 

French miners to make lead.  At the mining site, a French miner told De Gruy that after 

―extracting enough ore to pay a year‘s expenses, he ceased digging and busied himself 

smelting the ore in the fashion,‖ most likely, constructing log furnaces after a full day of 

extracting lead.
157

 

Native American and French miners began to construct their furnaces after 

―chopping down three big trees, and then cutting them all into three-foot lengths,‖ and 

then much smaller pieces.  Next, a miner proceeded to ―dig a small hole like basin in the 

ground‖ before placing the logs or timbers above the hole around the edges of the 

excavation.  The miner continued to build and shape the furnace by positioning ―three 

additional shorter logs.‖  He then added two additional ―logs of the same length 

crosswise.‖  The entire furnace resembled a ―funnel-like box.‖  Next, the miner filled the 

inside of the box with wood, and began to layer ore on top of the timber.  And then, 

miners positioned three logs, shorter than the first three, in the same manner.
158

  Finally, 

miners filled the entire box with lead ore and wood, after which the furnace heap was set 

afire ―from below.‖
159
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Miners told De Gruy these early furnaces only smelted a part of the lead and it 

was often necessary to resubmit the ores to three additional firings, which required three 

supplementary furnaces to procure a larger yield of lead.  If the mineral obtained from the 

veins contained a high percentage of sulfur, the ore was reheated three times over.  

Apparently, French miners understood that this practice served to drive away additional 

sulfur to yield about five percent lead.  Miners then placed the slag in another log furnace 

for the second burning, to yield another fifteen percent lead.  These first two processes 

were designed to drive off the sulfur, and the third heating was considered the real 

smelting process.
160

 

 

Figure 7: Native American & French Styled Log Heap Smelting Method
161
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Most significant is the design of the furnace.  French miners followed the Native 

American practice of designing a basin to collect the melted lead, and excavated a hollow 

earthen basin below the burning heap.  The design also illustrates how after the third 

firing, as the molten lead flowed into the conical earthen basins, it was shaped into ―small 

flat bars each weighing‖ between ―sixty and eighty pounds.‖  De Gruy also noted that the 

flat bars resembled ―a rough oval‖ because of the earthen basins used to create them.
162

  

Most bars were two feet long, six to eight inches wide, two to four inches thick in the 

middle, and became thinner towards the edge.  Each oval-shaped leaden mass generally 

weighed between thirty and forty pounds.
163

  Molding the lead into bars facilitated easy 

transport between the mines and villages.  Following contact, the French adopted the 

same technique to efficiently transfer their lead to Kaskaskia or Ste. Genevieve.  The 

French used horses and carts to carry four or five of these bars each trip, a mode of 

transport that may have been adopted by the Native Americans.  The log furnaces that 

produced these bars yielded about forty percent lead; the rest of the ore was reduced to 

lead ash and lost.
164
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Figure 8: Native American and French Basin Mill Hopper Smelting Method. (a) hole lined with flat 

rocks; (b) grate opening where melted lead dropped to the subterranean level; (c) slope trench to 

allow lead to flow; (d) mold
165

 

 

Although French miners were concerned over the inefficiency of the furnaces, 

they continued the practice throughout the eighteenth century.  To acquire additional 

amounts of lead, Native American and French miners would occasionally search through 

the ashes for ore that had not succumbed to the fire.  Miners understood the possibility of 

procuring a further yield from the lead ashes.  The French had a name for lead ash, 

―scorie,‖ or slag.
166

  The lead ashes consisted of various sizes of lumps that fell through 

the logs before being touched by the fire.  The experienced miner who understood this 

process would have used the same furnace to re-melt the lead ash into a slag.  The larger 

pieces, consisting of ore partly desulphurated were picked out from the ashes and added 
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to the next smelting.
167

  It was realized that a considerable amount of lead remained in the 

ash heaps, which were near each log furnace site throughout the mining landscape where 

De Gruy envisioned establishing a settlement. 

 

A “very fine hunting” and mining country for settling 

Recognition of mining amalgamation not only can help chart French and Native 

American interactions and associated hybridity, but also how their influences evolved in 

hopes of establishing an early mining frontier settlement.  The frontier was not just a 

contact zone where peoples mixed their extracting and smelting traditions but also where 

miner‘s settlement traditions converged. The Kaskaskia and French amalgamated their 

hunting seasons with their lead mining activities.  While the French looked forward to 

establishing mining centers, Native American communities understood the importance of 

exploiting the seasonal diversity of their environment by practicing mobility and 

following a particular cycle.  The Kaskaskia lead mine was ―a place with an abundance of 

game, and a summer forest where a variety of flowers, such as red lilies‖ blanketed the 

landscape.
168

  Explorers painted a picture of turkeys running along the countryside, 

passenger pigeons darkening the skies, and ducks covering numerous small river systems.  

Wherever villagers expected to find the greatest natural food supplies, there they went.  

When fish were spawning, Indian families gathered there; when it was hunting season in 

the summer or fall, the same families might be found scattered over many square miles of 

land.  Like the New England coastal Indians, the Kaskaskia and Osage Indians living 
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along the rivers of the central Mississippi Valley between March and October were also 

free from all anxiety about their sources of food. Although De Gruy fails to mention a 

semi-permanent settlement near the mines, they may have built small cabins to live in 

during the mining seasons. 

The Kaskaskia planted crops during the month of March.  Between April and 

May, the arrival of migratory birds alerted the communities to the coming of healthy 

ducks laying large eggs.  While the men fished and hunted, women and children gathered 

bird eggs.  Beginning in June, Indian communities began their summer hunt, living along 

the plains while hunting bison, turkey, and antelope.  In July, the women began to harvest 

their crops and gather nuts, berries, and other wild plants as they became available.
169

  

Similar to New England subsistence schedules, summer was a time of plenty in the 

central Mississippi Valley.  The late summer harvest was conducted in August, and from 

late September through November, the fall hunt would commence.  They hunted bear, 

rabbits, and migratory birds.  From December to February, the Kaskaskia lived in small 

longhouses and scattered into smaller groups to hunt for bears.  During each of these 

seasons, Native Americans intermixed extracting, smelting, and refining lead ore on 

seasonal timetable that coincided with Indian hunting and farming practices. 

Following the Kaskaskia custom, Europeans adopted the Native American 

practice and carried out their mining operations in the same cyclic fashion. Miners 

worked at the mines during a period sometimes called ―la campagne.‖
170

  They used the 

expression to describe the nature of lead mining enterprise during the early eighteenth 
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century.  Leaving their villages, homes, and common fields, workers penetrated the 

countryside to discover, extract, and smelt lead ore.  Following the Kaskaskia calendar 

permitted the miners to return to their villages in time to assist with the first summer 

harvest. 

Des Ursin, Renaudiere and De Gruy traveled from Kaskaskia to the lead mines, 

either in April or during the early summer harvest. They crossed the Mississippi River by 

bateaux, and then traveled on horseback along wooded trails for approximately four days.  

Each miner described the area around the mines as a place ―where the country is very fine 

to establish a settlement and the land are as good as might be desired.‖
171

  European 

prospectors and miners had to be knowledgeable about their surroundings when 

considering establishing the ideal site for the extraction of lead ore.  By the mid-

eighteenth century, miners began to take advantage of a second mining season.  It ran 

from August to December, which was from the end of the second harvest until the first 

frost.
172

  However, French miners eventually wanted to establish a settlement closer to 

the mines as opposed to following the seasonal mining schedule. 

The accounts of Des Ursin, Renaudiere, and De Gruy were transmitted to French 

officials, who became increasingly anxious to receive a precise report and samples of 

lead ore from the Illinois country.  For example, Phelypeaux needed to know from De 

Gruy the possibilities for constructing a mining settlement.
173

  Apparently, Phelypeaux 

was aware that one of the significant challenges to extracting and processing lead ore 
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year round was French miners adherence to the Native American seasonal mining 

schedule.    Des Ursin, Renaudiere, De Gruy, and their Native American guides each 

prospected, extracted and smelted lead ore during the early spring, summer, or fall 

months.
174

  Phelypeaux requested the total production of the lead mines during the 

previous decades.  More specifically, he desired to learn the location of new mines, the 

method of extraction, the number of settler homes, and the number of furnaces used for 

smelting.  Furthermore, Phelypeaux requested an accounting concerning the skill level of 

those currently engaged in mining activities.
175

  De Gruy wanted ―very much to find 

something worthy of attracting the attention‖ of Phelypeaux to encourage the creation of 

a mining settlement as opposed to following the Native American seasonal mining 

calendar.
176

 

Like those explorers who came before, De Gruy also was familiar with the 

English mining engineer Thomas Houghton‘s instructions.  The accounts of all three 

miners provided a detailed description for establishing a European style mining 

settlement.  Houghton provided miners with explicit directions for establishing a mining 

settlement.  He recommended that a miner keep in mind three environmental factors 

when considering a settlement: the ability to access the mining region, the availability of 

water, and the general conditions.
177

  When Des Ursin set out from Kaskaskia to appraise 
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Mine La Motte more thoroughly, he notes ―The way to the mines is well-beaten.‖
178

  A 

number of years later Renaudiere also traveled a similar route to the one taken by Des 

Ursin.  Both note the way to the mines to be extremely accessible. 

The De Ursin, Renaudiere, and De Gruy accounts all mention numerous small 

prairies in the area of the mines.  The prairies, according to all three, ―served as a retreat 

to numerous buffalo, bears, deer, skunks, and other animals.‖  Like Renaudiere, De Gruy 

also portrays the area as a ―very fine hunting country, where the rivers contain plenty of 

fish and a large number of water fowl.‖  His account also mentions a great quantity of 

fruit trees, such as persimmons, plums, and pecans and grape vines.  He notes the fruits 

and nuts as having ―supplied their diets‖ while Native Americans extracted and smelted 

lead ore.  Like earlier accounts, De Gruy‘s narrative became a vehicle for French officials 

to determine how much to invest in developing a mining settlement.
179

 

Pleased with the surroundings, De Gruy turned to his Native American guides to 

learn more about the location of these rich lead deposits.  They informed him that the 

mines were approximately twenty miles from Kaskaskia.  The Kaskaskia guides told De 

Gruy that ―numerous mines could easily be found along many of the riverine systems.‖  

In an effort to promote the Mississippi Valley lead mines and hope to encourage French 

miners to immigrate to the region to exploit the mineral resources, De Gruy included the 

guide‘s information in his report.  De Gruy discussed the method of transportation, 

noting, ―The route to this deposit appeared practical for pack horses.‖
180

  Like 

Renaudiere, De Gruy also expressed an interest in the method of transporting smelted 
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lead.  The Kaskaskia informed him that horses should have no difficulty covering the 

distance in less than a day.  Based on their information, De Gruy acknowledged that the 

―passable road‖ would also make it easy to negotiate ―pack horses‖ for carting tools and 

smelted lead.  In addition to land passage, De Gruy noted that ―the mine being in an area 

with innumerable streams all flowing into the St. Francis River,‖ was ideally located only 

two miles from a navigable river.
181

 

The location of the mines, just twenty-eight miles from Kaskaskia in the ―well 

watered area would make it possible to deliver the smelted lead to the village, and then 

transfer the lead throughout the Illinois country.‖  All three miners described how 

―carters‖ could travel twelve miles by water and sixteen miles by land to reach 

Kaskaskia.  However, upon further consideration and consultation with his Native 

American guides, Renaudiere decided the distance was too great to economically 

transport the lead over land.  In addition to Des Ursin‘s observations, Renaudiere 

recommended the forming of ―a settlement at the mines‖ to avoid ―this portage.‖ 

As an economical and efficient means, Renaudiere proposed shipping the lead on 

one of the smaller rivers, the St. Francis, which flowed into the Mississippi near the 

Arkansas River.  Renaudiere thought that since the ―St. Francis was navigable during the 

rainy seasons, if miners placed their lead on pirogues near the mines, it would reach the 

Mississippi River in eight days.‖  He estimated that between five and six thousand 

pounds of lead ―may be carried in a pirogue from the mines to New Orleans by way of 
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the Arkansas River.‖ Renaudiere anticipated the route to be equal to the distance between 

the mines and Kaskaskia.
182

 

De Gruy also depicted the mining site as well watered, making it possible to 

deliver the smelted lead to either Kaskaskia or Fort Chartres using the navigable rivers.  

Recall that according to European standards, running water also suggested that miners 

could easily construct mills to grind large chunks of galena into smaller more manageable 

pieces for the smelting.  De Gruy used his report to sway French officials into believing 

that once a mining settlement was established, workers could then conduct the business 

of selling or trading their lead to the local community, or even shipping lead bars to New 

Orleans.
183

  The numerous streams of water flowing through the mining district also 

suggested local river systems, mountains ranges, and other natural resources for the 

development of a settlement.  In like fashion mining engineers who came before, De 

Gruy also reported how ―numerous smaller rivers made it easy to construct mills here.‖
184

  

He also understood that water mills could supply water to clean lead ore before smelting. 

In essence reporting the mining environments general conditions to French 

officials was a promotional technique that Des Ursin, Renaudiere and De Gruy, as well as 

others, employed to entice their readers to settle at the mines.  Renaudiere clearly 

documents how ―in the neighborhood of the mines there are many mountains of no mean 

height—if a settlement could be formed here—a good living could easily be made.‖  
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After describing the mining landscape, Renaudiere lists multiple examples of European 

machines that could be constructed at the mines. 

In addition, each of their reports emphasized the possibility of Europeanizing the 

lead mines by establishing a permanent mining settlement instead of traveling between 

Fort de Chartes and the mines.  For example, because of numerous instances when miners 

encountered water obstacles, Des Ursin also noted that installing pumps to extract the 

water was the best solution, thereby making it possible to more easily reach the veins of 

lead.  Des Ursin understood the necessity for pumps to drain the water from mines in 

order to make them operable at increasing depth.  Beginning with Agricola, mining 

manuals illustrated mine-pumping equipment.  Agricola used illustrations to show the 

mechanical art of mining, from the simplest European tools to the more complex water 

pumps.  Europeans carried mining troubleshooting ideas and solutions to the North 

American mining site to extract the most lead ore efficiently. 

To further encourage establishing a mining settlement, De Gruy painted a picture 

of a sufficient amount of timber.  Late seventeenth-century and early eighteenth-century 

travelers describe the Mississippi Valley as a place ―filled with excellent timber.‖
185

 In 

addition to extracting lead ore from the earth‘s surface, the next operation at the worksite 

was to test the lead ore‘s quality, and begin gathering large quantities of timber to 

construct numerous open-air log furnaces for the many firings. 

De Gruy considered the crude mining and smelting practices that limited the 

possibility of having greater success at Mine La Motte.  He also saw the short mining 

season of only four or five months, the absence of a permanent mining settlement, and 

the shortage of skilled workers as hindrances to further development.  Although De Gruy 
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considers the Native American and French amalgam to be primitive, he recorded a 

significant amount of lead produced.  De Gruy provided court officials with the 

production amounts of Mine La Motte.  In 1741, he estimated that miners produced 2300 

saumon bars weighing about 161,000 pounds at 70 pounds per bar.
186

  In addition, the 

total amount that miners produced in 1742 was 2228 saumon bars weighing 

approximately 155,960 pounds.
187

  So even though De Gruy clearly has a critical eye 

towards the present amalgam, since the productions amounts remained relatively 

satisfying to local and court officials the Native American and French techniques 

remained in place.  However, to counter the above impediments he proposed that a 

mining community be established to grow the enterprise.  He also suggested that the 

government consider sending prisoners to extract lead and cut timber for three years.  He 

considered that such a commitment would support the year-round extraction and 

production of lead. 

As court officials consider how to best expand the small colony near the lead 

mines, Phelypeaux may have thought the best course of action to make the colony 

profitable was to motivate the miners towards agriculture rather than towards the 

extraction and smelting of lead ore.  Phelypeaux believed that they should be persuaded 

to concentrate on pursuing agriculture, as it would provide security for their families.
188

  

By the 1740s, life in and around the mines resembled the older towns on the other side of 

the Mississippi.  Ste. Genevieve and parallel communities in the mid-eighteenth century 
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looked more like another colonial region: the Chesapeake.  More like the Chesapeake 

than New England because, the settlements near the mines directed much more of their 

agricultural production to distant markets.  Like farming, fur trading and mining provided 

settlers with a degree of freedom, and most settlers rebelled when presented with the 

prospect of farming for a living.  Shipping records between New Orleans and Upper 

Louisiana note pig lead and other types of cargo in their manifest.  Local villagers, 

merchants and miners were pleased with the production of the lead mines because they 

did not have to worry about the leakage of grain lead on the trans-Atlantic voyage, and 

could avoid the difficult upstream transportation of lead from New Orleans to colonial 

post located along the Mississippi River.
189

  Another advantage was that a new 

commercial field would be established in the colony.  As time elapsed, miners and 

farmers continued to extract, smelt, and manufacture shot, which became increasingly 

valuable to frontier fur traders and farmers needing to provide security for their homes.  

Miners also suggested that manufacturing lead products in the colony would save on 

transporting similar items across the Atlantic.  However, it was incumbent for the 

colonists to have a skillful lead manufacturer to make shot for the local and distant 

villages.
190
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During the French and Fox wars, fighting between the French and Fox Indians 

caused an increase in the demand for lead.  However, because the lead trade was 

disrupted in the Mississippi valley so severely by 1733 the Governor of Illinois reported 

that he was only able to safely procure enough lead for use by his own men, and had none 

to export to New Orleans.
191

  Although the Fox and French continued their clashes, the 

Native Americans near the lead mines still welcomed the French traders who came to live 

among them.  They repeated their practice of forming trade alliances with the French who 

desired to exchange European manufactured goods for furs, hides, and lead.
192

 

In light of these developments, miners continued to ignore the indifference of the 

French officials.  One colonist even sent his lead to the French market, as is disclosed in a 

letter to the Minister.  Phelypeaux approved of the shipment of over thirty thousand 

pounds of lead belonging to Mr. Desclozeaux on the ship La Charenete.
193

  Phelypeaux 

had arranged for the remission of the freight charges on his shipment.  He also suggested 

that others might send their lead as ship ballast, but made it clear that lead could not be 

permitted to displace other colonial products like wheat flour. 

In 1754, smelter and merchant Karpen de Lagautrai, working near Mine La 

Motte, wanted to manufacture enough musket balls to supply a consistent flow to the 

royal warehouses and the entire colony.  Lagautrai described himself as ―already engaged 

in the lead industry‖ and requested expert workmen be sent to the colony.
194

  He required 
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one or two workmen capable of making ―grain lead and rolled lead.‖  He asked officials 

to try and locate a skilled individual and send him with the necessary equipment.  

Lagautrai even offered to pay all the travel expenses for the workmen, their tools, and 

wages.  Lagautrai‘s proposal to pay the workmen suggests his willingness to ―further risk 

at‖ his ―expense the working of mines,‖ and the manufacture of a necessary commodity.  

Nothing is known of the response to his requests for skilled workmen.  It seems safe to 

assume that the court was slow to act on such colonial matters. The problem of securing 

knowledgeable workers and manufacturers continued to hinder the growth of the French 

lead enterprise.
195

  Although it remained a viable colonial industry for local consumption, 

after Spain came to possess the region in 1763, new knowledge and technology began to 

influence mining and smelting on the frontier. 

In conclusion, Antoine De Gruy‘s Native American and French miners‘ 

prospecting, mining and smelting expedition represent a continuum of the amalgam of 

cultural contact and the creation of new alliances.  His narrative uncovers a number of 

changing patterns in the way Native Americans and French miners applied their 

environmental knowledge and tools to prospect for and extract galena.  Most 

significantly, De Gruy‘s travels through the ―country full of mines,‖ offers a window into 

a Native American longstanding smelting technology, which French miners adopted in 

order to manufacture lead bars for local and distant consumption.  The De Gruy narrative 

is also useful for estimating the mining progress for the years between 1719 and 1743.  

Only Mine La Motte had been exploited.  Even though miners worked only one season 

per year using ―primitive methods,‖ by 1743 the landscape had changed.  De Gruy‘s 
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analysis of the exploitative methods of miners, the digging of numerous trenches in the 

surface of the earth, and the amount of timber used for smelting must have scarred the 

mining district. 

According to the Mine La Motte production records, miners continued to extract a 

large quantity of lead.  Miners using Native American methods began to be viewed as 

mining in what De Gruy described as ―a haphazard fashion.‖
196

  Kaskaskia continued to 

be the lead depot.  To transport the lead from the mines to Kaskaskia, Valle directed his 

sturdy horses to carry the lead bars.  To ease the movement of lead, local miners, after the 

lead was sufficiently melted, placed a large stick into the molten lead before it hardened.  

When the lead became solid metal, the stick was removed, leaving behind a hole through 

which carters could thread rope for ease of carriage.  These details of production note the 

hard but somewhat profitable early stages of a developing mining industry. 

During the years of the French dominating the Mississippi Valley, the region 

witnessed the continuation of a thoroughly native lead enterprise.  Assisted by Native 

Americans, De Gruy and French miners located additional lead mining sites.  

Independent of France and depending only upon the ―strength of their arms,‖ the settlers 

and the Native Americans carried the enterprise forward.
197

  As a native currency, lead 

became increasingly significant in the form of baling seals for the fur trader and the 

Native American, and in the form of shot for the protection of the colony and the frontier 

home.  All became dependent upon the little blue-gray pellets for security.  Lead was 

traded or sold almost entirely within the confines of the Mississippi Valley. 
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The prospecting, extracting, and smelting amalgam created by the convergence of 

Native American and French miners knowledge and practice allowed them to establish a 

small enterprise.  As the enterprise grew, new villages were established.  One of the 

villages, Old Mines Creek, situated on a branch of the Mineral Fork, became significant 

following the arrival of Moses Austin in 1797.  Austin came to Spanish Louisiana from 

Virginia with a number of knowledgeable British miners and smelters.  These men would 

import their European extracting and smelting technique, as well as establish a permanent 

mining settlement.  The new technology would not erase the presence of the Native 

American and French practices.  Instead, both European and Native American methods 

continued to develop alongside each other at two separate settlements. 
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Part II: Settling In: Closer Proximity to the Mines 

By the 1760s, the lead mines near the Mississippi River became home to a second 

colonial settlement.  Imperial scheming resulted in the division of the region around the 

mines.  As conflicts between France and Britain that began in the Ohio valley, and 

extended across the Atlantic continued, for the most part villages near the lead mines 

Kaskaskia, Fort de Chartres, and Ste. Genevieve remained isolated from these frontier 

and global struggles.  However, no one in the Illinois Country knew of negotiations 

between the Catholic monarchs of France and Spain.  Both countries joined to discuss the 

exchange of the French territory west of the Mississippi to Spain.  In the following year, 

the Treaty of Paris ended the Seven Years‘ War, which reordered the border along the 

Mississippi.  England and Spain were now new neighbors.  In addition, the nearby Natvie 

Americans had migrated from nearby Kaskaskia, because the cultivating fields around 

their villages began to lose some of their fertility, and they resettled southwest of the lead 

mines.
198

  However, the accommodations established earlier continued to serve their 

purpose as French villagers, and newcomers that included the Shawnees, Delawares, and 

Americans maintained good trade relations.
199

 

With the outbreak of the American Revolution, the competition for empire also 

continued in North America during the 1770s and 1780, which would also settle some of 

the political complications in Louisiana.  Great Britain would no longer continuously 

compete for control of the Mississippi Valley, however, in the peace treaty of 1783, the 

English maintained their rights to navigate and trade along the entire Mississippi River.  
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Great Britain also conducted fur trading with local Native American tribes of the upper 

Mississippi Valley.  At times during these years England threatened to attack Spanish 

Louisiana.  However, after 1783, Great Britain was no longer a persistent contender to 

gain control of the colony. 

 

Map 8: North America with the boundaries of the thirteen United States, as settled by the Treaty of 

1783
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Between 1783 and 1803 there were other competitors—Spain, France, and the 

United States—who each tried to impose their rule upon the vast Louisiana Territory, 

which included the important lead mines located just west of Ste. Genevieve, Missouri.  

By 1783, Ste. Genevieve was as large as St. Louis, and was vital to not only the trans-

Mississippi West, but also it served as a depot for the storage and shipment of pig lead.  

Following the American Revolution, newly arriving Americans, like Moses Austin, 

British miners, and the local people of Ste. Genevieve desired to settle near the lead 

mines, but they probably did not imagine a time when the new American republic would 

govern the region. 

Just as the lead mines on the western side of the Mississippi River had changed 

hands forty years earlier, by the first decade of the nineteenth century, it would change 

colonial hands twice.  Initially, Spain sold Louisiana back to France, and then the United 

States purchased the territory from France.  In March 1804, the American flag was raised 

in St. Louis, and the United States now claimed the lead mines as well as the Mississippi 

and Ohio Rivers, on which pig lead flowed across North America south to the Gulf of 

Mexico or east to the growing Atlantic cities.  This remapping of the western side of the 

Mississippi opened the door to new visions of American scientific exploration and the 

desire to improve mining technologies. 

 During the opening years of the new century, Thomas Jefferson entered office and 

deployed a sense of innovative change and expansion that was not only flowing over the 

young republic, but also over the mining frontier.  Jefferson envisioned the United States 

multiplying across the continent as early as 1792.
201

  At that time, he proposed an 
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expedition to map the vast territories west of the Mississippi River.  Although Jefferson 

connected exploration and growth with the pursuit of agricultural development, as a 

respected amateur scientist, he also was devoted in technological improvement.  Yes, 

Jefferson still cast a distrustful eye on factory enterprises that employed large labor 

forces, but he was a realist.  He recognized that for the new republic to establish a 

prosperous domestic economy it had to lessen America‘s dependency on foreign 

goods.
202

   As an American ambassador to France (1784-89), he had acquired firsthand 

knowledge about the latest European innovations in firearms with interchangeable parts, 

steam engines, and geological explorations.
203

 

Jefferson believed that science and the useful arts should be applied to enable 

people to own and develop their own farms to provide the necessities of life.  Always 

interested in agricultural improvements, in 1788, he designed a moldboard for turning 

soil that improved the efficiency of the common plow.
204

  Jefferson also understood the 

need to generate income by any innovative means possible.  For example, he decided to 

build a nail-making factory on the grounds of Monticello after discovering his crops had 

failed.
205

  Similar to Jefferson, miners in the middle Mississippi Valley also recognized 

the need to generate additional income beyond farming.  To increase their mining profits, 

they desired to use new scientific methods to investigate the numerous veins of lead lying 

beneath the earth‘s surface at Mine a Breton and Mine La Motte.  For example, Austin‘s 

personal library contained over seventy encyclopedias—evidence of his interest not only 

in geology, but also in early experimentation to improve lead mining and smelting.  Like 
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Jefferson, Austin had obtained direct information about the latest European innovations 

and technological improvements of his time.  Neither Austin nor Jefferson feared new 

inventions.  They both believed that where new innovations were supported by well-

known principles it promised to be useful and therefore should be tried.  Jefferson, 

Austin, and Northeastern merchants, aware of the escalating tensions in Europe and their 

potential threat to overseas trade, realized the significance of expanding mining 

possibilities in the United States. 

Following the Embargo of 1807, Jefferson‘s longstanding vision of seeing the 

United States develop into an agrarian nation gave way to a fundamental change in the 

American economy.  Adventurous urban and rural entrepreneurs and miners seized the 

advantage of the embargo.  For example, with overseas commerce at a standstill, and 

British products cut off from American markets, Moses Austin constructed a machine 

based shot factory at Herculeaum, Missouri.  In Philadelphia as well, Christian Wilt and 

Samuel Wetherill, both producers of red and white lead, made plans to either relocate 

their operations to St. Louis or establish business connections with the Missouri 

Territory‘s lead mine owners, respectively, in closer proximity to Mine La Motte‘s 

quality lead. 

 In the years leading up to the War of 1812, and thereafter, the allure of the West 

also created western markets as settlers directed their consuming gaze eastward for 

manufactured goods, and other hard to obtain supplies on the frontier.  Although settlers 

looked to Northeastern merchants for a variety of products, they did not have to look any 

further than their local mining region for lead products such as shot or sheet lead.  Local 

French miners continued to smelt lead ore on the spot at the mines by using the log-heap 
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method.  By the 1790s, miners had begun to use unique stone furnaces, even as Austin 

introduced the reverberatory and ash furnaces that had been used England.  With the 

arrival of Austin at Mine a Breton in the late 1790s also came significant changes in 

almost every aspect of lead mining in Spanish Illinois.  Austin mined the mineral from 

deep vertical shafts, instead of digging trenches as the French and Kaskaskia had done.  

He used his furnaces to extract a greater percentage of the ore‘s lead.  He also expedited 

the transport of lead from the mines to the Mississippi by building a road between Mine a 

Breton and Herculaneum.  Austin‘s new road not only connected the mines to the 

Mississippi, but also to what had become, in 1800, the best water trade route to transport 

manufactured shot from the American West down the Mississippi River, into the Gulf of 

Mexico, and up along the Atlantic coastline. 
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Chapter 3: The Plumb-line: Establishing a Mining Frontier Bordered-land 

 

In December 1795, Charles De Hault Delassus completed a report highlighting 

the importance of establishing two mining settlements, one at Mine La Motte and the 

other at Mine a Breton.
206

  To accomplish his goal, Delassus planned to recruit the 

American miner Moses Austin and a few British miners, ―all skilled in mineralogy,‖ to 

transfer European mining customs to the region.  He wanted Austin to teach local miners 

how to extract lead from shafts and how to erect ―an excellent foundry‖ to smelt lead ores 

and cease using the Native American and French amalgam.  Delassus also wanted Austin 

to begin manufacturing shot, sheet lead, and zane at Mine a Breton for local and distant 

trade.
207

  Delassus had observed local farmers leaving Ste. Genevieve for Mine La Motte 

―after harvest from August to December to dig for mineral‖ and hoped that the longtime 

local miner Francois Valle would establish a settlement there and smelt lead year-

round.
208

  By 1800, Austin had successfully constructed a settlement at Mine a Breton.  

However, in its shadow, Valle and other miners still traveled to and from Ste. Genevieve 
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to their semi-seasonal mining settlement, Mine La Motte, to extract and refine lead ore 

seasonally according to their traditional mining customs.
209

   

Similar to early miners, Valle and others continued to carry out Native American 

and French mining techniques in the cyclic fashion.  But like early French miners 

Delassus wanted to establish a settlement closer to the mines as opposed to following the 

seasonal mining schedule.  He too had a vision of creating a mining community.  To 

found a village near the mines, Delassus fashioned a plan to entice ―a considerable 

number of industrious‖ Americans and Europeans by offering them liberal land grants 

near the places where lead was to be found.
210

 

The mining frontier was not only a contact zone where peoples intermixed 

through trade, agriculture, and marriage but also where miners‘ traditions converged.  

From 1719 to 1763, the Kaskaskia Indians and French miners learned to barter and even 

work mines together using their respective environmental knowledge and practices.  The 

middle ground they forged around lead ore was replete with syncretism and alliances.
211

  

This chapter examines the efforts of local miners, American, and British miners to found 

Mine La Motte and Mine a Breton on the early American frontier.  Additionally, since 

the mining ―cultural fusion between native and settler cultures‖ has been least understood 

by historians, I examine how the convergence of Euro-American settlement practices and 
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certain mining and smelting techniques reveal how the mining frontier began to transition 

to a mining frontier-borderland.
212

  

If the mining frontier became a meeting place where miners amalgamated their 

prospecting, extracting, and smelting customs, then the designation of borderland denotes 

the arrival of alternative mining techniques that tried to oppose preexisting practices.  The 

emergence of the mining frontier-borderland occurred after Spanish officials, who now 

controlled the Louisiana Territory, encouraged American and British lead miners to 

transfer their mining traditions to the Territory in the 1790s.  The frontier-borderland 

became a place where Valle and other miners continued to apply the hybrid.  However, 

with the arrival of Moses Austin and English miners using their European technologies, 

the mining frontier became a frontier-borderland where the amalgam and new mining 

practices co-existed and formed a boundary.
213

  Therefore, by the late eighteenth century, 

a good deal of what is now called technology transfer began as miners settled near the 

mines, and proceeded to create a mining frontier-borderland. 

Historians have examined how American settlers changed the environment after 

establishing settlements in closer proximity to the lead mines beginning in the late 

antebellum period.
214

  The value of such studies of the relationship between humans and 

nature is that it reminds us in the twenty first century that during the eighteenth century 

most people needed to live relatively close to what would later, especially, be called 

―nature‖.  Miners and merchants alike clearly understood that their environment was not 
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merely a place where action took place; environment was connected with action.   Mart 

Stewart argues that examining how settlements changed in the past is also the study of 

change in nature.
215

  Stewart explores how the cultivation of rice had distinct 

connotations for slaves and slaveholders.  Stewart‘s evidence shows how slaves and 

slaveholders came together in a southern agricultural system to skillfully refashion 

Georgia‘s environment.  His research into the transculturation of technology between 

African and European rice cultivators highlights a comparative framework for 

understanding the convergence of environmental knowledge and practices.  Similarly, by 

the late eighteenth century, the methods miners used to extract and smelt lead ore at Mine 

La Motte and Mine a Breton reveals a meeting between different mining methods and the 

creation of two diverse mining villages. 

Since Austin, Delassus, and English miners believed that their sense of 

inventiveness, organization, and working of nature would guide the establishment of 

Mine a Breton, their confidence shows the appearance of a single hegemonic technology.  

According to the Delassus plan, he not only welcomed American and English miners, but 

also those miners who understood the latest European excavating and smelting practices 

to extract and refine the region‘s lead ore more efficiently.  For example, a few years 

before the United States controlled the lead mines, Austin and English miners initiated 

new extracting, smelting, and refining methods according to European methods at Mine a 

Breton, while local miners continued to use the Native American and French syncretic 

practices at Mine La Motte.  In the face of European practices, local miners continued to 
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employ ―crude methods to discover lead ore,‖ by digging trenches and building ancient 

log furnaces to smelt galena.
216

   Although cross-cultural mixing continued at the mining 

frontier-borderland, earlier syncretic techniques began to slowly disappear in the shadow 

of new hegemonic instruments, which accompanied American and European miners‘ 

settlement practices. 

In the seventeenth century, miners heading to colonial Spanish settlements carried 

with them Gabriel Plattes‘ A Discovery of Subterraneal Treasures.  Plattes had 

synthesized the old mining information to show Spanish miners how to design their 

mining communities after they applied their European practices to extract gold and silver.  

In like fashion, miners from Cornwall, Wales, and German principalities carried with 

them Plattes‘ manual to transplant the medieval mining traditions to colonial Virginia, 

Maryland, and Pennsylvania in an attempt to recreate Spain‘s wonderful discoveries.
217

  

Therefore, well into the late eighteenth century, miners in the United States had 

established a number of iron plantations that served the needs of settlers.  At these mining 

sites, workers extracted iron ore from deep shafts before smelting it in blast furnaces that 

were located on large tracts of land called plantations to supply colonial farmers with 

horseshoes, ax blades and plowshares.
218

  In 1784, when A Discovery of Subterraneal 

Treasure was reprinted in Philadelphia, Delassus and Austin now had a plan to follow in 
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their quest to recreate a late eighteenth-century mining settlement near where lead was to 

be discovered.
219

 

Plattes‘ manual also outlined the importance of forming a mining association.  

The mining association necessitated wealthy merchants who possessed the capital needed 

to support exploration and digging.  In addition, money was needed to build roads and 

furnaces, and houses for miners and their families planning to relocate to Spanish 

Louisiana.
220

  Plattes stressed that each of these steps to form a mining settlement were 

necessary to ensure the miners‘ good humor and the success of the mine.  In addition, 

Delassus, Austin, and Valle also needed (1) a resident labor force; (2) a location near a 

flowing stream to erect a waterwheel to assist miners with cleaning and grinding the lead 

ores before smelting; (3) acres of forest to build housing for workers and their families, as 

well as to provide the fuel to smelt their lead ores; (4) furnaces to smelt the ores; (5) 

fields in which to grow food for settlers; and (6) close proximity to their source of ore.
221

  

Clearly, they understood the significance of location.  Mine La Motte and Mine a Breton 

were both adjacent to navigable rivers so that pig lead, which was very heavy, could be 

transported to markets east of the Mississippi at the lowest possible cost. 
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The construction of communities at Mine La Motte and Mine a Breton was also in 

line with what was occurring along the United States‘ Atlantic coastline.  Beginning in 

the late eighteenth century, a good deal of what is now called technology transfer began 

after Europeans immigrated to the east coast.
222

 Austin represents one American seeking 

to migrate west, and induce trained lead miners to emigrate from England to help expand 

his lead plantation at Chisel Mines in Wythe County, Virginia, and eventually Mine a 

Breton.  However, a similar technology transfer occurred from the east coast to the 

Mississippi Valley.  A few years prior to the Louisiana Purchase, Spanish Louisiana, like 

the United States, had become a place where immigrants transferred their technological 

skills and their mining management style from the newly formed United States and Great 

Britain to the frontier. 

 

Value of mining administration to frontier miners 

Transforming the mining frontier to a mining frontier borderland involved the 

formation of a mining association.
223

  The association was formed to unite only Euro-

American and European practices.  In Europe, to start production at iron plantations, land 

was purchased, houses, furnaces, and water wheels were constructed only after a group of 

entrepreneurs pooled their resources to finance their endeavors.  Miners, who lacked the 

capital to prospect, extract, and smelt minerals joined with entrepreneurs interested in 

mining the earth for its minerals to make money.  In the United States, merchants and 

miners also formed similar associations and jointly signed contracts with American and 
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European miners.  For example, in January 1797, two New York merchants, Jacob Mark 

and Nicholas Roosevelt, employed German and English miners and metallurgists to 

locate ore and begin mining and smelting production.  Their plan was ―to explore for 

metals in the Northwestern and Southwestern regions‖ of the United States.
224

 In 1793, 

Jacob Mark, General Philip A. Schuyler and Nicholas J. Roosevelt formed the New 

Jersey Copper Mines Association with the intention of reviving the business on a larger 

scale.  Their need for new engines and other machinery prompted members of the 

association, and the European miners to set up a smelting plant, machine shop, foundry, 

and other necessary equipment. 

Organizing associations also signifies the importance of procuring ―skilled 

persons‖ to manage the extraction, smelting, and manufacturing of lead products.  At the 

lead mines all three partners considered it essential to begin mining and smelting year-

round once they established their settlements.  Additionally, like Mark and Roosevelt 

Austin also needed to hire knowledgeable miners and manufacturers to increase the flow 

of lead down the Mississippi River to New Orleans and other ports.  While Austin and 

British miners planned to import new techniques, constructing European machines to 

extract and smelt lead, miners continued to apply longstanding Native American 

procedures.  Thus, although the mining association is representative of a European 

practice, miners at La Motte continued to extract lead ore from trenches and smelt their 

lead in Native American and French blended furnaces.  Both methods appear to have had 
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similar outcomes; the extraction of significant amounts of lead ore for the production of 

lead articles for society.
225

 

The agreement made between Delassus, Valle, and Austin called for Austin to dig 

the region‘s first shaft, erect a reverberatory furnace, hire experienced miners from 

Derbyshire and Cornwall, England, and manufacture shot, sheet lead, and a key 

component for making glass bottles, zane.
226

  By 1800, because Great Britain had 

―annually produced the greatest quantity of lead furnishing every year 12,500 tons of 

lead, would be another reason Austin looked to British miners and artisans from the lead 

producing regions of Derbyshire and Cornwall.  Therefore, beginning in the late 

eighteenth century experienced English miners began to immigrate to search for veins of 

lead.  Austin also needed artisans familiar with the British inventor Josiah Watts shot 

patent, so that Austin could begin to build a shot tower. 

Prior to Austin‘s arrival, many frontier homes contained musket ball making 

equipment, or one villager was responsible for manufacturing musket balls. This was 

accomplished by using a burnishing mill, arsenic, ladles, skimmers, scoops, testers, iron 

molds, scraper, big covered boilers, and a gun barrel to shape musket balls. Valle most 

likely welcomed the association and Austin‘s commitment to manufacture shot, as he 

would no longer have to travel and peddle his pig lead in frontier towns.  Valle intended 

to deliver his pig lead to Austin, who would manufacture a considerable proportion of 
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Upper Louisiana‘s shot.
227

  While sheet lead was used in frontier homes primarily to 

make small boxes to preserve goods, in New Orleans it was used to secure the decks of 

shipping vessels, to cover roofs, to line cisterns, to line bathtubs, and to allow pipes to 

convey water underground.
228

  Austin also planned to make zane from lead ashes, after he 

secured business connections with glassmakers in Frederick, Maryland because it was 

suitable material for making glass bottles.
229

  For example, in 1784, when Johann 

Friedrich Amelung settled, he proceeded to construct a glassworks factory. Amelung 

produced some of the most beautiful glass ever made in America.  Similar to Austin, 

Amelung, brought sixty-eight glass craftsmen, although of German origin, and furnace 

equipment to the young United States.  During the following decade, Amelung built 

housing for approximately 400 to 500 American and German workers.  Similarly, the 

Pittsburgh Glass Works, founded by James O‘Hara in the late 18th century where Moses 

Austin may have hoped to sell zane for their bottle works. Although pleased that Austin 

would be capable of making these products, Delassus was more excited about Austin‘s 

prospects of bringing European-trained miners to change how mining and smelting was 

practiced.
230

 

The invasion of European methods reveals how the mining frontier continued to 

be a zone of intercultural penetration.  The willingness of miners to adapt Austin‘s 

European methods also represented the locals‘ appreciation of new technological 

exchanges. However, after seventy years of native and French amalgamation on the 
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mining frontier at Mine La Motte, with the arrival of newcomers' who settled at Mine a 

Breton applied their mining systems and routines a mining frontier bordered-land started 

to develop.  As this chapter highlights, as the amalgam coexisted alongside of new 

settlers‘ customs, the old respective technologies increasingly became demarcated. 

Following his arrival at Mine a Breton, Moses Austin and the British and 

American miners who accompanied him began to apply European mining methods by 

digging the regions first shaft and roasting ores in the regions only reverberatory furnace.  

In 1799, Austin reported, ―The mines on the waters of the St. Francis are capable of 

furnishing vast quantities of lead.‖ He further estimated that miners could extract and 

smelt over 200,000 pounds and 366,666 pound of pig lead at Mine La Motte and at Mine 

a Breton, respectively.
231

 

 

Luring settlers “inclined to the arts” 

To begin his regional redefinition of the mining frontier, Delassus focused on 

increasing the population along the western bank of the Mississippi adjacent to the 

mines.
232

  Delassus‘ efforts symbolize how early Europeans promoted settlement near the 

lead mines by distributing flyers throughout the United States and Europe hoping to 

induce artisans to resettle and to begin to extract and smelt lead ore to manufacture shot, 

sheet lead, and zane.  He wanted Americans and Europeans who possessed ―inventive 

genius‖ with an ―inclination to the arts‖ as a necessary step to develop a mining 
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settlement.
233

  Delassus assumed ―a great number of families could be found who would‖ 

come from America if he presented them with land.
234

  He announced his plan in the 

United States by distributing handbills in border and distant states.
235

  Almost 

immediately, Americans began to travel from Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Virginia, and 

North Carolina to the western edges of the Mississippi.
236

 

As the fame of the vast lead ore deposits in Upper Louisiana, as well as the ease 

of mining it, quickly spread over the eastern seaboard, the news reached the ears of 

Moses Austin.  Austin was born in Durham, Connecticut, in 1761.  As a youth, he lived 

in Middletown near the lead mines that supplied the Continental Army with lead to make 

musket balls.  It was there that Austin became familiar with lead mining.  In 1783, Austin 

developed an interest in a dry goods importing company in Philadelphia, and the 

following year his firm sent him to Richmond, Virginia, to manage a branch of the 

company.  Since pewter buttons were one of the items imported by his firm from 

England, Austin used lead and zinc to make American pewter buttons.
237

  Later, Austin 

recommended to the Philadelphia firm that they should purchase the Chisel Mines in 

Wythe County, Virginia, to obtain all the lead necessary to make their own products.
238

  

Eventually, Austin found it necessary to hire skilled English miners to help with the 

expansion of the settlement, and he persuaded his brother Stephen to travel to England to 
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hire experienced workers.  While there, Stephen met Josiah Bell, who helped him locate 

skillful miners who were also familiar with smelting and manufacturing lead products.  

Stephen Austin and Bell returned to Virginia in early 1796, only to find Moses Austin 

preparing to travel to Spanish Louisiana to explore the lead mines advertised by Delassus. 

On December 8, 1796, accompanied by Bell, Austin rode by horseback from 

Virginia to Spanish Louisiana to explore the lead mines.  Following a short stay in St. 

Louis, Austin arrived at Ste. Genevieve on January 20, 1797.  He made the acquaintance 

of Francois Valle, who provided him with a two-horse wagon, to ease his travels to the 

famed lead mines, thirty-eight miles away.  After conducting a survey of the lead 

diggings, Austin commented that ―a country with everything to make its settlers rich and 

happy could hardly remain unnoticed by the American people.‖  He later returned to Ste. 

Genevieve, and submitted his application for a grant of land, near what would become 

known as Mine a Breton, to Delassus by simply stating ―he desired to settle in the 

country.‖
239

  In addition, prior to returning to Virginia, Austin and Valle made plans to 

expand lead production and grow the mining business.  

Francois Valle‘s ancestors came to the middle Mississippi Valley from Canada. 

By 1750, Valle began mining at Mine La Motte where he applied the Native American 

and French amalgam.  The Francois Valle family was early settlers in Ste. Genevieve, 

Missouri.  Francois Valle Sr. came from Canada to Kaskaskia and then moved to Ste. 

Genevieve during the 1750s.  He was the first commandant of Ste. Genevieve under 

Spain.  Francois Valle Jr. and his son and John Baptiste Valle were prominent lead 

miners and merchants who were active in the formation of the Upper Louisiana Territory, 

1804.  When he was not mining or smelting lead ore, he was in Ste. Genevieve planting 
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or harvesting his crops.  He conducted both activities according to the previously 

established seasonal schedule.  Valle would then depart for trading expeditions in the 

Wabash River Valley and the trading posts in Detroit and Upper Canada to sell lead to 

settlers.
240

  Valle also hoped to expand his mining enterprise by creating a mining village 

in closer proximity to the mines.  A few years after Austin settled Mine a Breton, Valle 

requested land near Mine La Motte, but he and other miners continued their seasonal 

mining operations by ―digging to extract mineral, cutting wood to build log furnaces to 

smelt the lead, and transporting the lead by horse‖ back to Ste. Genevieve.
241

     

Local farmers and miners understood very well how easily they could extract 

galena using the Native American trench manner.  The mines offered farmers a method to 

supplement their yearly income.  Already, many locals could be found ―working the 

mines between August and December after the harvest‖ as they ―depended on the mines 

to furnish them with lead to purchase all imported articles.‖
242

  In 1798, Valle and 

thirteen families presented Delassus with their petition to found the village of St. 

Michael, just south of Mine La Motte.  After Delassus awarded land grants to Valle and a 

―certain number of farmers,‖ they planned to leave their homes in Ste. Genevieve and 

resettle at Mine La Motte near the ―beautiful and fertile open prairies.‖
243

    The settlers 
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proceeded to construct wooden frame homes and continued to mine for lead ores by 

following the Native American and French amalgam to extract the galena, and then 

melting the lead in log furnaces. 

In addition to the Delassus report outlining his vision to establish mining 

settlements, his report also became a tool to supplant the amalgam.  Decades before 

improvement societies began to organize local surveys to replace Indian methods 

officials measured the amalgam against what they believed to be more sophisticated 

European technologies.  While watching local miners, both Delassus and Austin observed 

how they worked the ―lead mines with which all that country abounds.‖ Throughout the 

Delassus report, which he compiled for officials, he described the miners using ―primitive 

methods‖ to extract lead, which shows his dislike of the trench mining practice.  He also 

stated ―more mines have yet to be opened, [but] the habitants are contented with 

[digging] to three or four feet in depth.‖  He further noted ―these mines if worked with 

intelligence would come to be the source of great prosperity for individuals, and a 

national aim of the greatest importance.‖
244

  Like Delassus, Austin too described miners 

as ―having no strength but their arms to extract lead ore.‖  Austin also details how miners 

constructed unique ―furnaces to smelt their lead, which leaves much waste and spent a 

great deal of time re-smelting their lead ore.‖
245

 Delassus and Austin each wanted to see 

local miners transition from using wasteful mining and smelting methods used at both 

mines by importing European techniques, and establishing a mining community. 

The land grants, the arrival Austin, the labeling of the amalgam as ―primitive,‖ 

and the transfer of the European-styled shaft, windlass, mill, and reverberatory furnace all 
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pointed in the direction of transforming the frontier to borderland as Delassus envisioned.  

However, to realize his vision he needed well-trained American and British miners and 

smelters to assist him with establishing two mining neighborhoods.  Austin later 

speculated that when the population of the country increased, miners would open and 

work both mines in a more profitable manner during the early years of the coming 

century.
246

  After all, the agreement between Austin and Valle was specifically arranged 

so that Austin could obtain extracted lead ore, which he agreed to, smelt in his furnace 

and sell for a profit. 

 

Hybridity and the Mine La Motte settlement 

The mining records of Francois Valle during the late eighteenth century provide 

little mention of a Native American presence near Mine La Motte.  A close reading of 

Valle‘s account book, however, does reveals the gradual transfer of European 

technologies to Mine La Motte, along with the continuance of hybrid mining habits as the 

mining frontier transitioned to a bordered-land. As a well-established miner and merchant 

of lead, Valle wanted to construct a settlement near Mine La Motte.  The mine was north 

of Cape Girardeau in the interior of the country on the St. Francis River, which miners 

used to send their pig lead to the Mississippi River.
247

  By the late eighteenth century, as 

Ste. Genevieve became the established main depot from where merchants shipped their 

pig lead to New Orleans, many visitors to the mines stated, ―The lands—are as beautiful 
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and as fertile—and already some inhabitants are thinking of settling there.‖  Their 

comments suggest the importance of seeing farmers and miners of Ste. Genevieve 

construct a self-sufficient mining community, similar to iron works in the eastern United 

States, except where lead would be the ore of choice.  Valle was not alone.  When offered 

the opportunity to obtain a land grant from Spanish officials, part-time miners and 

farmers Paul De Guire, Joseph La Chance, Gabriel Nicollet, Jerome Matis, Peter 

Chevalier, and Pierre Variat joined Valle‘s petition to apply for land grants just south of 

Mine La Motte.
248

 

Unlike Austin, however, after the applicants were awarded the land, they were 

unable to immediately settle, build homes, farm, or mine year-round near Mine La Motte.  

Instead, they continued to mine seasonally as the earlier Native Americans and French 

did.  The arrangement allowed miners to spend more time committed to their mining 

chores, as opposed to spending two days each week traveling between the mines and Ste. 

Genevieve.  Their mining and smelting calendar, which started in late March and lasted 

until late June, coincided with harvesting crops in Ste. Genevieve.  Again, they departed 

for the mines in August to work until December before returning to their homes.     

Although De Guire, La Chance, Nicollet, Matis, Chevalier, and Variat left no 

known personal records, their names and their assignments appear throughout Valle‘s 

letter book.  His records provide evidence that clearly supports not only their adoption of 

the Native American techniques, but also how they were influenced by European division 

of labor practices.
249

  It is not clear why or when Valle adopted this method.  For 

example, during the first mining stage, the amalgam, there were no notable divisions of 
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labor among the miners.  However, during the second mining stage, the borderland 

period, Valle assigned La Chance to supervise the mining activities at Mine La Motte, a 

European and American practice, clearly outlined in Gabriel Plattes‘ manual.
250

 

In addition to miners maintaining their seasonal activities, they also required food.  

The name La Malice appears in Valle‘s letter book, and he was responsible for to hunting 

and gathering food.  He supplied meat, biscuits, meal, salt, and oil for the miners who 

were busy prospecting, extracting, and smelting lead.  Other than these two specified 

work assignments Valle‘s account fails to show any additional divisions of labor among 

the other miners.  Instead, De Guire, Nicollet, Matis, Chevalier, and Variat continued the 

Native American practice of jointly prospecting, mining, cutting, smelting, and carting 

lead.
251

 

Valle clearly documents the type of implements used to prospect for and extract 

lead ore.  The tools are consistent with those described by De Gruy in 1743.  The La 

Motte miners used the iron probe, the shovel, and the poll, which served as both a pick 

and a hammer.
252

  Mine La Motte miners employed hybrid-extracting methods.  For 

example, the pointed shovel, called a spade, was the ideal mining tool to penetrate the 

earth, as well as the coarse fragments in the trench.  Miners used their shovels when they 

encountered ―soil intermixed with stone.‖  Since miners encountered limestone 

intermixed with lead ore, La Chance, similar to European supervisors, conducted nightly 

tool inspections to ensure their sharpness for the following day‘s work.  Dull tools were 

usually given to the hunter, La Malice, who combined his hunting trips with a stop at the 
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village blacksmith in Ste. Genevieve, where he would have the tools repaired or 

sharpened before returning to Mine La Motte.  After Austin‘s settlement was outfitted 

with a blacksmith shop, La Malice was able to cut his travel time to one-half day as 

opposed to making the trip to Ste. Genevieve. 

Evidence that the miners at La Motte still used the Native American trench 

extracting method is revealed in the depth of the lead ore.  Austin noted that since ―the 

mineral is found two feet below the surface of the earth, the French miners being 

unacquainted with the utility of machines, are able to procure plenty [of lead ore] near[er] 

to the surface.‖
253

  In Europe, in order for miners ―to procure minerals from a depth 

beyond twelve feet,‖ they usually installed a windlass above their shafts to lower tools 

and to raise ore, water, or debris from their mines.
254

  Since miners at La Motte still 

applied the Native American practice of excavating the earth by following the deposits 

along the surface, in lieu of installing windlasses, they hoisted the lead ore using ropes 

and Native American buckskin baskets called ―mo-cocks‖.
255

 

Valle also adopted the European blasting techniques to extract ores.  The earliest 

record of miners using the blasting method at Mine La Motte was in the late eighteenth-

century.
256

  Replacing the fire-setting technique with the blasting technique helped miners 

to crack limestone and recover lead ore, which was a significant change. The Valle 

accounts list an expensive powder, steel, and other items translated as flame or light.  

When miners combined these articles, they successfully produced a fuse for blasting to 
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help with the extraction of ore from in between limestone.
257

  Depending on whether the 

ground was wet or dry miners employed two methods of blasting.  Miners placed the 

gunpowder into a powder burn or tin cartridges to protect the fuse—and then rubbed the 

paper with gunpowder.  If miners encountered a wet area, they filled the space with clay 

to act as a drying agent.
258

 

After they extracted the lead ore, they prepared it for smelting by cleaning it of all 

spar with a small, sharp pick.  The desirable size for the ―lump of ore was the bigness of a 

man‘s two fists and weighed about fifteen pounds.‖  Miners crushed large lumps into 

smaller chunks by beating or stamping before the smelting process.  They simply 

hammered the larger pieces into smaller chunks before beginning the smelting process.  

The miners at Mine La Motte continued to manually beat lead ores until more American 

miners constructed European stamping mills to mechanically crushed large pieces of 

ores.
259

 

As in De Gruy‘s 1743 description of miners, building log furnaces to smelt lead 

ores was still practiced at Mine La Motte.  As mentioned above, miners seasonally melted 

ores.  During the smelting months, miners dispersed into the forest to cut enough timber 

to build the furnace by rolling large oak logs into place.  According to Valle‘s records, 

miners alternated the ―chopping of wood for the furnaces— estimated for forty furnaces,‖ 

during the second mining season after they returned from the first harvest.
260

 Austin 

further confirms seeing miners building Native American styled log furnaces to smelt 
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their lead stating ―miners extracted their lead ore [and then] they dispersed into the forest 

to cut enough timber‖ for their furnaces.  Austin states that miners smelted their lead by 

―depositing mineral in a pile of logs‖ and that the piles were then set on fire, consuming 

the entire log furnace.  Delassus reported seeing two furnaces in the vicinity of Mine La 

Motte.
261

   

Austin described the miners at La Motte and other mines constructing furnaces to 

smelt their lead and revealed that they spent ―a great deal of time re-smelting their lead 

ore.‖  Austin states, ―The French inhabitants of this country have followed the mining 

business upwards of eighty years, yet they have not advanced in the art of smelting a step 

beyond their ancestors.‖
262

  Miners spent their time building additional log furnaces to re-

smelt the lead ore to obtain a higher yield of lead.  The use of log furnaces was a practice 

that Delassus desperately wanted to change after Austin built the first reverberatory at 

Mine a Breton.  Although the miners continued to use the Native American and French-

styled-furnace, there was another furnace variation used at the Mine La Motte in 1797, 

which was different from earlier log furnaces.  It resembled a furnace used in Europe.  

The construction date of these furnaces is uncertain, but it must have occurred between 

the periods of Austin‘s correspondence with Delassus.  According to Austin‘s 

descriptions, these furnaces were similar to European furnaces, but were more complex 

than the log furnaces.  The furnace was made with three log walls lined with split logs 

standing upright.  Miners placed about five thousand pounds of ore in the furnace and 
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covered the ore with additional logs.  He noted that ―there were twenty different French 

furnaces‖ but only one was in use at the time.
263

 

Austin and other Americans commonly called these peculiar furnaces ―log hearth 

furnaces,‖ which further notes the penetration of European technologies and their 

existence alongside of the amalgam.
264

  The name was similar to the Scotch hearth 

furnace, which originated in England where miners placed their furnaces on summits or 

western slopes of the highest hills.  Josiah Bell would have recognized the furnace 

because the lead ores of Derbyshire in the north of England were smelted in ―very rude 

furnaces, or boles, urged by the natural force of the wind.‖
265

  The construction of the log 

hearth furnace was simply constructed on a hillside with an inclined hearth surrounded by 

walls on three sides.  The wall at the base of the incline was constructed with an arch for 

the admission of air.
266

  Usually, two furnaces were built together, making the common 

center wall stronger.  In addition, the design was more economical, since one crew could 

manage and regulate the heat of two furnaces.  When this furnace was constructed in the 

Mississippi Valley is uncertain; it may have occurred during the last decade of the 

eighteenth century after miners in the Upper Mississippi Valley corresponded with 

miners at Mine La Motte. 

Most likely, the furnace was a hybrid of earlier Native American and European 

furnaces.
267

  Following contact with European miners, Native American miners near 

Galena, Illinois, designed a hillside trench furnace to yield more metal.  One early 
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description of such a furnace dates back to 1804.  In that year, Sergeant Nathaniel Pryor 

of the Lewis and Clark expedition purchased a supply of lead near Ste. Genevieve for 

making musket balls to be used on the western trip.  Pryor described the shape of what he 

calls a ―Native American furnace as being similar to a mill hopper.‖
268

 Further north, in 

the Upper Mississippi basin, the Fox Indians also applied a very interesting method of 

smelting lead ore, which may account for the exchange of smelting technology between 

Mine La Motte and the Upper Mississippi lead mines.  Henry Rowe Schoolcraft provides 

a very clear description of the furnace at Mine La Motte, as well as at the Upper 

Mississippi lead mines.  While touring through both mining regions, Schoolcraft used the 

expression ―like the roof of a house inverted‖ to describe the same furnace.
269

 

In addition to Schoolcraft, other visitors to the mining frontier described the 

furnace shape as similar to a mill hopper.  The Italian traveler Giacomo Beltrami made 

another observation of interest.
270

  He was a passenger on the Virginia, which was the 

first steamboat to ascend both rapids in the Mississippi River.  Stopping at the Dubuque 

mines, he observed how the Fox Indians ―smelt the lead in holes which they dig in the 

rock to reduce it into pigs.‖  Incredible as it appears, a little reflection suggests that since 

Native Americans smelted lead ore at both locations, this was a practical way of 

prolonging the life of furnaces.  Most significantly, these furnaces are very similar in 

description to another type of furnace Austin observed miners depositing mineral into, a 

―furnace of stone somewhat similar to lime-kilns.‖  These roasting ovens usually 
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consisted of a square area dug out of the earth and lined on three sides with stone or 

brick.  The masonry walls retained the heat more efficiently.  Miners then layered 

firewood in alternating patterns, and larger pieces of ore were placed on top, followed by 

smaller pieces of ore placed around the sides.
271

 

Another variation of the same type of smelting furnace was for Native Americans 

to simply dig a horizontal trench in the side of the hill, with smaller trenches running 

downhill to distribute the melted lead into separate holes to cool.  While it is not clear if 

this type of furnace was used at Mine La Motte, Americans and Native Americans used 

the smelting method at the Galena lead mines.  Miners filled the primary trench with ore 

and logs.  It was then ignited, and the molten metal ran out the small trenches into the 

various holes.  Sometimes a hard stick or other object was placed in the center of the flow 

mold so that the lead would cool around it, leaving a perforation for rawhide rope for 

easy transport.  After the lead cooled it resembled pig bars weighing sixty to eighty 

pounds each.  These early furnaces only yielded about forty percent lead; the rest of the 

ore was reduced to lead ash or was lost.  When miners began to use this type of furnace is 

unknown; however, since Schoolcraft‘s illustrations were similar to sketches drawn by 

Agricola, the furnace design must have originated in Europe.
272

  The miners at the Galena 

lead mines who used this particular smelting furnace also represents the regions transition 

to a borderland as the arrival of a new set of alternative mining techniques converged 

with preexisting mining rituals. 

The creation of a bordered-land can be seen in how miners began to change over 

to using European technologies.  The multiple examples of technology transfer suggest 
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the beginning of the regional redefinition of the Louisiana Territory‘s mining frontier and 

the establishment of mining settlements.
273

  Austin depicted a landscape in transition as 

miners employed a variety of smelting methods at La Motte.  He was concerned that ―A 

continuation of smelting in this manner will exhaust the timber.‖  Valle‘s account shows 

that smelting in the log furnaces required large quantities of timber, so much so that the 

forest must have been scarred with large areas of tree stumps.
274

  Austin‘s concerns and 

Valle‘s letter book suggest that a few years prior to the 1803 Louisiana Purchase, and two 

decades before miners fully implemented European smelting technologies, the forest in 

the surrounding area was already exhausted of timber forcing miners to request additional 

land specifically to supply their furnaces with fuel.
275

 

Sometime after miners settled at Mine La Motte, they increased their mining and 

smelting work to include two seasons, which ―coincided with the seasonal flow of lead 

bars‖ to frontier villages and cities.  Packhorses carried four lead bars per trip.
276

  The 

activity along the Mine La Motte path to Ste. Genevieve was intense.  At times, De 

Guire, La Chance, Nicollet, Metis, Chevalier, or Viriant along with at least two of Valle‘s 

African slaves, transported the smelted lead using ox carts.  Before Austin established 

another village at Herculaneum, Missouri in 1809, Ste. Genevieve was the leading lead 

storage location and depot for both Mine La Motte and Mine a Breton.  The lead was 
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either stored near Francois Valle‘s home or at another location before being shipped to 

New Orleans.
277

 

Shipping lead bars to New Orleans from either the Mine La Motte or Mine a 

Breton required Valle and Austin to observe ―the different stages of the water in the 

different seasons.‖
278

  Travelers suggested that from about the middle of July until the 

beginning of October, ―embarkation should be attended with considerable detention.‖
279

  

In other words, the safest time to float down river would be at the very low stages of 

water.  Merchants and miners understood that the ―spring season journey from the mines 

to Ste. Genevieve and onto New Orleans would be slow and safe.‖  Autumn was another 

season ―encouraged for navigating the inland waterways.‖  However, merchants were 

cautioned to sail by ―late December [before the] ice formed, [closing] rivers, [which] 

greatly hinder[ed] navigation.‖
280

  Following the arrival of Moses Austin, lead shipments 

to New Orleans and beyond increased.  Concern over the inefficiency of the furnaces and 

the wasted lead in the slag annoyed Delassus, and he attempted to find a solution by 

luring Americans and Europeans into the Louisiana Territory to help establish a ―foundry 

and forge‖ similar to those used in England.  Similar to merchants, miners, and scientists 

in the United States who desired to increase mining profits, like Jefferson, Delassus too 

believed that new innovations and early experimentation should be developed to 

efficiently smelt lead ore in stone furnaces.  Delassus would have been well aware of the 
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latest European innovations and technological improvements of the age associated with 

mining. 

 

European practices and the Mine a Breton settlement 

During the late eighteenth century, Americans witnessed a new scientific 

renaissance, as the latest technological information was transferred to the United States 

from Europe.
281

  By 1765, the Freiberg School of Mines in Europe discovered new 

mining and smelting methods. Miners, metallurgist, and smelters learned new 

technological practices for prospecting, mining, metallurgy, and mine management. 

During his travels, around Europe and across the Atlantic, Delassus possibly heard or 

read about new European innovations in lead mining and metallurgy after the Royal 

Mining School in Mexico City.
282

  American citizens of the new republic also hungered 

for knowledge and insights to found mining settlements that were purely of European 

origin.  As a result, the resurgence in publications on natural history, chemistry, 

mineralogy, and new innovations occurred.  Many of the mining books published in the 

United States after 1790, would either translated from French or German, before being in 

Philadelphia.  Some idea of the extent of American familiarity with the progress of 

mineralogy and chemistry in Europe and of the obstacles confronting American 

aspirations in this field can be seen in multiple publications of English works.  The early 

mining manuals used by European miners who settled in North America were reprinted 
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in Philadelphia.   Austin planned to follow the explicit directions of Gabriel Plattes, and 

first-hand experiences of British miners to help him recreate a late eighteenth-century 

mining community where miners extracted, smelted, and refined lead in close proximity 

to where lead grew. 

When Moses Austin and Josiah Bell relocated from the United States and Great 

Britain, respectively, to Spanish Louisiana‘s lead district they carried new ideas, 

practices, and apparatuses to mine and smelt lead ore.  A similar transfer occurred across 

the Atlantic, between England and cities like Philadelphia, New York, and Boston.  

Samuel Slater, an English immigrant, is one example.  Slater learned that some American 

states were paying British citizens who knew how to build cotton-spinning machinery to 

relocate and build the same machines in their states.  Slater immigrated to New York 

carrying textile machine designs he committed to memory.  Eventually, Slater would 

establish a number of mills in Rhode Island, where most American industrialization 

remained for many years.  A few decades later, learning about new prospects in lead 

mining Josiah Bell immigrated to Austin‘s Chisel Mines in Wythe County, Virginia.
283

 

In like fashion to Slater, Bell, a skilled English miner transferred his knowledge 

about creating a mining settlement from England to the United States and New Spain.
284

  

Bell was from the lead district of England, Cornwall and Derbyshire, and was partly 

responsible for launching Mine a Breton, as well as cultivating European mining 
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techniques in what was becoming the mining frontier borderland.
285

  Bell came to the 

United States to assist Austin with his Virginia mines, before they both moved to Spanish 

Louisiana.
286

  Austin decided Mine a Breton would be a good place to ―take up such 

lands and lead mines and there make such establishment of the lead mine business and 

introduce the many improvements in mining with which he was familiar.‖
287

  Like Mine 

La Motte, Mine a Breton exhibited certain geographical features conducive for a mining 

community.  The location of Mine a Breton afforded plenty of flowing water for washing 

ores and for constructing water propelled machines.  There were also plenty of prairies 

with ―fruit trees and was a place filled with excellent timber.‖
288

  Like Delassus, Austin 

wanted to discourage the local miners from using their ―wasteful mining practices.‖  He 

called them ―the unskilled workers in the neighborhood of Mine a Breton.‖
289

 Within a 

few months, Bell and Austin made their way back to the lead mines along the Mississippi 

River, carrying the knowledge and practices to introduce a European-styled settlement to 

the mining region.  

Before Austin departed Virginia for Mine a Breton, he sent employees from his 

lead plantation to begin work on the Mine a Breton settlement.  The initial team included 

his nephew, Elias Bates, workers from the Chisel Mines—Kendall, Shouse, and Nall—
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and the Mathew and Timothy Mullins brothers, also from Great Britain.
290

  Later, Josiah 

Bell, John Storts, Drury Green, and John Brickey traveled with Austin and his family 

back to Spanish Louisiana.  Before the first group of miners departed Virginia for Mine a 

Breton, Austin gave them an illustration of how the settlement should be laid out.  The 

map described the location of his home, living quarters for the miners, the furnace house, 

and sawmill.  The map provided Mullins and Storts with ―a good idea of the situation of 

the lead mines and marked out the place for the furnace to stand.‖  Austin suggested that 

the furnace house be positioned ―at the lower end of the Village,‖ and he also outlined the 

specific dimensions not only ―for the furnace house, but also for the saw mill,‖ which he 

wanted ―to be built in a good place.‖
291

  Austin told Mullins and Storts to erect the 

sawmill first so that workers could begin cutting lumber to build living quarters, a shot 

tower, and sheet lead manufactory.
292

  In addition to the American and English lead 

miners, Austin also transported a number of his slaves, and although it is not clear how 

many slaves Austin transported to Spanish Louisiana, by the early nineteenth century he 

had purchased more slaves for his operations. 

By the time of Austin‘s arrival the workers had accomplished a great deal.  

Foremost, they finished the saw mill and started to construct the reverberatory furnace 

house, which was completed and put to blast in January 1799.  Almost immediately, 

miners at La Motte began to transport their lead ashes to the furnace to make zane for 
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bottle makers.
293

  The blacksmith shop and other buildings began operating that same 

year.  One building was designated to make ―patent shot of good quality‖ that conformed 

to Josiah Watts‘ invention in England.
294

  In addition, the sheet lead house was also 

placed into operation.  In 1819, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft sketched the town of Mine a 

Breton, which at the time contained over forty wooden-frame structures.
295

  Austin built 

his family home, which he called Durham Hall, and on a nearby hill above his quarters he 

built to house forty miners.  In the sketch, all the homes appear to be located on hills and 

in valleys and arranged in geographical clusters.  

 

Figure 9: Mine a Breton
296

 

 

Austin and his miners prospected for lead ore by applying their longstanding 

European prospecting approaches, which were similar to the amalgam used by early 

miners.  They observed other signs, such as odors, changes in the texture of the soil and 

in the earth‘s color, and small specks of ore scattered about the shaft.  At times Austin 

noticed ―grains of lead mixed in with the soil.‖
297

  When English miners recognized these 

signs, they continued to sink their shafts even deeper, and then miners hoisted the ores to 
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the surface by the windlass.  More importantly, like those who came long before, 

Austin‘s miners shared a familiar and intimate knowledge of the environment.
298

 

In similar fashion to Francois Valle‘s operations at Mine La Motte, Austin 

employed a mining manger.  Josiah Bell supervised the work of the other miners who 

were assigned as miners, smelters, woodcutters, and carters.
299

  A fuller complement of 

American and European miners at Mine a Breton would usher in a quicker movement 

away from the Native Americans mining practices than the gradual transitions taking 

place at Mine La Motte. In like fashion to Valle, Austin also recorded early examples of 

the division of labor but rarely mentions who performed mining, dressing, or smelting 

work except for when he wrote specific instructions to John S. Brickey on February 22, 

1815.  Brickey was assigned to work the reverbertory furnace built at Mine a Breton.  In 

his letter Austin states ―I give you the following memorandum by which you will fully 

understand, what I wish you to take under your charge.‖
300

 Austin provided Brickey with 

detailed regulations regarding what was to follow after the lead ore was extracted from 

the shaft. Austin required Brickey and miners to restock the wood, charge the furnace, 

and smelt the lead ore.  Additionally, Austin letter also instructed Brickey that ―Negroes 

and Whites are to be prevented from visiting the furnace not suffered to remain about the 

furnace, they draw off attention of the hands.‖
301

  These comments suggest that slaves 

worked in the mines or separated and cleaned the ores prior to smelting. 

By 1799, Austin made plans to sink a shaft.  Before doing so, Austin cleared the 

surrounding surface of all the alluvial soil.  Since Austin describes ―the first shaft 
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reaching a depth of eighty feet,‖ the shaft may have been vertical.  He noted ―The clay at 

Mine a Breton was thirty or forty feet thick,‖ and it was into this that he sank his shaft‖ 

but he, ―stopped at the limestone rock.‖  He did, however, dig tunnels into some of the 

―crevices that contained massive ores.‖
302

  Once the shaft was cleared of soil, miners put 

in place a common windlass and bucket tied to a rope, which was an English and 

American practice.  Then a shed was built to protect the pit and workers from rain, wind, 

and cold weather.  The shed was also a good place to keep wheelbarrows and to store the 

miners‘ tools.  One miner would dig and place the earth into the bucket, and another 

miner controlling the windlass from the top would raise the filled bucket to the surface.
303

  

There were tunnels extending in several directions from the shaft.
304

  It is possible that as 

many as ten miners could manage one shaft.
305

  

When enough lead ore accumulated around the shaft, the miners used carts to 

transport the ore to a nearby stream to wash it before smelting.  It is probable that 

Austin‘s slave women and children washed the ore in nearby streams.
306

  Miners 

proceeded to separate any remaining spar and rubble by breaking it into small pieces with 

hand-hammers called buckers.  The fist-size pieces were then placed in a bundle (trough) 

to be sifted in water.  They then underwent a second washing to separate them from the 

lighter foreign matter in another bundle for sorting the ores.  If washing was omitted and 
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the ore was dirty, the resulting zane that resembled a heavy slag or dross was similar to 

lead ashes.  To assist in the process, another dresser agitated the bundle with a hoe so that 

the lighter material would float away.
307

  As miners repeatedly cleaned the lead ore, they 

were preparing it for smelting.
308

   

Austin‘s reverberatory furnace is a matter of considerable interest, as it appears to 

have been used to smelt lead ore as well as lead ashes.  Schoolcraft described Austin‘s 

furnace as the only one in the district.  Reverberatory furnaces in Europe were built of 

bricks.  It is not clear whether Austin was capable of making his own bricks or if he 

purchased them from New Orleans.  Most likely, the bricks were shipped from New 

Orleans along with other instruments Austin purchased from Philadelphia, including a 

fireplace, a grate, and the ash pit.  There was also a conduit for the vaporized substances 

to be deposited.  A chimney allowed for the smoke to escape.  The period for roasting of 

lead ashes required between six and twelve hours.
309

  As mentioned earlier, the 

introduction of innovative furnaces made a significant contribution to the mining district 

by reclaiming the lead from ash heaps scattered about the old furnace sites.  With care, 

the furnace could produce sixty thousand to ninety thousand pounds of lead.
310

  When 

Schoolcraft visited the lead mines, he observed and documented it as ―the chief of the 

entire lead‖ mines.  Contemporary European mining manuals also confirm Schoolcraft‘s 
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extensive illustrations of the furnace.  Schoolcraft elaborates on how the reverberatory 

furnace was also capable of ―refining lead ashes,‖ which were a mixture of impurities and 

lead that miners melted into zane.
311

  Austin‘s furnace was twice as efficient as the log 

and stone furnaces that it would eventually replace.  The furnace worked on the principle 

of an oven.  It used hot air and the ores did not have direct contact with the fire.  By this 

method Austin was able to obtain seventy-five percent of the lead from the ore. 

Austin and Schoolcraft both speak of the reverberatory furnace as the primary 

European furnace of the entire lead district, but they fail to give a precise description or 

to designate the type of Austin‘s furnace.  Austin mentioned only one furnace, which he 

termed a reverberatory furnace, while Schoolcraft gave an elaborate description of an ash 

furnace.  Both speak as though there were just one efficient furnace in the district.  But 

the ash furnace, which was a reverberatory furnace, smelted only lead ashes.  Therefore, 

it seems that Austin introduced two improved furnace types to the colony—the 

reverberatory and the regular hearth furnace.
312
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              Figure 10: Reverberatory furnace as described by Henry Rowe Schoolcraft. 
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Figure 11: Ash Furnace as described by Henry Rowe Schoolcraft 

 

Probably the introduction of the ash furnace was also a significant contribution to 

the colony since it made possible the reclaiming of the ash heaps laying around the old 

log furnace sites.  Ordinarily the ash furnace was built of limestone, a very poor material 
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for the purpose.  A limestone ash furnace usually lasted only fifteen to twenty days, and 

with care it might be made to last a month during which time it was possible to produce 

60,000 to 90,000 pounds of lead.
313

 

Smelting began after the miners placed a layer of ashes and a layer of wood at the 

mouth of the flue. At that location the ashes were thoroughly heated before being thrust 

down the flue with a long, iron-handled hoe.  Six hours were required for putting a full 

charge into a furnace.  Two hours later, the furnace was ready for tapping.  The tapping 

was accomplished by thrusting a sharp iron bar through the side of the furnace.  As the 

molten material flowed into the iron pot, the impurities were ladled off the top.  The lead 

was poured into molds, and the zane was taken back to the log furnace where it was 

easily converted into lead by another smelting.
314

 

The lead yielded from the lead ashes after melting was heavy black zane.
315

  Since 

the zane was suitable material for the manufacture of glass bottles, Austin recommended 

that glassmakers add a small amount of alkali and sand when melting the zane.  The 

addition of alkali would ―make it truly stronger, and able to be blown into junk 

bottles.‖
316

  Zane was also used in the manufacture of lighter-colored green bottles.  The 

zane melted at Mine La Motte was particularly useful for the variety of glass bottles 

produced. 

As the use of lead expanded, sheet lead, was another article of lead manufactured 

by Austin.
317

  To manufacture sheet lead, Austin and his workers poured the lead onto a 
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large stone table.  In the mining country, there was an abundance of limestone, and 

Austin slaves quarried the stone and fashioned it into tables for the sheet lead factory.  

After the limestone was put in place, a small ledge was installed around the edges to 

prevent the lead from flowing onto the ground.  Workers moved the liquid lead around 

the stone with a straight edge.  While the lead was still warm, two workers, one at each 

end, used iron rollers to make all sections the same thickness and ensure there were no 

rough surfaces.
318

  By 1800, Austin was beginning to ship sheet lead to St. Louis, New 

Orleans, and Cincinnati. 

Austin manufactured a considerable portion of the lead made in Upper Louisiana 

into shot.  Prior to Austin constructing his shot making, either frontier homes contained 

shot-making equipment or one villager manufactured the shot.  Austin was familiar with 

manufacturing shot in a shot tower, and in 1791, he ordered a copy of Josiah Watts‘ 

patented instructions from England.
319

  Watts‘ developed a method to slowly cool shot as 

it fell through the atmosphere.  Prior to his innovation, there were numerous 

imperfections in the manufacture of lead shot, which was caused by the rapid cooling of 

the spheres being dropped into the water while still hot.  As a result, the surface of the 

shot formed a solid crust, and the interior remained in a fluid state causing the entire shot 

to shrink and thereby producing irregularities on the surface.  With the introduction of the 

shot tower, originally constructed in England, the problem was minimized by exposing 

the fused shot after they passed through a large colander before being dropped through 
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the air before falling into a water tub placed on the ground, or before landing in the river, 

as was the case with Austin‘s shot tower.
320

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Charles-Alexandre Lesueur, Austin's Herculaneum Shot Tower. 

 

After erecting his shot tower, Austin hired one worker to manage the furnace and 

the kettles used to smelt and cast the lead.  The lead was mixed with arsenic, which made 

it more fluid during the casting process.  Arsenic also quickened the hardening process.  

After the worker thoroughly mixed the lead and arsenic, he dropped the lead into water 

through an iron or copper frame perforated with round holes according to the required 

size.  To make the smallest shot, the elevation had to be about ten feet above the water, 

and for the largest shot, about a hundred and fifty foot.  Austin recommended that 

manufacturers note that, ―a material difference of the height is required in the local 
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climate,‖ according to the seasons of the year.
321

  After the molten lead shot cooled, it 

was glazed and polished.
322

  One artisan could cast between four and five thousand 

pounds a day and polish the entire batch over the course of nine days.  Polishing was 

accomplished by placing the shot into a wooden tub with a crank that workers turned.  

The constant motion caused the shot to hit each other, making each piece smoother and 

ready for market.
323

 

As an additional advantage of the association formed with Valle and Delassus, 

Austin gained unlimited access to navigate the Mississippi River.  At the time, only 

residents of the Spanish Territory could trade or transport goods between Ste. Genevieve 

and New Orleans.  Thus, Delassus provided Austin with the necessary passports for 

unlimited travel to and from New Orleans, which allowed Austin to ship his sheet lead 

and patent shot directly from Mine a Breton.  Both articles flowed along navigable rivers 

to frontier societies.  On April 12, 1801, at about ten in the morning, Moses Austin 

departed Ste. Genevieve for New Orleans with two small timber flat boats.
324

  Each was 

loaded with the sheet lead and shot he and his cultivator artisans manufactured.  Austin 

was attentive to embark on his trip at a time that coincided with ―the different stages of 

the water in the different seasons.‖
325

  Travelers suggested that during the month of April, 

before the heavy spring rains, ―embarkation should be attended with considerable 

detention.‖
326

  In other words, the safest time to sail would be at the very low stages of 

water.  Merchants and miners understood that the spring season journey from Ste. 
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Genevieve to New Orleans would be slow and safe.  Austin arrived at his destination 

twenty-three days later and made arrangements with John Merieult to have the lead 

articles loaded on the schooner Nancy bound for Philadelphia.
327

 

In conclusion, numerous accounts from Mine La Motte and Mine a Breton 

highlight the significance of lead ore to society in the form of shot, sheet lead, and zane; 

and different sorts of settling that went on in the frontier.  This chapter demonstrated the 

ability of merchants, farmers, and miners to establish Mine a Breton where they worked 

year-round and Mine La Motte where miners continued to employ seasonal mining 

practices.  Like the French miners who amalgamated their mining practices to the 

Kaskaskia hunting seasons the French came to understand how to exploit the seasonal 

diversity of their environment by practicing mobility and following a particular cycle.  

However, at Mine a Breton, Austin went one step further to manufacture lead articles on 

the frontier.  The task of the numerous prospectors, miners, and smelters was to construct 

a plan to locate, extract, and manufacture this useful metal that included both Native 

American and European mining traditions to increase lead production. 

The evidence suggests the continuing significance of mining to a late eighteenth-

century frontier society.  Clearly, lead ore was an agent of change.  It transformed and 

influenced mining, smelting, and new settlement styles after American and English 

settlers carried their knowledge and technology into this North American frontier.  Like 

early eighteenth-century French engineers De Ursin, Renaudiere, and De Gruy, Delassus 

also envisioned a more efficient mining operation and a well-settled village in closer 

proximity to the lead mines. 
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Although Delassus and Austin wanted to discourage the La Motte miners from 

using the Native American and French amalgam Francois Valle and other miners there 

continued to produce over two hundred thousand pounds of pig lead between 1799 and 

1803.  The miners at Mine a Breton, who installed the latest European equipment, 

produced over three hundred thousand pounds of pig lead during the same period, a 

significant change from what De Gruy had produced during the 1740s.
328

  When farmers, 

miners, and smelters crossed the Mississippi River to work in Missouri‘s early lead 

district, they carried with them new ideas on how to link the arts with commerce.  They 

united a set of hybrid practices to form ornaments for society.  Most significantly, this 

chapter suggests those who migrated to the mines in Spanish Louisiana promoted useful 

knowledge and technology in the mining environment.  Local farmers and Austin 

encouraged by the lead prospects, settled near Mine La Motte and Mine a Breton. 

At the close of the Spanish period, the United States government asked Moses 

Austin to compile a report on the Missouri lead mines.  He reported that miners had 

discovered ten additional mines in the southern mineral region and that from 1802 to 

1804; only twenty-five men had worked there, and for only a few months. The region 

remained well watered and residents described it as ―pure and wholesome.‖
329

  The next 

chapter focuses on the first geological survey conducted by Austin to determine the 

quality and quantity of the lead ores lying beneath the soil. 
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CHAPTER 4: From the 1804 Early Mineralogical Report to Shot Manufactories 

 

 

In 1804, Captain Meriwether Lewis arrived in St. Louis with a message from 

President Thomas Jefferson for the acting commandant of Upper Louisiana, Captain 

Amos Stoddard.
330

  Jefferson requested Stoddard to compile a census and obtain 

knowledge of the mining region located near Ste. Genevieve.  Amos Stoddard was 

selected by the France and the United States to represent each country during the transfer 

of the Louisiana Territory to the United States.  He remained in command at St. Louis, 

acting as governor until Congress made provision for the government of the newly 

acquired land.  Stoddard contacted Moses Austin, the owner of Mine a Breton, and asked 

him to provide a ―memorandum of the number, extent and situation,‖ as well as ―the 

quality of the mineral produced,‖ at the lead mines.  Jefferson also requested information 

regarding ―the number of hands employed,‖ the amount ―annually produced,‖ and the 

primary uses of the metal.  Austin agreed, and by using European prospecting and 

assaying methods to conduct analysis on the region‘s lead ore at Mine a Breton and Mine 

La Motte he documented his findings.  Austin ―found by experiments, that the mineral‖ 

in the veins was of superior quality and that ―in the hands of skillful smelters‖ they could 

produce ―sixty and in some veins seventy percent‖ metal.
331

  After completing his 

analysis, Austin forwarded the report to Stoddard.  From that report, Jefferson learned 

that eight hundred miles away, just west of the Mississippi, lay vast quantities of a 
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superior quality lead ore.  On November 8, 1804, in his State of the Union Address, he 

noted, ―The lead mines in Louisiana offer so rich a supply of that metal as to merit 

attention.‖
332

   

Because Thomas Jefferson was an inventor he envisioned new technologies as 

essential to slowly lessen America‘s dependency on foreign goods to establish a dynamic 

domestic economy.  Clearly he appreciated the value of introducing into the United States 

new innovations related to agriculture and other technologies being developed in England 

and Europe.  Jefferson‘s viewpoint signaled a cultural sea change that had far-reaching 

implications for the improvement of Missouri‘s mining frontier borderland.   Following 

the Embargo of 1807 and the War of 1812, Jefferson‘s vision of seeing the United States 

develop into an agrarian nation would give way to a fundamental change in the American 

economy.  For example, as commercial exchanges with European nations came to a halt, 

and British products cut off from American markets, Americans experimented with 

constructing machine based factories and exploring the vast countryside for minerals.  

Austin‘s report was the first American mineralogical survey to outline in detail the 

Louisiana Territory‘s lead mines.  Noticeably, it reveals the beginning of an abandoning 

of Native American techniques as more miners transitioned to European experimenting, 

mining and smelting practices.  In like fashion to Europeans who believed their 

prospecting instruments to be superior to others, Austin also alleged that by precisely 

applying his apparatuses correctly would prove his techniques to be superior to local 

miners‘ methods. 
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In the opening decades of the nineteenth century, both Europeans and especially 

Americans coming from the east considered their way of thinking and identifying the 

earth as profoundly different from the ideas and practices of the peoples they encountered 

on the mining frontier borderland.   Austin‘s mineralogical survey exposes his confidence 

in English scientific advances, which he believed had surpassed those of other 

civilizations.  Michael Adas argues that from the 1780s in Britain there was an 

acceleration in the pace of new technologies to prospect for minerals.
333

  Although Adas 

shows how numerous new practices spread within England, this chapter argues that 

similar techniques and instruments not only proliferated across Europe, but also 

penetrated the heart of the United States in the early part of the nineteenth century.  With 

the technology transfer to the United States, American miners grew more and more 

sensitive to the fundamental differences between their practices and the Native American 

and French amalgam. Austin‘s report increasingly stressed the idea that Americans 

proclaimed their superiority over more ―inexperienced‖ miners‘ practices similar to those 

applied by local miners.
334

 

Early nineteenth-century mineralogical surveys are currently under explored 

territory in environmental history.  Austin‘s accounting of the lead mines offer historians 

an opportunity to examine how new means of studying nature manifested before 

geological and mineralogical research in North America advanced into a descriptive 

science.
335

  The Austin account conveys an American commitment to use scientific and 
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technical means for gaining environmental knowledge. The survey conducted by Austin 

and his English assistants made known the complex endeavors aimed at identifying, 

defining, and improving prospecting and extracting methods.   

By the time of the Louisiana Purchase, in 1803, Moses Austin, the experienced 

miner from Virginia, and a number of recent emigrant miners from England had 

successfully established a settlement at Mine a Breton.
336

   Austin and his miners were 

the first in the Mississippi Valley to dig the region‘s first shaft and to construct a 

reverberatory furnace.  They also employed the latest European machines to produce shot 

and sheet lead.  All combined, their actions represent the formation of a mining frontier 

borderland where they transferred European technologies to Spanish Louisiana, while 

local miners continued to prospect and mine lead according to the amalgam they had 

adopted from early miners at Mine La Motte.  However, during the application of their 

differing mining practices, what appears to have emerged was a further demarcation 

between mining knowledge and technology.  While Austin‘s copious notes highlighted 

the quality and quantity of the region‘s lead ore, his mineralogical report also brought to 

bear a growing critique of those prospecting attempts influenced by Native Americans. 

Austin prepared his survey with the assistance of Josiah Bell and Timothy and 

Matthew Mullins, miners who had recently immigrated to the United States from 

England. Austin and his English miners came to view science and especially technology 

as a measure of their own civilization‘s achievements.  Together they conceived a plan to 

conduct experiments on lead ―specimens‖ they collected from ten mines.  While Austin 
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determined the quality and quantity of the ores in his home laboratory, Bell and the 

Mullins brothers conducted field observations on veins of galena.  To analyze and 

describe lead ore, Austin, the Mullins brothers, and Bell applied European systems of 

mineralogy and chemistry in both types of frontier laboratories.  Clearly, their application 

of European instruments and systematic procedures also marked the beginning of the 

erasure of Native American prospecting practices. 

Various writers saw the role of science and technology as essential to the 

evolution of humanity, and the ability of people to control nature.  The mastery of nature 

and the power of Austin and his assistants to explore the secrets of nature using European 

tools and experiments, simultaneously, contributed to the gradual erasure of the Native 

American and French prospecting practices from the mining frontier borderland. 

Benjamin Cohen‘s recent research recovers the extent to which new environmental 

knowledge and measuring apparatus in the form of geological surveys were connected 

with ideas of improvement.  Cohen has argued that the Geological Survey of Virginia 

conducted from 1835 to 1842 helped to build interest in and acceptance of science as a 

valid means to describe the natural world.
337

  Cohen suggests that the survey offered a 

view of a developing agro-science that relied on materialist notions of the soil as natural 

philosophers used chemistry and geology to reveal ―the great wealth which lies buried in 

the earth.‖  Because Austin conducted his survey three decades before the Virginia 

survey, his work relocates the growing importance of mineralogical surveys to an earlier 

time and geographic space and its benefit to early American miners and merchants.
338
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The geological surveys of the nineteenth century have received some scholarly 

attention, but mostly in their national form and as part of western development.
339

  

Donald Worster notes that ―the survey demands scientific expertise; it is a project 

characteristic of a modern nation-state steeped in the perspective of science.‖  Worster is 

referring to the postbellum surveys.
340

  However, scholarly attention to the mineralogical 

work of early miners on the mining frontier borderland is lacking.  Conducting an 

organized portrayal and cataloging of minerals after the Louisiana Purchase was not an 

easy task on the mining frontier borderland.  To precisely conduct chemical and physical 

tests on minerals, Austin had to rely on Europeans‘ manuals, procedures and tools to 

effectively classify, analyze, and record exact measurements on galena.
341

 Austin‘s early 

nineteenth-century analysis reveals how miners used small-scale laboratories to conduct 

field experiments, and communicate their scientific knowledge about nature to American 

naturalists. 

Austin conducted his survey during America‘s era of early industrialization, a 

period when American leaders considered that independence would depend on cultivating 

the nation‘s natural resources.
342

  Decades before the Revolution, colonists mined iron, 
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copper, lead, zinc, and salt.  At the turn of the century, frontier miners and urban 

merchants well understood the natural relationship between the newly acquired lead 

mines and manufacturing.  Austin and other miners examined the properties and changes 

in the composition of minerals, which enabled them to make a contribution to the young 

United States‘ growth. 

By the late eighteenth century, United States metals were being employed in a 

multitude of products.  Iron hollow ware—pots, pans, and kettles—was cast directly from 

blast furnaces, as were anchors, fireplace andirons, and pokers.  In addition, blacksmiths 

fashioned iron into horseshoes, scythes, sickles, hay rakes, knives, razors, shears, axes, 

chains, and plow irons.  Coppersmiths sold kettles, boilers, and roofing cooper as well as 

stills for the manufacture of beer and whiskey.  Tin was alloyed with copper to produce 

bronze statues and bells.
343

  Lead was employed to make ribs for windowpanes, sheet 

lead for roofing and sheathing ships, and shot.  Following the publication of Austin‘s 

survey, red and white lead manufacturers seeking quality ores in great quantities began to 

purchase Missouri‘s pig lead.  More than twenty first century peoples give early 

Americans credit; Austin‘s survey reveals that the constant need for minerals was 

responsible for the active study of these substances by the early American scientific 

community.  These mineralogical reports were common.  Each projected the idea that 

nature was a resource and commodity, a set of products that could be classified, mined, 

and sold. 
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Making the case for improving prospecting methods 

 

During the early eighteenth century, Native Americans had guided French 

explorers to their lead mines, and filled document the regions mineralogical information.  

While touring the mining district, the French documented the region‘s natural features in 

categories such as rivers, mountains, vegetables, animals, and minerals to further the 

expansion of the empire.  As discussed in early chapters, the Kaskaskia Indians and their 

French counterparts had created a middle ground, forming their prospecting and 

extracting methods into an amalgam of mining practices.  A little less than a hundred 

years later, Austin would embark on a mining and scientific project that would begin the 

erasure of the Indian and French amalgam.  As the broad title suggests, the 1804 

mineralogical survey was notable for its emphasis on the region‘s lead mines.  Offering a 

more systematic scientific study of the mining district, Austin hoped it would provide an 

accurate appraisal of mineral availability.  However, his analysis required the use of 

European methods, which stemmed instead from an era of high-Enlightenment civic 

pursuits into the knowledge of nature.   

Austin‘s mineralogical interpretations became a tool to supplant longstanding 

Native American prospecting and extracting practices.  Before the 1830s, when 

improvement societies began to organize local surveys to replace Indian methods; miners 

measured the amalgam against, what they believed to be more, sophisticated European 

technologies.  The survey reveals that American miners believed the amalgamated 

prospecting methods needed to be replaced with up-to-date scientific assessments of 

natural resources.  As mentioned earlier, Austin‘s report started a critique of those 

practices influenced by Native Americans. Austin was surprised to see local miners 
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discovering lead ore as they did.  For example, when miners went to ―discover ores,‖ they 

used the amalgam established during the early eighteenth century to follow 

environmental markings.  Miners also examined ―the soil, the slope of the hills, and 

trees,‖ and in some cases they would determine if lead ore was ―attached to these natural 

markers.‖
344

  Following the amalgam, miners would check the color of plants to see if 

they could detect the presence of a vein running beneath the soil‘s surface.
345

  Embracing 

European practices to master nature as manifested in scientific discovery and 

technological advancement, Austin wanted to learn if a vein of ore was a branch or a 

main lode.  Therefore, he distained the way these particular miners‘ haphazardly worked 

their trenches. 

Austin believed that local miners were unable to efficiently exploit the resources 

because they not only lacked the proper European environmental knowledge, but also 

lacked the European tools to successfully determine the quality or quantity of lead veins.  

Primarily, when visiting Mine La Motte, Austin and his staff observed how many miners 

worked.  He surmises, ―Skilled miners would most likely have been astonished to see 

miners‖ in the Missouri Territory applying such ―crude methods to discover lead ore.‖
346

  

Local miners used the fusion to prospect for lead ore by digging numerous ―scattered 

pits‖ or trenches ―four to five feet deep until a good vein was found.‖  Along these veins, 

they worked until their mining progress ―was impeded by rock‖ or by water flowing into 

the trench.  Whenever these obstacles emerged, miners abandoned their trench and began 

to search in another location.  When the miner was ten or twelve feet below the earth‘s 
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surface, ―he usually quit and began digging a new pit.‖
347

  Austin‘s comments proved the 

best expression of an emerging American disdain for these practices.  Again, after 

visiting one of the mines and observing miners prospecting methods, he referred to their 

actions as ―inefficient,‖ as their only tools for discovering ore were a ―pick and wooden 

shovel,‖ and he stated that they clearly had a need for European mining instruments.
348

  

Furthermore, he reported ―that miners ―seldom dig deeper than ten feet.‖ making it 

―impossible to determine whether the mineral terminates in regular veins or not; for when 

the miner finds himself ten or twelve feet below the surface, his inexperience obliges him 

to quit his digging and begin anew‖ at an alternate location.
349

 

Compared with De Gruy critical comments about miners‘ methods in the 1740s, 

by far the most extensive critique of the Native American and French amalgam was 

contained in Austin‘s A Summary Description of the Lead Mines from 1804.  Based on 

his observations and knowledge of European techniques, Austin recommended improving 

practices after witnessing miners abandoning their trenches after only ―scratch[ing]‖ the 

surface.  Most crucially, they possessed none of the tools or machines essential for 

mining ore from the rich veins deep in the earth.  No matter how much lead ore miners 

discovered using their techniques, Austin felt that they wasted time, noting that ―one half 

of the miners time is taken up in sinking new holes or pits.‖  He assumed that with 

correct supervision and training, a European practice, American miners would resort to 

using instruments specifically designed to guide their searches for ores.  He wanted to see 

miners carrying iron hoes, picks, shovels, and crowbars to prospect for lead ore.  Austin 
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believed that the adopted methods hindered them from clearly observing the true nature, 

length, and depth of the veins.  For approximately three years, Austin noted that miners 

had no instruments for determining where the riches veins were located, and they lacked 

the correct prospecting tools need to gauge the quantity and quality of the lead ores 

waiting to be extracted. 

Before Austin and his staff departed on their multiple expeditions to the multiple 

mines now being worked, they most likely packed a cart with an iron probe, shovel, and 

poll (pick on one side, hammer on the other), which was similar to what English miners 

would have used when prospecting the lead mines of Derbyshire.
350

  In England, miners 

used the four-to-five-foot long probe to ―plunge into the ground in alternating places until 

a vein was struck.‖
 351

  After locating veins of lead ore, miners also breached into the 

earth using a pointed shovel (a—spade).
352

  English miners at Moses Austin‘s mining 

settlement applied these same practices as they search for lead ore and Austin felt that 

more miners should incorporate similar standards.  Austin‘s account reveals the 

acceleration of new European tools and practices to characterize veins of lead. 

Austin was the first miner in the Missouri Territory to describe numerous lead 

veins according to traditional European nomenclature, which eventually informed lead 

manufacturers back east of the district‘s immense value.  Naming and describing veins 
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was a longstanding European organized practice.
353

  While traveling through the mining 

region, whenever Austin spotted miners digging trenches to expose the lead ore, he had 

difficulty evaluating the character or termination of the numerous veins.
354

  Hindered by 

their practices Austin found it difficult to effectively apply European terminology to 

describe the lead veins. 

Naming and describing veins was also a longstanding practice of local miners.
355

  

For example local miners referred to lead ore that was attached to rock as blossom of 

lead.  Another term that local miners used was tiff, which was called cawk by English 

miners.  Tiff and cawk was a very white and very heavy piece of lead ore.  ―It was useful 

as a chemical re-agent or test, and is recommended as one of the best fluxes for iron ores 

in smelting.‖
356

  Each of the above terms, however, did not describe any of the lead veins 

located throughout the mining region.  

To effectively distinguish veins, Austin depended on European mineralogists and 

their encyclopedias.  Using the tools and books republished in Philadelphia to help him to 

redefine and promote the regions environment, Austin was acquainted with the methods 

of Abraham G. Werner, a professor of mineralogy at Freiberg.
357

  Werner used a 

descriptive approach to study and examine the external characteristics, of minerals to 
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determine the quality of lead ore.
358

  According to Werner, minerals‘ external characters 

such as color, smell and taste, needed to be correctly classified.  He described eight 

principal colors: white, gray, black, blue, green, yellow, red, and brown.  Richard Kirwan 

of Ireland, whose works were well known in the United States published Werner‘s 

system of mineralogy in 1794.  Kirwan‘s manuals would have been carried in the 

knapsacks of many miners venturing into the North American frontier.
359

  Samuel Miller 

suggested that many American mineralogists applied Abraham Werner‘s practice, which 

they learned from the work of Richard Kirwan. Miller also made mention of Kirwan‘s 

collection of minerals as ―the best collection on earth.‖
360

  Although Austin may have 

considered his practices superior to the Native American and French fusion, at contact, 

the Kaskaskia and French prospectors also used soil color and taste to characterize lead 

ore. 

 

European techniques through the lens of the early mineralogical survey  

In like fashion to Europeans, Americans carried to the early frontier meaning of 

the superiority of scientific thought and technological innovation.
361

  Moses Austin and 

his English miners‘ possessed a sense of their preeminence in inventiveness and 

organization.    They believed their practices and tools to be superior, and their 

understanding of nature to be justified as they proceeded to control the mining frontier 
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borderland‘s lead, by improving how miners located, defined, and assayed lead ore.  

Carrying their portable European styled laboratories to conduct their chemical analyses 

Josiah Bell and Matthew and Timothy Mullins conducted numerous field trips between 

Mine a Breton and other mining sites to assist Austin.
362

 At the conclusion of the month-

long field surveys, Austin compiled their information into one report.  In line with 

contemporary European scientific analysis, his mineralogical survey outlines the general 

layout of the mining frontier borderland, the names of lead veins, and the quantity and 

quality of lead ores for the president, Congress, naturalists, and merchants. 

Austin and his assistants began their survey in January, and it was complete by 

February of 1804.  The timeframe coincided with the phase when most miners ceased 

their extracting and smelting activities, and remained close to home preparing their tools 

for the spring planting and mining season.
363

  The short amount of time required Austin 

and his staff to work long days traveling between locations.  Their plan was to combine 

the breadth of observations and chemical analyses of the lead ores in the mining district, 

as well as provide a short history of each mine.  The organization of the report is also 

telling.  Instead of Austin beginning with the oldest, Mine La Motte, he chose to begin 

with his recently established mining settlement—Mine a Breton—revealing pride of 

place.  Since Austin desired to promote the significance of his settlement to lead 

manufacturers and miners back east, he needed to communicate to others that the 

European-like mineshaft, the masonry smelting furnace, and the lead manufactory where 

he produced sheet lead and shot only existed at Mine a Breton.  In addition, although 

Austin‘s staff conducted ―a few experiments‖ at nearby mines, ―because of the strong 
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appearances‖ of quality lead ore at Mine La Motte, he explained the benefits of that mine 

as well.
364

 

 

Map 9: Lead Mine locations in 1804
365

  

 

There is perhaps no more striking illustration of the central position that science 

and technology took in shaping Austin‘s interaction with nature than the utensils he 
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applied to measure lead ore.  Clearly, the procedures to prospect or assay minerals 

outlined in European manuals also improved Austin, Bell and the Mullins understanding 

of the quality of Missouri‘s lead.  To remain well versed in mineral classification Austin 

and his staff depended on the continuous flow of reprinted British publications in the 

United States.  To conduct experiments, Austin relied on other American‘s mineralogical 

reports.  For example, in 1804, Benjamin De Witt produced an essay entitled ―Mineral 

Productions of the State of New York,‖ and Sylvain Godon examined and described 

Boston minerals.  In 1818, James and Samuel Dana would expand on Godon‘s Boston 

survey in their detailed ―Outline of the Mineralogy and Geology of Boston.‖
366

  Together, 

the reports suggest that Americans were eager to control and redefine the natural 

environment.  Similarly to De Witt and Godon, Austin too recognized that economic 

benefits would come from a systematic charting as focused miners used their skills to 

create a clearer picture of nature and ―the number, extent and situation of the lead mines 

in Upper Louisiana.‖
367

 

Austin explained how the mining region ―may be said to extend over two 

thousand acres of land.‖  In each entry on a mine in the survey, Austin first described 

how miners ―[worked] using a method that renders it impossible to determine whether the 

mineral terminates in regular veins or not.‖  Thus, it appears that one of his primary goals 

was to define the lead veins at each mine.  Austin and his assistants had to estimate the 

length and depth of each vein to determine how and where miners would construct shafts 
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or European-like galleries, and then erect ―machinery‖ to further aid the recovery of 

larger quantities of lead. 

Although Austin had built a laboratory at Mine a Breton, to guide his assaying 

activities he also had to acquire a number of pocket-size manuals and portable 

laboratories from England.  To help them quickly conclude the amount and purity of each 

mine‘s lead ore, English miners used these miniature manuals and laboratories to 

prospect and assay minerals when away from the main laboratory.  What we are unable to 

gather from the survey is how Bell and the Mullins brothers corresponded with Austin, 

who remained at Mine a Breton, from the field.  Since the surveys were conducted during 

the winter, there must have been traveling difficulties, such as falling snow and cold air.  

At times it must have been difficult to pass over certain roads because of snow or mud, 

and these obstacles may have even damaged their equipment.
368

  There is also no way of 

telling if any of the assistants experienced poor health or problems with their horses.  

Because the work had to be completed quickly, the miners must have endured some level 

of exhaustion.  However difficult the process of collecting and analyzing samples may 

have been, they each understood that it was necessary to acquire information from the 

local mines so that Austin could incorporate their analysis into the report. 

The European method of classifying the Louisiana lead mines served the 

president, Congress, and natural philosophers well.  Clearly, the survey‘s outline of soil, 

lead veins, and rock descriptions helped solidify geological ideas about the quantity of 

lead ore.  The mineralogical report provided Americans with an analysis detailing the 

―strong appearance of mineral—to render the mining business generally advantageous‖ to 
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both the miner and farmer.
369

  Another central element to the report‘s success was the use 

of instruments and equipment in the lab or in the field to meticulously represent the 

quality of lead ore. 

With Austin‘s staff in place and the tools and organization completed they were 

prepared to look at the mining environment and organize it according to European 

inventiveness.  Amos Stoddard recognized Austin as a miner and, more importantly, as a 

chemist who understood geology.  Most likely, Bell and the Mullins brothers carried with 

them to the United States similar skills and also understood that because of the extent and 

situation of the lead mines in Upper Louisiana, an accurate survey and estimate of the 

average quality of mineral produced along with the probable quantity which may be 

annually produced would benefit lead production in the mining frontier borderland.
370

 

 

Replacing old prospecting practices in low and flat prairies 

Austin wanted to provide Jefferson, merchants, and naturalists back east with an 

assessment of the region‘s natural features by categorizing waterways, mountains, 

vegetables, and animals.  Since Austin and the accompanying English miners had created 

an orderly way to work nature at Mine a Breton, they wanted to implement similar 

European prospecting practices at each mine.  Francois Azau Breton was the first French 

settlers to work Mine a Breton 1780. Mine a Breton was originally designated as the mine 

on the forks of the Meramec River.  The mine was situated where the town of Potosi, 

Missouri, now stands.  Mine a Breton was the chief mine of the Mississippi Valley from 
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the late 1790s through the early nineteenth century.
371

  The mine was approximately 

forty-five miles northwest of Ste. Genevieve.  It was situated on a fork of the Grand 

River, twenty-five miles west of the Mississippi River.  The Grand River was navigable 

during the spring season, which made it the ideal location for shipping lead down to the 

port of New Orleans.  Austin characterized the mines as ―the greatest part—in an open 

prairie which rises nearly an hundred feet above the creek.  The mine extends over two 

thousand acres of land; but the principal workings are within the limits of one hundred 

sixty acres.‖
372

  Similar to those explorers who came before, Austin proceeded to 

organize his survey with mineralogical information to bolster the need for expanding the 

mines. 

Austin‘s appraisal of Mine La Motte showed it to be more extensive than Mine a 

Breton. Considered the oldest of all the mines in the district, Mine La Motte differed in 

every way from Mine a Breton.  Situated on the St. Francis River, Mine La Motte was six 

miles from the main river.  The closest town, Ste. Genevieve, was thirty miles to the 

southwest.  The ground was ―low and flat,‖ and Austin reported that ―miners penetrated 

the ground to a depth of twenty-five feet‖; however, ―water seepage often prevented 

additional mining except during the dry season beyond that depth.‖
373

  He also noted that 

miners still applied the Native American amalgam at Mine La Motte. 

Austin‘s descriptions of miners‘ techniques at Mine La Motte are by far the most 

extensive critique in the survey.  He noted that ―when the miner finds himself ten or 

twelve feet below the surface, his inexperience obliges him to quit his digging and begin 
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anew‖ without understanding or viewing a vein‘s character or shape.
374

  Similar to 

Europeans who questioned African and Asian miners‘ techniques during the early days of 

exploration, Austin and other travelers may have praised the final amounts of lead 

produced, but they also noted that Native American and French amalgam produced a 

small amount of lead.
375

  Because miners had adopted the amalgam, Austin became 

motivated to apply European prospecting practices to more clearly describe and study the 

lead ore veins.  For example, most of the mineral at both mines was found in what Austin 

termed ―regular veins‖ of varying sizes.
376

 

Closely adhering to the instructions of Europe‘s natural philosophers found in 

their manuals, Austin decided to describe the underground patterns of regular veins at 

Mine a Breton and Mine La Motte.  He uses these terms to distinguish between two types 

of veins of deposits of lead ore: rake-veins and flat-veins.  Europeans considered rake-

veins to be true veins because they were ―narrow, and often mixed in with limestone.‖  

As mentioned earlier, De Gruy reported how he usually observed lead ore enclosed in 

limestone.  Austin did see the same features when he and his assistants described local 

rake-veins near limestone as having ―a thickness of at least a foot.‖  He further observed 

how the veins widened ―three to four feet in width‖ in most pits or shafts‘ and how at 

greater depth the veins at both mines contained an abundance of lead ores.
377

  Like 

English miners in Great Britain, Austin assumed flat-veins to hold small beds of ores 

connected to rake-veins and were only productive to a certain distance from the body of a 
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vein.  In the flat veins, Austin observed the lumps of ore ―to have been rounded into 

common gravel.‖  After the miners removed three or four feet of earth, they would reach 

gravel lead ore intermixed with ―sand rock,‖ which could be easily broken using their 

picks.
378

 

Austin‘s survey highlighted ―regular vein‖ more than any other vein structure, 

which not only confirms his understanding of European terminology, but also his ability 

to apply their methods to prospect deeper into the earth.  He could clearly view where 

mineral veins terminated.  Austin‘s use of the term regular veins most likely means rake-

veins, since both appeared near limestone.  At both mining sites where Austin prospected, 

he noted that rake-veins were the most common form in which lead ore occurred at the 

mines he observed.  Additionally, his reference to ―quartz and pyrites‖ also notes that 

galena was nearby.
379

 

Since the time of Agricola, Europeans had borrowed the term vein from its use to 

describe animals.  Beginning in 1546 with the publication of Georgius Agricola‘s 

prospecting, mining, and smelting manual, it remained the leading textbook for miners 

and metallurgists for nearly two centuries. At a time when families, guilds, or towns held 

most industrial processes secret, Agricola thought it important to publish every practice 

and improvement that he considered of value.  He believed that when associated with 

geology, mineral veins indicated canals in the earth or channels of ore.  Just as animals‘ 

veins are distributed through all parts of the body, allowing blood to flow from the liver 

throughout the whole body, so too the mineral veins traverse the whole globe.  More 
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particularly, it was believed that these veins were present in the mountainous and hilly 

regions, where water runs and flows through the veins.
380

 

The classification of minerals also included a description of lead ores‘ external 

characteristics.  At Mine La Motte, Austin noticed three distinct qualities of ore: gravel, 

gold-colored fossil mineral, and ―fine steel grain‖ mineral.  The gravel ore could be seen 

immediately under the soil and was intermixed with ―lumps‖ of lead ―the size of a fist 

weighing from one to fifty pounds.‖
381

  One hundred years earlier, the French explorers 

Des Ursin, Renaudiere, and De Gruy also described the galena as ―rounded pebbles or 

gravel ore‖ that they discovered in small, detached lumps ―buried beneath three to ten 

feet of the earth‘s soil.‖  Gold fossil, yet another type of mineral, was a term that had 

applied to rocks and minerals since the medieval period.  The meaning stemmed from the 

Latin word fossilis, which referred to anything dug out of the earth.  The metallic luster of 

gold fossil was pale to normal with a ―brass yellow hue,‖ which often caused miners to 

confuse it with gold.
382

 

Believing they had the scientific instruments needed to determine where the 

riches veins were located, Austin and his assistants became excited when he first 

recognized the dark blue ―fine steel grain‖ mineral at Mine La Motte.  Known as galena, 

or potter‘s lead ore, it was the most common of all the lead ores and appeared as grains 

shaped like moderate-sized cubes.  Recall, this was the same galena was the same lead 

that the Native Americans prized for local use and distant trade.  Native Americans 

cherished this type of galena because it could be easily broken with the blow of a 
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hammer.  On account of galena‘s richness, the Kaskaskia Indians used it with very little 

preparation as a glaze for coarse pottery, and exchanged it with other Native American 

tribes for products not available in the Mississippi Valley.
383

  Native Americans traveled 

over land and river networks to deliver their crushed galena to tribes located along the 

Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.  Europeans classified this galena ―as soft unless it was 

mixed with iron making it harder.‖
384

  Because the lead appeared like colorless glass and 

had a refracting quality, Austin, Bell, and the Mullins brothers recorded as carbonate of 

lead.
385

  With the discovery of deep veins where carbonate of lead lay hidden, Austin 

outlined in his report the need to improve prospecting and mining techniques.  He 

presented to Jefferson a call for local miners to abandon their trenches, and start digging 

deep mine shafts using European contraptions. 

At Mine La Motte, Austin noted that the greatest portion of lead ore could be 

found imbedded in a thick stratum of marl clay adjacent to limestone.
386

  Since the 

carbonate of lead was free of contaminates, glass manufacturers craved it as it was a key 

ingredient for making quality red lead to fabricate glass.  In certain lighting it appeared 

colorless, transparent, and glass-like in appearance, all natural qualities for producing 

flint glass.  After experimenting on the particular galena type from Mine La Motte, 

Austin discovered the amount of lead registered between forty-five and eighty-three 

percent.
387

  Austin‘s experiments prompted him to write in his report that Mine La Motte 

was a ―gold mine descriptive of its wealth‖ and capable of furnishing vast quantities of 
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lead.  Most significantly, Austin and his staff understood the galena to be useful for 

commerce.
388

   

As early nineteenth-century miners, Austin and his staff after applying their 

various European skills they would alert the president, Congress, and other natural 

philosophers of the significance of the dark blue ―fine steel grain‖ galena found at Mine 

La Motte.  Most likely, all as well as lead manufacturers understood this type of lead 

would be useful primarily for manufacturing red and white lead.
389

  A decade later, when 

the glassmaker and geologists, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft toured the lead district, he would 

state that ―when this ore is piled near mines, the reflection of the light makes it appear 

white, and the unfamiliar workers unacquainted with this ore might readily mistake it for 

silver.‖
390

  Schoolcraft‘s description of the vein structures and the various character traits 

of galena were similar to Austin‘s: ―the external luster of this type of galena was found to 

be resplendent and specula to glimmering‖ and refracted like glass.    In like fashion to 

Austin, Schoolcraft also came to believe that if local miners possessed the tools and 

machines to prospect correctly they would be able to extract carbonated of lead from the 

rich veins.  Both described it as a pinhead to chestnut-size gravel mineral intermixed with 

the soil.  Long after Austin had completed and published his survey of the mines, his 

analysis would alert both merchants in frontier and urban spaces of the type of galena 

discovered, and they would continue to purchase and use this lead to manufacture a 

variety of items. 
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Austin‘s mineralogical report added to the landscape not only European 

terminology that classified galena and carbonate of lead, but also a laboratory ―fitted up 

with furnaces, instruments and apparatus‖ to help them characterized lead ore.
391

  They 

used European chemist tools such as furnaces, cisterns, pots, and utensils for examining 

features of the natural landscape to identify veins and lead formations and also to 

determine their ore‘s quality.
392

  Another central element of the report‘s success, explored 

next, was the use of instrumental and analytical equipment in the lab and field to produce 

quantified and qualified representations of lead ore. 

 

Early American frontier experiments  

Austin‘s acceptance of the superiority of his precision, tools, and instruments 

clearly was connected to his way of thinking and perceiving the natural world.  He 

published that his utensils and methods were fundamentally different from the tools and 

practices he encountered on the mining frontier-borderland.  Most significantly, many 

Europeans and Americans were confident that because of advances in the sciences they 

had surpassed all other civilizations.  In such an environment, by the early nineteenth 

century, Austin and other miners desired to more fully comprehend and control the 

natural world.  To do so, they believed that the best means of redefining the mining 

region was not only to characterize nature, but also to use the latest European apparatuses 

to conduct experiments on lead to measure its quality. 
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The descriptive and technical dimensions of the report were all part of recreating 

environmental knowledge that had been originally characterized by the amalgam.  While 

the Native American and French practices to test the quality of lead ores was closely 

associated with human taste and touch, the European method appears to have been more 

distant, requiring tools.  Most likely, to test the quality of the galena gathered from the 

field, Austin and his assistants constructed a laboratory.  The chemical analysis 

performed by Austin and his staff represents a critical moment on the mining frontier 

borderland, signaling the further disappearance of the Native American and French 

amalgam. 

Armed with new technologies, Austin and English miners began the informal 

process of transferring European assaying practices to the frontier.  The laboratory at 

Mine a Breton may have been in the same building as the reverberatory furnace near the 

shot and sheet lead factory.
393

  In addition, Austin and his staff carried portable or pocket 

laboratories when traveling between the various mines throughout the district.
394

  Both 

the stationary and pocket laboratory included a variety of European instruments to test 

minerals.
395

  For example, James Woodhouse, who was devoted to mineralogical science 

in Philadelphia was trained in chemistry at the medical school in that city.  A number of 

years after Woodhouse earned his M.D. in 1792, he organized his Young Chemist’s 

Pocket Companion: Connected with a Portable Laboratory in 1797.
396

  Woodhouse also 
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spent the opening years of the nineteenth century conducting analysis on lead ores at the 

Perkiomen Creek mines near Philadelphia.  With these instruments and manuals in their 

hands, Woodhouse, Austin, Bell, and the Mullins brothers produced new knowledge 

about their environment with technical specificity.
397

 

Across the Atlantic as well as on the mining frontier, natural philosophers and 

miners used a number of tools to assay their minerals.  Most would have followed the 

chemical analysis techniques outlined by James Woodhouse and others.
398

  Closely 

adhering to the Woodhouse model, Austin conducted experiments with great care and 

skill.  Any error made during the assaying process would have been multiplied when the 

bulk ore was worked at a later time, and resulted in losses to the owners.  Since most 

encyclopedias were cumbersome and difficult to carry between mining sites, Austin 

provided his field assistants with the Woodhouse pocketbook-sized manual, instruments, 

and a field laboratory to conduct their investigations.  The pocket laboratory was not 

intended for ―a person who always resides at one and the same place.‖
399

  Because of 

time constraints and obstacles on the frontier, the miners used both systems to assay ores. 

In addition to European manuals, miners depended on various instruments to help 

them conduct assay lead ore at the mining site.  Packed in a ―small oak box, the size of a 

book, the field laboratory was designed for the miner who travels from one mine to 

another.‖  The design of the portable laboratory reveals the care by which miners 

conducted their experiments and also provides insight into the topography of the mining 
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area where they traveled.  Manufacturers designed the boxes to protect the instruments by 

―lining the compartments with green velvet,‖ and they also ―covered it with leather‖ so 

that the boxes would not become damaged in the wagons that passed over the mining 

region‘s rugged topography.  The inside of the boxes were divided into multiple 

compartments to further protect the iron blowpipe, the glass triple magnifier, and the 

lamp furnace.
400

  The blowpipe was made of ivory to eliminate the sensation of having a 

piece of metal ―between the teeth and lips‖ for a long time.  This simple blowpipe with a 

tapering iron tub at the end and a small opening allowed the artisan to blow air ―under 

relativity high pressure.‖
401

  Miners used the blowpipe, which acted as a portable bellow, 

and replaced the large furnace at Mine a Breton, to perform chemical tests.  The 

Compendious System of Mineralogy & Metallurgy states that ―when the blowpipe was 

applied to compact or common galena,‖ it melted and gave off a ―sulphureous odor‖ and 

produced a button-size piece of metal at the bottom of the crucible.
402

 

By the late eighteenth century, advances in optics aided miners.  A triple 

magnifier able to produce ―seven magnifying powers,‖ and one lamp furnace were both 

stored in separate compartments of the pocket laboratory. The magnifier enabled Austin 

to enhance his observations. With the triple magnifier miners could view small and 

middle-sized ―crystals with specula, splendent or sometimes rough surfaces that appeared 

uneven and splintery.‖
403

  Miners used optics to detect if foreign matter was attached to 

the minerals.  In these cases the miner would have to take extra care when cleaning the 

mineral in preparation for assaying.  The mineralogist could clearly distinguish the 
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structure and metallic parts of lead ores. The blowpipe and lamp furnace sufficiently 

perform in a few minutes and ―with very little expense the assay, which otherwise would 

require large vessels like a reverberatory furnace,‖ for the miner when the mobile iron or 

clay furnace was not available.  Traveling along the rough trail, field assistants seldom 

had an opportunity to carry portable iron or clay furnaces.  They may very well have been 

content with the portable laboratory and apparatus, ―which are sufficient for the most part 

of such experiments as can be made on a journey,‖ to the local mines.
404

  With the 

blowpipe, the triple magnifier, and the lamp furnace, Bell and the Mullins brothers could 

supply Austin with the analytical results of all ten mines.  The eighteen-page report 

included approximately seven pages devoted to just the mineral analysis that Austin 

collected from his assistants. 

Two more brief examples of the types of instruments miners armed themselves 

with to survey the lead mines reveal the use of hidden knowledge on the frontier.  Field 

assistants carried a separate portable laboratory that contained a washing trough to rinse 

water over mineral ores to separate the ore from ―adherent rock‖ before the conducting of 

chemical assays on the minerals.  Troughs came in multiple sizes and were very common 

in laboratories.  Woodhouse recommended that miners use ―one of a moderate size for 

field use.‖  He provided instructions for building troughs according to the following 

dimensions: a trough should be twelve inches and a half inches long by three inches wide 

at the one end, and one a half inches at the other end and should slope down from the 

sides and the broad end to the bottom, where it is three quarters of an inch deep. 

Troughs were commonly made of smooth, hard, and compact wood containing no 

pores where minute grains of the pounded ores ―may conceal themselves.‖  Finally, there 
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was also a separate laboratory box to house different acids to test the mineral bodies.  The 

most common were niter of vitriol, vinegar, borax, and common salt.
405

  All combined 

the tools Austin and his assistants carried represent how they came to view science and 

especially technology as a measure of their own civilizations past achievements.  Just a 

few years prior to Austin conducting his survey of the mines more patents were issued in 

Great Britain than had ever been grants for new inventories in all the preceding years of 

the century combined. 

Most important to any miner was to correctly assay ores. Early mineralogists had 

an intimate knowledge of many chemical substances.
406

  Similar to Renaudiere and Des 

Ursin, who conducted an assay of the lead ore at Mine La Motte, Austin and his field 

assistants understood the importance of determining the amount of metal contained in a 

sample of ore.  To analyze these samples, Austin combined fieldwork with lab work.  

Testing metals required a set of tools, such as the cupola, a very absorbent, shallow 

vessel.  After acquiring a small sample from each mine, they proceeded to carefully assay 

the ores. Any error made was multiplied many times over when the bulk ore was smelted.  

For example, losses of several thousand pounds of ore might incur for the owners if the 

assaying process was not correctly performed.
407

  If overheated, the metal could be lost in 

fumes; if under heated, the metal would be lost with the slag and furnace accretions. 

A broader significance of the report is an acknowledgment that more than the 

sensory observations of miners, Austin used more distant European instruments and 

measurements to achieve his goal of redefining and controlling the region‘s most 

precious natural resource.  While these tools and practices appeared useful and beneficial, 
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in the hands of Austin and his associates, they instigated the erasure of the Native 

American and French amalgam.  For example, Native Americans had a method to wash 

and analyze lead ore prior to smelting.  If the ores were covered with clay, they would 

need washing.  If gangue minerals adhered to the galena, Native Americans would have 

hand-cobbed the ores with a small pointed hammer know as a pickwee.  Finally, if the 

galena was heavily coated with white carbonate, miners understood that the smelting 

process would be slowed.  Although Native American smelters may have done some 

preliminary washing and cobbing, it is unclear how long Native Americans were aware of 

these practices.  However, because Indian smelting was labor intensive, there is no doubt 

that prospecting, assaying, and smelting required considerable judgment.  Perhaps 

explaining why after observing Native American smelters, a visitor believed them to be 

better smelters than the white miners.  

The analysis conducted on lead ore at Mine La Motte proved that the lead ores 

were of a superior quality to the ones at Mine a Breton.  Austin tested the ores to 

determine the true percentage of metal.  In 1818, glass manufacturer Henry Rowe 

Schoolcraft also conducted an analysis on Mine La Motte‘s galena.  Schoolcraft ―found 

by experiments that the mineral in the hands of skillful smelters‖ would produce 60 or 70 

percent metal.  Austin also believed that if ―fifty men under a proper manager‖ worked 

―with a good smelting furnace,‖ the mine ―might produce five or six hundred thousand 

pounds of weight of lead per [year].‖
408

   As mentioned earlier, Schoolcraft also 

confirmed what Austin had already discovered—that Mine La Motte appeared to be like 

a gold mine.
409

  According to Schoolcraft the amount of sulphur associated with lead ore 
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was important to miners.  Although, Austin fails to mention veins of sulphur or the 

amount of sulphur contained in the lead, Schoolcraft noted that ―the ores of La Motte 

contain an unusual portion of sulphur…I draw this inference from its refractory nature.‖ 

Schoolcraft‘s experimenting experiences taught him that when the ore was heated and 

―the more sulphur there is driven off, the brighter it grows.‖
410

  In effect, the analyses of 

Austin and Schoolcraft agreed that with proper management and the transfer of skilled 

smelters to Mine La Motte, the gross production of the mine would increase. 

Austin‘s report produced new and more scientific descriptions of the lead region‘s 

features.  By the beginning of the nineteenth century, American and English miners 

began to specify their understanding of European environmental knowledge, which most 

likely further influenced changes to the mining district.  They took up all manner of 

questions, including topics we would now assign to medicine, engineering, travel writing, 

or even ethnography.  Science was welcomed in both urban and frontier spaces.  

Everyone who could do so read about the sciences.
411

  Notably, near the lead mines of 

Missouri, experiments and demonstrations were public events.  Newspapers regularly 

published accounts of experiments, new technologies, and medical news. 

Like Austin, the eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century men of science did not 

specialize in science.  They had other occupations or careers.  They were presidents, like 

Thomas Jefferson, clergymen, members of Parliament, farmers, tax administrators, ship 

captains, noblewomen, printers, and even miners or smelters.
412

  On the early North 

American mining frontier, Austin and his field workers connected European instruments 

with the landscape that had originally been defined according to Native American and 
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French practices.  The report centers on the development of science in these spaces.  By 

producing new kinds of environmental knowledge, the survey would become a tool for 

improvement predicated on the importance of applying enlightened views to resolve 

extracting and smelting problems. 

On November 8, 1804, Thomas Jefferson provided Congress with copies of 

Austin‘s report on Louisiana‘s rich lead mines.  During the next five years, the Missouri 

Territory‘s lead industry was one of slow but substantial growth.
413

  The European 

techniques of prospecting, naming of veins, and conducting assays enabled Austin to 

determine with certainty the percentage of lead contained in the ores.  As word spread in 

the form of his mineralogical survey, others were encouraged, which prompted additional 

explorations and experiments on newly discovered deposits; new towns were settled, and 

the manufacture of lead on an important scale began.  By 1809, Joseph Brown and John 

A. Storch both migrated from Philadelphia to St. Genevieve, Missouri.  Brown was a 

surveyor of lands and treaty lines for the government.  He surveyed the state line between 

Missouri and Arkansas.  Although there is no information related to their assaying 

activities, Brown and Storch decided to erect a permanent laboratory to assay minerals.  

Their plan was to establish a business for ―analyzing ores of every description.‖  Brown 

and Storch subscribed to the idea of anyone possessing all kinds of ores to have them 

―ascertained for five dollars per experiment,‖ on the precondition that they send no more 

than one pound per visit.
414

  As the Missouri Territory became more populated with 

miners, they would discover new deposits of mineral that needed to be assayed.  
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Following the publication of Austin‘s analysis, news of the region‘s mineral wealth 

spread from the frontier to eastern manufacturers already engaged in the production of 

shot and red and white lead.
415

 

 

Reconstructing the use of galena according to its quality 

There is a close link between the timing of Austin‘s report and the industrial 

development of the eastern United States.  In 1794, Tench Coxe listed over fifty classes 

of assembled goods.  He cataloged ―many articles indeed‖ as being ―manufactured in the 

city of Philadelphia, in the boroughs, and in the counties of Pennsylvania.‖
416

  Local 

officials as well as politicians encouraged development in and beyond Philadelphia.  For 

example, shot, sheet lead, red lead, and white lead were useful products to both frontier 

and urban places.  There was also a growing desire to discontinue importing both 

products and glass from London into the United States. The increasing friction between 

the old and new countries during the early 1800s provided added impetus to commercial 

independence for the younger one.  As tensions continued to rise, Congress passed the 

1806 Act, which forbid the acceptance of any commodity in glass bottles restricted 

importations.  The Act was not enforced until the Embargo Act of 1807, so merchants 

continued to accept large orders of white and red lead, litharge, paints drugs, and 

chemicals from London, as Great Britain gladly continued to flood American markets 

with these products. 
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On March 8, 1809, the Missouri Gazette announced that Moses Austin had 

established at Herculaneum a ―shot manufactory,‖ saying that ―the situation is especially 

adapted for the purpose of having a natural tower or stupendous rock, forming a precipice 

about 130 feet.‖  The village of Herculaneum was located on the west bank of the 

Mississippi, about thirty miles below St. Louis.  Frederic Billon noted, 

After the transfer of the country [west of the Mississippi River] to the United 

States, and the extensive development of lead mineral throughout all this region 

back from the river, two enterprising Americans, Colonel Samuel Hammond of 

St. Louis, and Moses Austin of Ste. Genevieve, perceiving the advantages of this 

point for an extensive lead business from its nearer proximity to the mines than 

Ste. Genevieve, then the only point of shipment on the river, purchased from 

Jonathan Kendall, on January 9, 1809, a tract of land at the mouth of Joachim 

Creek and immediately laid off their plat of the town.
417

 

 

The Gazette noted that because of the nearby lead mines and the accessible harbor, the 

Missouri Territory would be able to ―supply the Atlantic states on such terms as will 

defeat the competition.‖
418

  In addition to the closeness of the mines, Herculaneum 

provided a good landing for boats in the nearby Joachim Creek, which afforded an 

excellent harbor.
419

 Neither Austin nor Kendall feared new inventions or establishing new 

frontier manufactories.  Like their counterpart Northeastern merchants, they were also 

aware of the escalating tensions in Europe and their potential threat to overseas trade. 

And they began to explore expansion possibilities with western outposts from Lake Erie 

to St. Louis and beyond to sell their shot and sheet lead. 

Rising almost two hundred feet from the river banks were perpendicular cliffs.  

The natural elevation allowed shot-makers to drop the molten lead, and meant they did 
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not have to invest substantial capital in the construction of shot towers.  Still, John 

Macklot erected a tower to manufacture patent shot at Herculaneum, and the Gazette 

reported that he had ―begun to cast shot equal to the best English patent.‖
420

  Macklot 

planned to manufacture ten thousand pounds of shot.  A visitor to the region noted how 

the energy with which capital turned to this form of production at this early date on the 

frontier was remarkable.
421

 

On June 20, 1811, the Gazette reported that the lead mines in the ―district of St. 

Genevieve promoted a spirit of industry and everyday manifesting itself among the 

people of this territory.‖  The fur trader William Ashley began to experience a decrease in 

the value of peltry, and increasingly turned his attention to lead mining.
422

  It was also 

reported that captains of several large boats no longer left Ste. Genevieve but instead 

departed from Herculaneum, ―the larger mineral establishment.‖  These boats carried 

more laborers to supply a quantity of lead ―sufficient for at least one half of the 

consumption of the United States.‖  Local citizens hoped that if the trade in lead became 

successful, it would lessen ―the imports of this article into the United States from foreign 

countries, and decrease our dependence on them, as well as give activity and life to the 

trade of this territory.‖  Now they needed artisans with scientific knowledge to turn their 

attention to quality galena in the Missouri Territory in order to begin the production of 

red and white lead locally.
423
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The Austin report encouraged manufacturers of red and white lead in Philadelphia 

to search for domestic natural resources instead of imported ones.  As will be covered in 

the next chapter, by 1804, the Wetherill Brothers of Philadelphia, ―learning that this 

country [would] furnish lead sufficient for the United States consumption,‖ would begin 

to slowly decrease their flow of white lead and red lead from Great Britain, and begin to 

manufacture similar products using galena from the Missouri Territory.
424

  The Wetherill 

Brothers had a long established association with the London shipping and warehousing 

firm Brandram, Templeman, & Jacques.  The association with this firm endured over 

many years.  Now the Wetherill‘s were considering a way to make glass, dry white and 

red lead to sell from their Philadelphia store.  To manufacture similar products, they 

made plans to secure from Mine La Motte the best quality of pig lead, for their 

Philadelphia red and white lead factory.
425

 

Five years after the publication of Austin‘s report in 1809, frontier towns also 

began to change as there was a widening usage of lead.  Merchants and artisans erected 

factories to produce white and red lead in Cincinnati, and glass was being manufactured 

in the town of Pittsburgh.  Additionally, the report encouraged Christian Wilt and Joseph 

Hertzog, two Philadelphia merchants, to consider establishing a white and red lead 

factory in the frontier borderland town of St. Louis.  The pigment white lead was 

prepared by casting the lead into sheets, rolling it up in a spiral form, and setting it to 

corrode in clay pots partly filled with vinegar.
426

  Following its complete preparation, 

white lead was used for painting wood and to plaster interior walls.  It was applied alone 

or in conjunction with other pigments to serve as a base, and give paint body.  To 
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manufacture white lead correctly, artisans needed the purest galena, free from any 

contaminates.
427

   

Painters and glassmakers depended on manufacturers who understood Austin‘s 

assays.  Manufacturers had to acquire the highest quality of galena for the production of 

white lead for paint and red lead for glass.
428

  Red lead was produced by moderately 

heating metallic lead in a reverberatory furnace.  Following hours of heating, workers 

witnessed metallic lead transition to a vivid red-orange colored almost—soft powder that 

crumbled between their fingers.  Red lead flowed into society as an ingredient used to 

prepare enamels for potters‘ glazing.  However, a greater quantity of red lead was used to 

manufacture glass, ―which increased its luster, weight and strength.‖  With the correct 

amount of ―lead combined with other raw materials, glass became more pliable to work 

and easy to mold into a variety of ornamental forms.‖
429

 Similar to Austin building shot 

and sheet lead factories and applying new scientific knowledge on the frontier, factory 

owners and their workers who manufactured glass, red lead, and white lead were required 

to have a level of scientific acumen to correctly measure and control the process.
430

 

On October 26, 1811, Christian Wilt, the Philadelphia merchant who had recently 

migrated to St. Louis, published an article in the Missouri Gazette stating, ―This is the 

proper country for the establishment of manufactures of lead such as shot, red lead, and 

white lead, which in the vicinity of the mines can be carried on better than any other 

location.  Persons have been sent on this summer to erect buildings and commerce the 
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manufacture of red and white lead.‖
431

  In the same edition, the paper outlined an 

estimate of lead shipped from the region at two billion pounds, for total revenue of 

$200,000.  Soon, Wilt would establish the first red and white lead factory on the edge of 

the frontier in St. Louis. 

During the early nineteenth century, as the eastern markets became flooded with 

British shot, the Philadelphia shot factories suspended operations.  As a result, Joseph 

Hertzog, Wilt‘s uncle in Philadelphia, decided it was a good time to begin manufacturing 

red lead in St. Louis to supply nearby frontier towns.  In addition, he visualized possibly 

selling red lead to potters located along the Ohio River.  Wilt and Hertzog also hoped to 

extend their sales to Pittsburgh where five glass factories had recently been erected, all 

using red lead.
432

  Austin‘s chemical analysis of the Mine La Motte lead ores encouraged 

cultivators of science in Philadelphia to produce red lead, a key ingredient for 

manufacturing glass. 

Wilt and Hertzog made plans to manufacture red lead, and sell it to factories in 

Pittsburgh and Cincinnati.
433

  Both merchants were aware that in addition to glassmakers, 

there was also a growing number of pottery artisans located along the Ohio River who 

they could supply with quality red and white lead.
434

  Both men apparently lacked the 

experience required to manufacture either product; therefore, to help construct and 

operate the factory, Hertzog hired two Philadelphian artisans.
435

  Joseph Henderson was 

employed to color the lead since he had some chemical expertise.  The factory also 
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needed as skilled smelter, and John Sparke, a former employee of Samuel Wetherill, the 

owner of the largest lead factory on the east coast, was hired as the grand smelter charged 

with the job of preparing the bar lead to manufacture red and white lead.
436

 

Joseph Henderson fits the image of an early nineteenth-century American worker 

who applied the European sciences to manufacture red and white lead.  During 

Henderson‘s leisure time, he studied Aiken‘s Dictionary of Chemistry and Nicholson‘s 

Dictionary of Chemistry.  Using both works, Henderson conducted experiments to work 

out a formula to manufacture over four tons of red lead a week.  He hoped to ―discover 

some valuable processes for making sundry profitable articles,‖ and he worked out a new 

system to manufacture red lead through the use of heat alone.  Henderson believed that if 

his chemical tests were successful, his invention would make it unnecessary to pound, 

grind, and wash the lead, thereby saving time, and that he could manufacture red lead 

according to the demands of the market.  He also assumed that with his new discovery, 

the weekly output should not be limited to four tons of red lead but that the quantity of 

manufactured lead could be regulated according to the demand of both the urban and 

frontier markets.  Although following several attempts, Henderson‘s experiment was 

unsuccessful; his attempts represent the importance of scientific experimentation on the 

frontier.
437

  The ability of Henderson to conduct research by applying European systems 

according to Aiken and Nicholson‘s chemical methods during the early nineteenth 

century on the frontier tells of the growing importance of red and white lead to society.  

Merchants in St. Louis, Ste. Genevieve, and Herculaneum sent their products east along 
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the Ohio River or down the Mississippi River to New Orleans, where they were loaded 

on ocean vessels bound for Philadelphia, New York and Boston.
438

 

As word of the Missouri Territory‘s mineral-rich region spread east, the Missouri 

Gazette announced the arrival of Henry Marie Brackenridge, a gifted mineralogist, and 

requested that he ―be protected and given guidance during his two-year residence,‖ in the 

territory.
439

  When Brackenridge finally made his way to the lead mining district, he 

observed the methods miners employed to extract and smelt lead ore.  He asserted that 

although ―the principal employment of the inhabitants is agriculture, the greater part are, 

also, more or less engaged in the lead business.  This is a career of industry,‖ he 

continued, ―which is open to all, and the young in setting out to do something for 

themselves usually make their first assay in this business.‖
440

  Brackenridge estimated 

―from the best information he could gather,‖ the annual production of lead by the number 

of workers at each site, reporting that fifteen workers at Mine a Breton produced 50,000 

pounds, and forty workers at Mine La Motte produced 100,000 pounds of lead. 

The estimated output of lead from the Missouri Territory from 1800 to 1829 was 

73,000 tons of metal valued at $4,188,000.  The amount of shot manufactured during the 

same period probably approximated an annual average of $50,000.  The lead product sent 

from Herculaneum alone during the eighteen months ending in June 1818 was 668,350 

pounds.  The value was $46,784, and the exports of bar lead during the same period were 

valued at $126,294.  In 1819, Schoolcraft estimated that 1,130 persons including miners, 
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blacksmiths, smelters, woodcutters, and carters were engaged in the lead business for a 

portion of the year.
441

 

In conclusion, at the time that Lewis and Stoddard presented President Jefferson‘s 

request for additional information about the lead mining district to Austin, the natural 

philosophers and businessmen alike desired to understand the mineralogical and chemical 

properties of lead ore for national development.  Austin and his British miners‘ 

knowledge and skills were regarded as valuable and indeed a necessary to medicine and a 

large portion of manufacturers that supplied the comforts and luxuries of nineteenth-

century life.  The miners‘ experiences with chemistry and mineralogy would encourage 

the flow of lead from Mine a Breton and Mine La Motte to frontier and urban spaces. 

Austin‘s analysis highlights an example of the convergence of early nineteenth 

century environmental knowledge with technology.  By using European experiments to 

describe and assay lead ore he promoted the regions lead ore‘s quality, which aided in the 

development of lead manufactories between 1801 and 1813.  The primary mining sites 

were Mine a Breton and Mine La Motte.  Failing to notice the Native American influence 

on mining, Austin observed one hundred and fifty miners extracting mineral using 

―primitive methods‖ by digging shallow pits and trenches.  When Schoolcraft traveled 

through the same district in 1818, he recorded that over one thousand workers were 

employed in mining by ―digging trenches.‖  He also listed the primary methods miners 

used to smelt lead ores as being ―in the common log hearth furnace, and the British 

reverberatory furnace at Mine a Breton,‖ a significant change from local miners who used 
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the Native American log furnace method as describe earlier.
442

  Therefore, a mix of 

methods continued into the early republic. 

Additionally, the first mineralogical survey performed by Austin and his 

associates made a significant contribution to the young United States, as the volume of 

lead that flowed from the mining district to frontier and urban factories increased.  The 

vast frontier of minerals would continue to be examined, exploited, and manufactured for 

the next several decades.  Austin‘s observations and experiments would eventually be 

refined for Philadelphia‘s merchants, who desired additional mineralogical and chemical 

data about Missouri‘s lead.  The environmental knowledge produced by Austin and his 

associates was transferred to glass manufactures who coveted quality lead ore for the 

manufacture of red lead. 

Samuel Miller who published A Brief Retrospect of the Eighteenth Century, in 

1803, sketched out the ―revolutions and improvements in science.‖  In his discussion on 

mineralogy, he believed that Americans were handicapped by the newness of the country, 

and that it was necessary to conduct more field examinations to discover the county‘s 

vast mineral wealth.  Austin too was fully convinced that mineralogical science 

influenced the development of the United States economies and industries.  Regarding 

Austin‘s galena report, Miller stated that ―a larger proportion of the growing wealth of 

our country will hereafter be devoted to the improvements of knowledge and especially 

to the furtherance of all the means by which scientific discoveries are brought within 

popular reach.‖  Miller believed Moses Austin and John Henderson represented future 

prospects of American science.  Certainly, Austin, Bell, the Mullins brothers, and 

Henderson all implemented European instruments and analytical techniques that can be 
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seen as the impetus of the erasure of the Native American amalgam that American miners 

practiced.
443

 

This chapter examined how these cultural and technological transformations 

began to reshape the environment from a mining frontier borderland into a bordered 

mining district as European scientific text, tools, and methods to describe the mining 

district‘s wealth pushed out the earlier techniques.  Combined, the invasion of new 

European mining cultural practices would seal the fate of the French and Kaskaskia 

amalgamation of mining methods created during their eighteenth-century encounters. 
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Part III: Improvement and Missouri's Mining District 

 

The War of 1812 brought with it far-reaching cultural and technological changes 

to the United States and the Missouri Territory.  As the west became more diversified 

after the War of 1812, the economy of the Northeast became more specialized.  As the 

Northeast developed toward manufacturing, east coast lead manufactures would look to 

the lead mining and smelting region west of the Mississippi River for their supply of 

quality pig lead from Mine La Motte.  The introduction of steamboats, red and white lead 

factories, and regional specialization in the New Republic—like lead mining—were all 

examples of how new technological innovations indicated that Jefferson‘s vision of 

America as a nation of farmers was breaking down.
444

  The United States was 

experiencing the early stages of an industrial revolution that was not confined to the 

Northeastern cities.  As the spirit of innovation flowed towards the Missouri Territory, 

miners continued to apply new methods to extract, smelt, and produce lead for growing 

markets back east. 

By the end of the war, Americans in urban centers as well as on the frontier 

desired to move forward with a number of technological and cultural changes, which 

miners, geologists, and boosters hoped would transform the mining region into a mining 

district.  They all began to call for a cultural sea change in the way that lead was 

extracted, smelted, and produced to increase the varying ways lead could be knit with the 

growing national market.  Altogether these changes signaled the importance of lead 

products to a new market revolution.  During these early American Republic years, as 
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farmers, hunters, miners made a choice to buy factory made shot; to use pewter cups or 

fashioned glassware; to paint their wood walls they each became linked to industrial 

revolution that had an environmental impact on a local, national, and global scale.
445

 

Settlers in the mining bordered district were also well aware of federal and state 

government policies that were put in place to construct roads and canal systems.  Miners 

and merchants envisioned the possibly of quickly transporting lead across these new 

byways to markets in Pittsburgh, New Orleans and Philadelphia.  Announcing a new era 

of river transportation, on August 2, 1817, the steamboat Zebulon M. Pike emerged at the 

St. Louis docks.  It was the first and certainly not the last steam powered vessel to climb 

the Mississippi.
446

  As steamboats like the Pike would regularly float up and down the 

inland waterways of the Ohio, Illinois, and Mississippi Rivers, it not only carried settlers, 

miners and boosters looking for profit, but it also deposited manufactured goods from the 

east in villages, in exchange for transporting pig lead from the mines to New Orleans and 

beyond.  Eventually, like those displaced by new steam powered vessels, new steam 

technologies associated with mining would replace the Native American and French 

amalgam at the lead minesl, which represented the Americanization of the region.
447

 

Progress in the mechanical arts associated with mining lead ore also paralleled 

developments in society as Americans‘ began to search for progress in a culture of 

improvement.  During the postwar years as reform groups tried to create a total Christian 

environment that would purify America, visitors to the mining region also saw a need to 
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once and for all purge from the mining frontier-borderland the Native American and 

French amalgam.  To incorporate a culture of progress meant to transfer new mining and 

smelting techniques to Mine La Motte.  Just as Samuel Slater carried to the United States 

British textile plans, Americans also wanted to see highly skilled miners from Europe 

settle near Mine La Motte, and construct mills to crush and stamp lead ores in to 

manageable pieces, and to build the latest model of lead furnaces to smelt lead ores. 

During this era of technological transfer, Americans‘ criteria for extracting and 

smelting lead ores meant importing and using sophisticated knowledge and complex 

machines. Their hope was to create a bordered mining district by imposing applying their 

new mining methods and machines over nature.  These modifications did not just come in 

how Americans viewed the landscape; their vision included a revolution in technological 

attempts to transform the mining frontier borderland.  With new steam powered 

instruments miners could work year-round instead of following a seasonal schedule. 

Additionally, the way that pig lead was shipped down the Mississippi River, across the 

Gulf of Mexico and north to eastern cities by steamboats, also increased the frequency of 

pig lead‘s arrival to the Wetherill Lead Factory in Philadelphia.  Most significantly, more 

miners using improved techniques became a way to supply east coast red and white lead 

manufacturers with larger amounts of pig lead. 

In the midst of all the technological changes to increase the transfer of pig lead 

across the United States, a crisis would fragment the nation.  In the later part of 1819, the 

territory of Missouri applied for admission to the Union as a slave state.  This move 

kindled a debate over the expansion of slavery and Missouri‘s admission to the Union in 

both houses of Congress from December 1819 to March 1820.  In 1820, the United States 
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consisted of twenty-two states, evenly divided between free and slave.  Missouri also 

represented the first state other than Louisiana (1812) to be carved out of the Louisiana 

Purchase, and was viewed as setting a standard concerning the future of slavery in newly 

admitted states.  Eventually, following the lead of Henry Clay, Congress worked out a 

compromise to admit Missouri into the Union as a slave state; Maine was admitted as a 

free state; and slavery was prohibited in all territories north of the latitude 36‘0-30‘, 

Missouri‘s southern boundary line.
448

 

Before Missouri became the twenty-fourth state, as a slave state, a small number 

of slaves worked at the lead mines.  When Austin began mining at Mine a Breton, he 

used a number of black slaves who lived year round in cabins located near the mines, and 

who helped to implement his shaft mining techniques.  Curiously, thus far, none of the 

official documents that list men by occupation contains a single individual designated as 

a lead miner.  In like fashion, documents did not specifically refer to miners as slave or 

free.  Instead, most were listed as day laborers who, most likely, not only worked at the 

lead mines but were also involved in cultivating crops.  Still, it is difficult to determine 

what percentage of the pick and shovel labor at the mines was made up of slaves.  In 

many cases slaves were often rented out by their owners and therefore, also appear on 

lead mining accounts as day laborers.     
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Chapter 5: “Improving” Missouri’s Lead Mining District; Forgetting Native 

American Influences; and Relative Consequences 

 

 

Introduction 

In 1819, the year that Henry Rowe Schoolcraft published his observations and 

illustrations of Mine La Motte, marked the one-hundredth anniversary of the Kaskaskia 

Indian miners and the European miners Marc Antoine Des Ursin and Renaudiere joining 

their methods to create their amalgam.  During his visit to the same lead mines, 

Schoolcraft watched the transition of the mining frontier-borderland to a bordered mining 

district.  He observed miners using hybrid methods and newly settled Americans using 

European mining systems.  After closely describing each technique, he stated that the 

European mining technology was ―superior to those in use under the French and Spanish 

governments.‖  He also noted that there was still ―ample room for improvement.‖  He 

portrays the mines as places where ―the population had increased, and the progress of 

settlement have made advances in civil refinement, mechanical arts, and useful 

inventions.‖ Schoolcraft watched how mines ―worked in a more improved manner by 

[employing] a greater number of miners.‖  He believed that to satisfy red and white lead 

manufacturers back east more ―improvement was needed in raising ore and smelting it.‖  

According to Schoolcraft the rapid settlement of Americans in the region also changed 

the character of the mining frontier-borderland from a space of ―barbarism to 

refinement.‖
449

  In addition, as Alexis de Tocqueville crossed the countryside he too 

observed how the invasion of American settlement practices caused the gradual 
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diminishing presence of Native American tribes, stating ―their huts were replaced with 

the civilized man‘s house.‖
450

  Tocqueville‘s observations also provide a lens into how 

American settlers desired to replace the Native American and French mining amalgams 

with their new prospecting, extracting, and smelting methods.  The invasion of 

Americans carrying new mining technologies, about which Schoolcraft wrote caused the 

gradual diminishing presence of the Native American and French habits. 

The opening decades of the nineteenth century mark a time when Americans 

searched for scientific information.  Schoolcraft, boosters, and naturalists believed that 

the ―mine country‖ was in need of miners possessing ―scientific knowledge, practical 

skill, and industry, which characterized the best [worked] European mines.‖
451

  To fully 

explain this phenomenon, this chapter shows the result of Americans who used European 

technologies to extract lead ore and produce pig lead.  Chapter three described changes at 

the first mining settlement Mine a Breton, in the late 1790s; by the 1820s, Mine La Motte 

experienced similar evolutions.  The earlier modifications at Mine a Breton and the 

alterations in extracting practices at Mine La Motte reveal how the conversion from 

indigenous to European customs occurred more slowly than Richard Grove suggests.  

Grove argues that early on European Colonizers dismissed native environmental 

knowledge and technical skills.  He asserts that naturalists and merchants thought the 

prudent way to unearth a region‘s resource potential was to import skilled workers and 
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install European mining machines.
452

  However, at the Missouri lead mines, because 

longstanding Native American manners intermingled for decades with longstanding 

European habits, the transition was gradual.  My argument is more consistent with 

Richard White‘s theories in that, at least in the case of mining, there was a relatively 

longer period in the frontier‘s history when Native American knowledge, influence, and 

actual work in North America was comparatively easy to see and widely 

acknowledged.
453

 

Guided by enlightenment confidence, travelers, geologists, and miners who made 

their way west in the early nineteenth century to survey the Missouri lead mines wanted 

to promote the region‘s resource potential.  Acting like American boosters and improvers, 

visitors to the mines believed the mining frontier-borderland to be incomplete and only 

expected it to become complete by introducing more advanced mechanical interventions.  

Before Americans installed their machines, they envisioned the possibility for progress 

and began to rename the lead mining amalgam as ―primitive, uncivilized, simple‖ or 

―inefficient.‖
454

  Michael Adas argues that Europeans assumptions of material advantage 

in modernization caused them to question the knowledge and expertise of their colonial 

subjects.
455

  Adas‘ argument can also be applied to America‘s civilizing project because 

naturalists viewed the French and Native American mining and smelting techniques as 

primitive.  Visitors like Henry Marie Brackenridge, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, and Dr. 
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Lewis Linn similarly endorsed the American desire to ―civilize‖ the mining frontier.
456

  

They wrote not simply as a botanist, geologist, or doctor but as the region‘s admirers who 

desired to see migrants settle and install new techniques.  

 To be sure, Americans confidence in improvement has received a good deal of 

scholarly attention, but mostly as part of the story of agricultural development or western 

expansion, and mostly for the later nineteenth-century.  For example, Elliott West notes 

that ―the government‘s policy had always been to demand that Indians surrender their 

vision and adopt that of settlers and abandon hunting, gathering, and trading for a life as 

sturdy farmers.‖
457

  West views the Native American ―civilizing‖ project through the lens 

of Americans who cultivated the landscape for agricultural purposes. West‘s argument 

also offers an alternative way to understand how the ideology of improvement can be 

applied to the mining frontier borderland as Americans transferred new technology to the 

region.  According to historian of technology David Nye, one way that nineteenth-

century Americans developed stories about their technological superiority was by writing 

geological reports and travel narratives to showcase the need for new expertise.
 458

  In the 

case of mining, Brackenridge and Schoolcraft both supported progress by explaining how 

altering settlement procedures and adopting European mining devices could increase the 

scale of what lead miners produced.  In addition, by the 1830s, two geologists, George 

W. Featherstonhaugh and Thomas Clemson, confirmed earlier prophetic voices by noting 
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how new mining shafts and machines and a steam furnace had increased the amount of 

lead that flowed from the ground into society. 

Accompanying the conversion from the Native American and French hybrid to 

American systems resulted in material changes.  There was a growth in the number of 

villages and towns populated by Americans located near the mines where doctors could 

ply their services among miners.  By 1816, doctors began examining miners, diagnosing 

miners with lead poison, and documenting early accounts of the region‘s unhealthiness in 

connection with new production techniques.  While doctors‘ medical observations framed 

the mining settlement as unhealthy and dangerous, visitors and geologists continued to 

promote the region as healthy, which signaled a reinterpretation of the meaning of 

improvement.
459

 

During the opening decades of the nineteenth-century, doctors‘ medical 

observations and treatment practices, as well as miners‘ health reports testify to the high 

incidence of unhealthy settlements associated with new extracting methods.  Together 

these reports raised new questions about land healthiness as lead production increased in 

scale.  Conevery Valencius argues that early nineteenth century settlers considered the 

healthiness, salubrity, or unhealthiness of landscapes for settlement.
460

  Essentially early 

settlers found a way of deciphering whether or not frontier lands were good for 

agricultural development.  My argument is consistent with Valencius‘ theories, except 
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that in the final section of this chapter I examine the unhealthiness of the mining 

environment.  Americans‘ efforts to ―civilize‖ the mining frontier, which meant digging 

deeper shafts, blasting with dynamite, working with lead particles in underground 

tunnels, and furnaces spilling fumes into the air, collectively made settlers and doctors 

recognize and define the environment as unhealthy for settlement.
461

 

 

Lead Mines through the "primitive" lens, and European-derived progress 

In 1811 and 1819, the travel account of both Henry Marie Brackenridge and the 

report of Henry Rowe Schoolcraft critiqued the mining practices influenced by Native 

Americans.  When Brackenridge, the botanist and mineralogist, traveled through the 

Missouri Territory‘s mining district, he wrote his concerns after seeing miners 

discovering lead ore as they did.  Brackenridge stated that ―if mining were carried on in a 

proper manner,‖ other than by ―scratching the surface of the earth,‖ mining profits ―might 

increase.‖
462

  When Schoolcraft, the glassmaker and mineralogist, traveled to the same 

mines, he also surmised that more ―skilled miners would most likely have been 

astonished to see miners‖ applying such ―crude methods to discover lead ore.‖
463

  The 

language of Schoolcraft and Brackenridge reflected an emerging American disdain for 

what appear to be unsophisticated manners.  For example, when Schoolcraft observed the 

manner in which miners at Mine La Motte discovered ore using a pick and wooden 

shovel, he labeled it as primitive and inefficient.  When it came to resource extraction and 
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production, references to miners using ―crude tools‖ also meant they lacked any superior 

knowledge and skill.
464

  Like those who came earlier, Brackenridge and Schoolcraft 

desired to see miners apply superior devices, which eventually would lead to the 

forgetting of Native American traditions. 

American visitors to the mines assumed that miners lacked the ability to fully 

exploit the region‘s resources.  They also lacked the proper equipment and knowledge.  

In similar fashion to European colonizers, Americans believed that the agility required 

for digging trenches was no substitute for excavating deep shafts with more advance 

equipment to access richer veins of lead ore.  Improvers no longer wanted to see miners 

using Native American woven baskets to haul ore.  Instead, Brackenridge, Schoolcraft, 

and others envisioned miners transporting lead ore in iron buckets and wheelbarrows, and 

installing windlasses to raise ore hidden beneath the soil.  Brackenridge, Schoolcraft, and 

other improvers thought American techniques should represent the most progressive 

equipment and ―advances made to the useful arts,‖ as was the practice in England.
465

  The 

ultimate proof in their assumptions about achievement was their dependence on 

Europe.
466

   

The transition from old practices to new European traditions was a gradual one.  

Although Brackenridge witnessed miners to some degree using European equipment to 

dig their trenches, he remarked that miners built ―primitive‖ log furnaces to smelt galena.  

Like previous observers, Brackenridge observed and explained to his readers how miners 
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reduce the mineral by throwing it on top of large fires.  As a substitute, he envisioned 

seeing multiple masonry furnaces, similar to Moses Austin‘s reverberatory furnace at 

Mine a Breton.  By 1819, there was progress.  Eventually, as more European immigrants 

and Americans made their way to the mining frontier borderland, they transferred their 

skills to Mine La Motte. Schoolcraft reported that more miners employed European 

mechanical apparatus such as windlasses to hoist ore.  Schoolcraft also commented that 

miners depended on English smelters to help build their stone furnaces.  

Improvers suggested that local miners did not have enough technological acumen 

or intelligence to effectively operate machines; therefore, the evidence suggest that 

miners continued to block change by abiding to the amalgam.  Schoolcraft believed that 

importing additional miners from England, who could dig deeper shafts, conduct 

experiments to determine the quality of the ore, and build furnaces‘ production would 

expand. Promoters of the ―civilizing project‖ perceived the current approaches to mining 

as slowing progress, and the ultimate creation of a bordered mining district.  They alleged 

that it was incumbent on new miners to seize the opportunity to extract the region‘s 

mineral assets more efficiently.  Like improvers who promoted the acculturation of 

Native Americans, Brackenridge and Schoolcraft extended the same ideology beyond 

lead production to considering how to change miners‘ behaviors. 

In addition to criticizing miners‘ methods, Brackenridge and Schoolcraft 

disparaged their manners.  Brackenridge likened miners‘ behavior to that of ―savages.‖
467

  

He noted that the ―manners of the miners and the persons engaged in the mining business 

are barbarous.‖
468

  He continued, ―a few years ago there was a collection of worthless and 
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abandoned characters, the different mines were scenes of broils and savage ferocity.‖
469

  

The language suggested that miners, who improvers viewed as too lazy to exploit the 

resources, needed to be transformed as well.  Cultivating the mining frontier borderland 

also applied to ―civilizing‖ the ―wild behaviors and work habits‖ of miners.
470

 

To overcome what improvers considered miners‘ indolence required supervision 

and training.  Since local miners were ―unacquainted with the utility of machinery,‖ 

according to Schoolcraft miners needed to be well informed to correctly operate 

European machines.
471

  This was a change from earlier managerial procedures.  During 

the late eighteenth century, mine owners appointed one miner to supervise the mining 

activities at Mine La Motte.  The supervisor monitored extracting lead ore, ensured log 

furnaces were constructed properly and well supplied with fuel, and assigned miners to 

transport ore to the furnaces.  Schoolcraft understood these European ways, which he 

connected to production, stating, ―It was evident that miners under a proper manager in 

this country will furnish lead sufficient for the consumption of the United States.‖
472

  In 

addition to the mine manager supervising these activities, Schoolcraft also implied that 

the overseer should be held responsible for educating all miners according to the latest 

procedures.  In the end, Schoolcraft recommended that if English miners with managerial 

skills immigrated to Missouri‘s mining district they could install and direct miners, and 

thereby increase the flow of lead from the ground into society.  

During the eighteenth-century, European and American miners had envisioned 

bringing trained miners from Europe to replace the Native American and French 
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methods.  Similarly, in the 1830s, Lewis Fields Linn, the physician in Ste. Genevieve, 

Missouri, tried to incorporate new techniques rather than just calling for change.
473

  Linn 

had always been interested in medicine and had completed some of his studies in 

Louisville, Kentucky.  However, following the War of 1812 he joined his brother as a 

surgeon of the Missouri Militia, and after the war he went to Philadelphia for further 

medical training before returning to Ste. Genevieve in 1816.
474

   Dr. Linn recognized that 

the mining and smelting methods used were ―crude, out of date, and highly wasteful of 

the lead content.‖ According to Linn, the methods in use were inferior to the latest 

developments in Europe.  Linn devised a plan with ―great hopes of bringing back some 

highly skilled workmen‖ from England and France after making an investigation of their 

latest mining methods to remake Mine La Motte into a bordered mining district.
475

 

In London, Linn searched for ―at least one hundred lead miners,‖ by publishing 

two pamphlets ―extolling the virtues of‖ the district.  He stressed how the region needed 

workers possessing the latest knowledge.  He planned to have samples of the ores sent to 

chemists for careful analysis; and anticipated installing ―crushing and stamping mills so 

miners could pursue their work for more than half time they had been able to work 

because their ores could not be processed‖ into manageable pieces.  Dr. Linn also 

expressed hopes of building ―lead furnaces of the most approved kind.‖
476

  There is no 

record to suggest whether Dr. Linn‘s promotional tour attracted European miners to 

Missouri; however, there was a notable increase in the number of American, English, and 

French settlers who made their way to Mine La Motte. 
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In just months after Linn returned to the Missouri mines from Europe, a cultural 

and material sea change from the Native American practices to more European methods, 

as improvers wanted to see, began in earnest.  Two miners, Henry Henriod and Ferdinand 

Rozier, arrived from France.  Their short but informative journal describes a number of 

gradual alterations to mining work, as well as to settlement style.  Both miners crossed 

the Atlantic, and arrived at Philadelphia before boarding a steamer to New Orleans.  

Henriod and Rozier departed New Orleans on a steam-powered riverboat that carried 

them up the Mississippi River to Ste. Genevieve, Missouri.  Eventually, they settled 

twenty-five miles west of Ste. Genevieve in the newly established village named St. 

Michael adjacent to Mine La Motte.
477

  Henriod and Rozier were among many settlers 

who migrated to the mining bordered district after the construction of roads and canal 

systems over which the traveled quickly from Philadelphia to New Orleans by steam 

powered boats, most likely the same boats that transported increasing amounts of lead to 

the growing national markets.
478

 

Daily, from Monday to Saturday, Henriod and Rozier departed the village of St. 

Michael for Mine La Motte to extract lead ore.  Their ritual marks a transition from early 

practice.  Before settlements were established near the mines, miners planted their crops, 

and then traveled two days to the lead mines where they extracted lead for two months 

before returning to Ste. Genevieve to harvest their crops.
479

  After the harvest, miners 

returned to the mines to either extract more lead or to smelt the ores they previously 

recovered.  Now that a new settlement surrounded Mine La Motte, Henriod and Rozier 
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could quickly travel to their shaft to continue ―burrowing further into the east-west hole 

in search of lead ore‖ by clearing away what Henriod called ―pretty yellow and red 

earth.‖  They applied their iron tools to ―bore through the lengthy cold and wet shaft and 

tunnel,‖ encountering rock and the continuous flow of water.
480

  Like most early miners, 

Henriod and Rozier prepared for these obstructions ―by loading into their cart necessary 

utensils‖ such as iron shovels, pickaxes, sledgehammers, and gads.
481

 

By the 1830s, miners added other utensils to their array of tools.  Henriod and 

Rozier included a ―compass, ladder, and cord.‖
482

  Like European miners, they used the 

compass to guide their search for lead here in Missouri.  Miners used the compass to 

prospect, locate, and map numerous veins of lead.
483

  Henriod and Rozier were also 

trained to dig deeper European-styled shafts, which they could easily descend and ascend 

using their ladder.  Daily, Henriod wrote in his journal how ―the first line of attack when 

using‖ new extracting devices ―was to climb down their thirty-foot homemade ladder into 

their shaft.‖
484

  Additionally, since miners no longer constructed trenches, Henriod or 

Rozier installed a windlass above their shaft‘s opening. 

The windlass enabled Henriod and Rozier to more easily remove ore, dirt, or 

water from the depths of the earth.  During this period, windlasses hauled a small amount 

of material; therefore, the use of windlasses was limited to prospecting, sinking, 

beginning shafts, and raising ores.  To assemble the windlass, first miners cut timber, and 

then attached a cord purchased in Ste. Genevieve.  Once in the shaft or a connecting 
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tunnel, Henriod and Rozier tried to ―straggle between stones to the linking reservoir, to 

cross a small fissure to continue their search for lead ores.‖
485

  When Henriod discovered 

lead ore, he would return to the opening of the shaft to obtain the tools Rozier had 

lowered in the iron basin connected to the windlass.  Clutching the sledgehammer, pick, 

and gad, Henriod began to separate rock, earth, and lead ore from the tunnel‘s sidewalls.  

At times miners screamed to their partners, as when Rozier yelled, ―I see an opening 

which seems to go under the rock.‖  To which Rozier replied, ―Clear away as much as 

you can and I will descend later to clean the rubble away.‖  After Henroid ascended to the 

surface, Rozier descended into the shaft, and continued working the tunnel. Rozier noted 

how he ―filled five to seven iron basins of rubble, opened an additional cave, and began 

to load another four basins of rock, earth, and lead ore‖ to be raised to the surface.
486

  

Daily Henriod and Rozier worked in this fashion, unless they were sick or injured. 

The daily experiences of Henriod and Rozier reinforced Schoolcraft‘s call for 

improvement, and Dr. Linn‘s efforts to transfer new techniques from Europe to the 

Missouri mines.  Henriod and Rozier‘s daily work represents the change from trench 

mining to excavating ―shafts in imitation of some practical miners‖ from Europe, who 

were ―rewarded with the most perfect success.‖  Henriod and Rozier‘s skills and 

equipment provided them with the ability to dig multiple shafts to a ―depth of about sixty 

feet and locate sulphuret of lead vein‖ before discovering additional ―horizontal veins 

upwards of one foot thick.‖
487

  The steps outlined show Henriod and Rozier‘s abilities 

with European tools, but their actions also continued the burial of Native American and 

French amalgam as the mines started to resemble a bordered mining district.  In addition, 
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largely shaped by the demands for quality and quantity of pig lead by Americans back 

east, the United States planned to conduct more environmental and scientific 

investigations into Missouri‘s galena. 

After Moses Austin and Henry Schoolcraft wrote their geological reports, in 1804 

and 1819 respectively, no other geologist ventured to Missouri to conduct a survey before 

the 1830s.  As miners started to employ their new equipment to open numerous shafts, 

geologists and merchants back east wanted a clearer assessment of the district‘s 

geological structure.  In 1834 and 1838, George W. Featherstonhaugh, the leading 

English geologist, and Thomas Clemson, the American mineralogist and geologist, 

respectively, completed their evaluation of the district.
488

  On July 12, 1834 Lieut. Col. 

J.J. Albert of the U.S. Topographical Engineers instructed geologist Featherstonhaugh to 

repair some point on the northern boundary of the Territory of Arkansas, and inspect the 

minerals, water sheds between the Missouri and Red Rivers.  While touring the region he 

visited not only Mine La Motte.  The Featherstonhaugh Geological survey helped to build 

interest in science as a valid means to describe the environment.
489

  During the same 

period, the Geological Survey of Virginia was conducted. The Virginia survey offered an 

analysis on minerals and soils for further agricultural development.  In similar fashion, 

improvers suggested that natural philosophers apply chemistry and geology to reveal ―the 

great wealth which lies buried in the earth‖ in Missouri.
490

  Featherstonhaugh and 
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Clemson used their environmental knowledge and experiments to confirm Austin and 

Schoolcraft‘s tests, and confirmed the quality and quantity of Mine La Motte‘s lead for 

commercial production.
491

  Their reports, as well as a description of the mining district, 

by Charles Gregoire, the agent to the mines, provided readers with a detailed description 

of the geological features of the mining district in Observations of the La Motte Mines, 

published to promote the recent improvements completed at the mines in 1839.
492

  

Widely read, this account acted as a scientific text that resembled a travel narrative about 

landscape of abundant and quality galena, as well as advertising settlement opportunities. 

In 1838, when Clemson visited Mine La Motte, Henriod and Rozier offered him 

the opportunity to work together in their shaft.  His experience with Henriod and Rozier 

confirm the critique of old-versus-new mining and the installation of new smelting 

furnaces.  Observing Henriod and Rozier, Clemson stated, ―a reform in the whole system 

of mining is taking place and I believe the changes would henceforward be conducted 

upon acknowledged principles which will enable them to contribute powerfully to the 

national resources.‖
493

  Henriod and Rozier, Clemson noted, ―sunk [their] shaft to a depth 

of about one hundred and ten feet, when I was there, and very obligingly let me down 

into it, and gave me every aid and facility in examining their works, which enabled me to 

observe the very curious [underground] structures they built.‖
494

  In addition, Clemson 
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was not only impressed with the depth of the shaft but also impressed with the European-

styled galleries Henriod and Rozier constructed.
495

 

Clemson carefully watched how Henriod and Rozier prospected for the origins of 

―subterranean structures.‖
496

  They created underground tunnels, which further 

represented how miners applied their skills and were ―observant and experienced in both 

the arts and sciences.‖
497

  Miners employed their compasses to guide them to valuable 

mineral veins, and to manage tunnels successfully.  In like fashion to European miners, 

Rozier and Henriod combined their knowledge of surveying and arithmetic to sink shafts 

and to construct underground tunnels in Missouri. Clemson was satisfied with the lead 

veins he studied alongside of Rozier and Henriod, and decided to turn his attention to 

watch how miners cleaned and crushed their lead ores before the smelting process. Rozier 

and Henriod, and others, harnessed the force of nearby rivers and streams by installing 

water-powered mills.
498

 

Recall how the Native Americans and French also managed water to clean lead 

ore before hammering large chunks of galena into smaller pieces with their stone and iron 

hammers before smelting.  Now, Henriod and Rozier gathered stones and controlled the 

rivers and streams located throughout Mine La Motte to power machinery. The 

abundance of limestone and sandstone on the property made it suitable for miners to 

manufacture millstones large enough to grind and crush lead ore.  Mills at Mine La Motte 

were small and included a waterwheel on the lower floor to access the water‘s edge.  

Most significantly, all of these major changes helped Mine La Motte to become what 
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improvers predicted, a landscape where settlers ploughed their farms and mined the earth.  

By the 1830s, Mine La Motte expanded into a twenty-four thousand acre property 

consisting of mines, farms, and smelting furnaces.
499

 

During Clemson‘s visit, Charles Gregoire invited him to see the region‘s first 

steam furnace.  Gregoire, Mine La Motte‘s manager, published a pamphlet to attract more 

migrants stating, ―For smelting of this lead a steam furnace has been erected.‖
500

  This 

was another major evolution at Mine La Motte: miners who once smelted their lead ores 

using three types of furnaces—log, ash, and reverberatory—were now powering a steam 

furnace.  With the steam furnace in place, miners could obtain a higher percentage of lead 

without reintroducing lead ores to the furnace a second or third time.  Rozier stated, ―I 

fired the furnace today but I cannot say now with what success.‖
501

  However, he most 

likely did not do so badly, for Charles Gregoire stated, ―I shipped on board the steamboat 

Jubelle 1428 pigs of lead weighing 85, 016 pounds, being lead taken from Rozier‘s‖ 

furnace.
502

  Before Clemson completed his report, he wrote that ―to render these mines 

more productive‖ and improve the mining frontier, ―it would be necessary to bring in at 

least one hundred lead miners and smelters from Europe for five or ten years.‖
503

  The 

American geologist witnessed and promoted how new miners after installing new 

machines adjacent to their village transformed the mining frontier borderland to a 

bordered mining district according to improver‘s specifications.
504
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After Moses Austin settled Mine a Breton, it had become the first village to be 

located in the district.  Prior to 1820 the combined populations of the counties 

surrounding the lead mines was 11,613; in 1830 the population was recorded as 18,648.  

The majority of settlers who came to Missouri migrated from Kentucky, Tennessee, and 

Virginia.  Steamboats now plied upriver more frequently carrying settlers interested in 

lead mining.
505

  As the scale of lead production increased, and the population grew, new 

villages and towns were established.
506

  

During the 1830s, Ste. Genevieve and Herculaneum continued to be the two 

primary towns where miners shipped their pig lead to New Orleans and eastern cities.  

Both towns were between twenty-five and thirty-five miles away from Mine La Motte.  

Desiring to establish a settlement in closer proximity to the mines and to begin year-

round operations, settlers organized the village of St. Michael.  The village contained 

―fifty houses, several stores, and a post office all located at the center of the richest 

farming district‖ where miners worked individual farms.
507

  Since Mine La Motte was 

only two miles north of the village, miners devoted their time to farming, mining, and 

smelting.  In conjunction with the new rituals, the village enabled miners to work year-

round instead of following the earlier seasonal schedule. 

Besides their periodic discoveries of thousands of pounds of lead ore, Henriod 

and Rozier symbolize miners who maintained a farm.  Prior to departing for the mines, 

Rozier and Henriod spent their early morning hours ―cleaning orchards and calf-pens, 
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organizing the tobacco and vegetable gardens, making hay in the nearby forest, or 

repairing tools.‖  By the late morning, they made their way ―across the small patches of 

farmland, through the adjacent forests, up the hillside path, and across the Mine Creek‖ to 

their mineshaft.
508

  In conjunction with the changes to mining systems and equipment, 

Henriod, Rozier, and the community of miners now practiced completing their daily 

―household, animal care and farming chores‖ before and after mining, which satisfied 

America‘s growing need for lead products.
509

  

In 1839, Thomas Clemson summarized the changes that followed the incursion of 

European techniques at Mine La Motte.  Clemson observed how the inhabitants spent 

time as ―both farmers and miners who were either directly or indirectly engaged in the 

mines year round.‖  He further noted how miners took advantage of numerous 

agricultural benefits, ―but that those mines are regarded as the principal object of 

prosperity to the surrounding country.‖ Clemson echoed what early travelers and miners 

previously envisioned, ―the extraction and reduction of lead ore to supply the nations‘ 

growing demands would depend on year round operations.‖
510

  The year-round dangerous 

extraction of lead ores from the earth, washing and crushing the ores in nearby water-

powered mills, and long hours of smelting conducted by Henriod and Rozier generated 

the material flow of pig lead into society, the memory of Native American and French 

fusion of techniques was washed away. 
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Visually confirming the disappearance of the lead amalgam  

  

The changes called for by Brackenridge and Schoolcraft, and the systems 

employed by Henriod, Rozier and Gregoire, contributed to the increase in lead production 

at Mine La Motte.  In addition to Featherstonhaugh and Clemson witnessing and 

reporting on the numerous cultural and material changes that occurred during the 1830s, 

the French naturalist and painter Charles-Alexander Lesueur illustrated how the mining 

frontier borderland had been transformed to a bordered mining district.  After leaving 

Philadelphia, Lesueur traveled west along the inland rivers to Ste. Genevieve, Missouri.  

When he arrived at the mines, Lesueur started to draw vivid images to capture where 

miners lived and where miners worked.  His catalogue is depicted in his Drawings and 

Sketches.
511

 Lesueur‘s leisurely journey along the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to the early 

nineteenth century La Motte‘ mines allowed him the opportunity to record the 

transformation of a once idyllic landscape to a landscape of artifice. 

In Lesueur‘s first sketch, the Mine La Motte homes are centrally located.
512

 

Lesueur carefully penciled the contours of the landscape reshaped by miners according to 

their needs.  Directly behind the village, Lesueur united the hills and the sky, which 

draws the viewer‘s attention to the abundant trees lining the hilltops in the background; 

however, the settlements‘ foreground appears to be practically devoid of trees, an 

indication of the amount of timber settlers used to construct their homes, build their 

windlasses, and fuel their furnaces. The barren forest, scattered trees along the hillside, 
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and miners‘ dwellings are clustered together just beyond the fence.  Signs of 

domestication are evident; smoke filled chimneys and a clothesline are symbols of care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Charles Alexandre Lesueur - Mine La Motte Village, 1826 
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Lesueur illustrated the only known drawing of early nineteenth-century American 

miners, their equipment, in his second sketch.
513

  He commented, ―When I approached 

the mines there was opened to my view a large space of cleared ground‖ where ―three 

miners [were] surveying and working the mines.‖
514

  Included in this sketch are more 

than seventeen windlasses blanketing Mine La Motte. As one of the three miners clutches 

an iron pick. 

 

Figure 14: Charles Alexandre Lesueur - Mine La Motte, 1826 
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Lesueur captures the silencing of Mine La Motte‘s Native American and French 

hybrid, and the eventual fate of Native American and French practices.  He reveals over 

seventeen Euro-American styled windlasses, which emphasizes the arrival of new 

technologies and practices.  His images reiterate the material implications as Native 

Americans determined to control their own future and decided to voluntarily leave the 

mining region.  As more American settlers arrived on the mining frontier borderland, 

Native Americans chose to relocate one hundred miles west to the Ozark region.  In 

effect what improvers hoped for came to pass.  They believed that ―civilizing‖ the area 

required the separation of American and Native American mining behaviors.
515

  

Discarding any obligation to the assimilation policy of earlier times, in like fashion to 

European colonizers, Americans also disparaged native environmental knowledge and 

technical skills to increased lead production.  Their actions and language represented a 

desire to control the mining frontier borderland by installing sophisticated and complex 

machines.  Similar to the travelers who carried the improvement ideology to the mines, 

American settlers viewed the Native American and French amalgam as having no place 

in the bordered mining district.  The expulsion of the Native Americans west of the 

Mississippi began in earnest with the Indian Removal Act of 1830, however, many Native 

Americans living near the lead mines were offered land in southwestern Missouri over a 

decade earlier.  By the 1820s, the Native American and French methods had disappeared 

from Mine La Motte.  The discourse was about superiority and inferiority, and the need 

to import new mining labor, equipment, and skills to grow the American lead industry 

being established back east. 
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The changing value of lead back east 

Before Missouri miners began shipping their pig lead to the east coast, they made 

numerous lead products for both rural and urban consumers.
 
 As discussed in chapter 

three, Moses Austin and his English miners not only extracted lead ore but also produced 

shot, sheet lead, and a key component for making glass bottles, zane.
516

  After 

establishing settlements at Mine a Breton and Herculaneum, Austin manufactured a 

considerable amount of shot, which he sold throughout the Mississippi and Ohio valleys.  

Austin went on to build a special room to house large limestone tables to mold sheet lead, 

which he shipped to New Orleans where workers used sheet lead for sealing shipping 

vessels, covering roofs, lining cisterns and bathtubs, and molding pipes for the 

conveyance of water.  Settlers and city dwellers also used sheet lead to make small boxes 

to preserve food items.  Finally, Austin utilized lead ashes to make zane, which glass 

makers in Pittsburgh coveted to make bottles.
517

  The changes to mining and settling 

habits made it possible to extract, produce and ship shot, sheet lead and zane to 

merchants all year-round.  The nineteenth-century transfer of technologies to Missouri‘s 

frontier-borderland not only made it a bordered mining district, but these changes also 

were connected to where lead products would eventually be made. 

Noticeably, a correlation existed between the arrival of miners carrying new 

apparatus to the Missouri mines and the early beginnings of the Wetherill lead factory in 

Philadelphia.  By the opening decade of the nineteenth-century, Samuel Wetherill learned 

about the abundance of quality lead at the Missouri mines through Austin‘s 1804 
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geological survey.
518

  With this new knowledge Wetherill hoped to stop importing lead 

products from England, and to begin making the same goods in the United States.  Most 

important, there was an emerging market for white lead to produce paints and for red lead 

as a key ingredient in flint glass.  

Before merchants endeavored to build a laboratory, most would make trips, while 

others, like Samuel Wetherill, sent weekly correspondences across the Atlantic to 

England to purchase lead and glass products from the shipping firm of Brandram & 

Templeman in London. The Wetherills maintained detailed letter books from 1789, and 

note numerous requests for not only various products and raw materials but also they 

often requested information regarding the latest innovation regarding the manufacture of 

lead products.
519

  However, in one letter, Wetherill placed an order for instruction 

manuals before he planned to produce his own red and white lead.
520

  To outfit a 

laboratory to make products in the United States, first Wetherill needed to understand 

how to design a laboratory with the appropriate apparatus; and second, he needed to 

access the quality pig lead from the mining frontier to maintain consistent production.
521

  

Finally, by the early nineteenth-century, Samuel Wetherill and his sons began to build his 

red and white lead factory in Philadelphia.
522

  Eventually, he made contact with a mine 

owner and a lead agent to secure a steady flow of pig lead.  Thereafter, Wetherill began 

to decrease the number of lead products he purchased, and turned his commercial gaze on 

establishing deep connections with Mine La Motte‘s agent. 
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Similar to the way miners adopted English techniques, the Wetherills adopted 

their processes to make red and white lead.
523

  Like Samuel Slater, who transferred fresh 

ideas about factory operations to America, the Wetherills followed the English plan to 

design, build, and operate their lead laboratory.
524

  The Wetherills intended the rooms to 

be ―fitted up with furnaces, instruments, and apparatus.‖
525

  These tools as well as 

knowledge of science and art were necessary to reintroduce pig lead to millstones, tools, 

furnaces, and cisterns once it arrived in Philadelphia.
526

  By grinding, raking, melting, 

and washing the warmed lead, they carefully observed the yellow, brown, and white 

dusty substance transform to either white or red lead constituted for commerce.
527

 

The Wetherills prepared white lead by casting the lead into sheets, rolling it up in 

a spiral form, and setting it to corrode in clay pots partly filled with vinegar.  To produce 

red lead the Wetherills moderately heated lead in a reverberatory furnace, until the lead 

turned a vivid red-orange soft powdery substance.
528

  Similar to the Missouri miners 

applying new European tools to discover, extract, and smelt lead ore in their workscapes, 

the Wetherills fitted their workspaces with European furnaces, cisterns, pots, and utensils 
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to convert pig lead to red and white lead.
529

  Changes on the bordered mining district 

converged with changes in the production of American lead products back east. 

To successfully produce quality products, the Wetherills required a superior grade 

of pig lead year-round.  Therefore, it was May 26, 1812, when Samuel Wetherill wrote a 

letter to Benjamin Morgan, a New Orleans‘ lead agent, stating: ―Having learned of the 

quality lead being extracted and produced I would like to request two separate shipments 

of 100 and 200 tons of Mississippi Valley pig lead.‖
530

  Satisfied with the quality of pig 

lead Wetherill received from Morgan, in January 1813, he then turned to Henry 

Thompson of Baltimore, another customer of Morgan, ―to provide him with fifty tons of 

Missouri pig lead‖ from Mine La Motte.
531

  Within a few days Samuel Wetherill 

requested that his Baltimore agent John Kipp also send fifty tons of pig lead ―as soon as 

navigation opens as we are out of lead.‖
532

  Again, in June of 1815, Wetherill secured 

from Benjamin Morgan another fifty tons of pig lead.
533

 

In addition to creating business alliances with Morgan and others, the Wetherill 

brothers also corresponded directly with mine owners to arrange multiple shipments of 

pig lead.  And after several attempts, Samuel Wetherill finally made a trip to the lead 

mines to arrange for a steady flow of pig lead.  For example, in 1835 and again in 1839, 

while Wetherill was on a trip to Galena, Illinois, his brother in Philadelphia reminded him 

by letter ―not to fail to visit Mine La Motte and acquire all the information you can 
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connected with its advantages.‖
534

  The Wetherills ongoing communications and one 

venture to Mine La Motte not only emphasize the quality and quantity of Missouri‘s pig 

lead to make red and white lead, but also emphasize how miners were now capable of 

conducting year-round operations.  Back east Wetherill learned to depend on the flow of 

pig lead from the mining and smelting frontier to New Orleans and Philadelphia and into 

his urban laboratory.  During the early nineteenth-century, miners used wagons to 

transport pig lead from their furnaces to two primary shipping points on the Mississippi 

River—Ste. Genevieve and Herculaneum, Missouri.  At both depots, they hoisted pig 

lead onto keelboats or steamers bound north to St. Louis or east to Philadelphia.
535

 

Moving pig lead around the country was connected to changes in shipping 

patterns and newly constructed internal improvements between Philadelphia and 

Missouri.  Scarcely 100 miles of canals existed in the United States in 1816, and roads in 

most parts of the country were uneven wagon paths that became impassable during wet 

weather; if the wagons made it, customers often received their glass products broken.  

The construction of canals made shipping easier and more secure.  Canals connected the 

Missouri mines with Philadelphia by way of the Mississippi, Ohio, and Monongahela 

Rivers—primary inland waterways.
536

  These extensive channels of water provided an 

alternative means over which quantities of pig lead traveled from the region ―abounding 

with mines‖ to Philadelphia‘s harbor.  Skilled navigators guided their barges, keelboats, 

and steamers loaded with pig lead, wheat, hemp, and tobacco to eastern depots. 
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From the mines pig lead also journeyed down the Mississippi River for ten-days 

to New Orleans.  There it remained for another ten-day detention before being placed 

―aboard a good vessel bound for Gulf of Mexico.‖
537

  After leaving the Gulf, pig lead 

rounded the Florida Peninsula, and arrived in Philadelphia eighteen days later.  When the 

pig lead arrived in Philadelphia, porters hoisted it onto horse-drawn wagons and 

delivered it to the Wetherill factory.
538

  While the Wetherills made their own red and 

white lead according to English specifications, miners mastered new production 

machinery, and navigators embraced new forms of transportation.  These multiple 

changes eventually erased the mining frontier-borderland as a principal production site 

for most lead products.  The mines and laboratory workscapes became part of a larger 

productive system where pig lead traveled east and new commodities made from lead 

traveled west.  Finally, as larger amounts of lead moved from the earth into society, the 

new techniques miners employed also increased the amount of particles and fumes that 

flowed over the district.
539

 

 

Unhealthy ecological consequences of lead mining: 

Changes to mining and smelting production also altered the way visitors, mine 

agents, and mineralogists defined the health of the region.  They each wrote about how 

new machineries increased the amount of pig lead shipped back east, not simply as 

specialists but also as advocates proud of the region‘s resource potential.  Brackenridge, 

Schoolcraft, and Clemson‘s text was calculated.  They did much to highlight the benefits 
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of the new equipment, but also they diminished how unhealthy the region had become for 

settlers.  At the same time, though, doctors and miners began to draw attention to the 

unhealthiness of the settlements near the mines. 

During the early decades of the nineteenth-century, Brackenridge, Schoolcraft, 

and Clemson combined improvement with civic booterism to promote Mine La Motte.  

Their inquiry was of deep interest to the country regarding business advantages.  In a 

speech to the townspeople at Fredericktown, Clemson expressed his hopes to see miners 

and settlers experience the immediate development of the mineral capital of the region. 

The three early observers did not hesitate to promote improvement, which they believed 

would produce results favorable to national industry.  They wrote to describe the region 

as healthy, and planned to convince skilled miners and smelters to migrate to Missouri. 

Brackenridge and Schoolcraft also described Mine La Motte and its twenty-four 

thousand acre property as healthy, but also minimized how producing lead affected the 

environment and its inhabitants.  For example, although Brackenridge noted how ―the 

business of smelting is considered unhealthy.‖
540

  He only notices how ―animals raised 

near the furnaces are frequently poisoned by licking the ore or even the stones.  

Schoolcraft also failed to call attention to how vapors, fumes, and lead particles 

emanating from the furnaces affected the local crops or miners health.  Instead, like 

Brackenridge, he also reported how ―the tract is well watered by several springs of the 

purest water…and is decidedly admitted to be the healthiest of Missouri.‖
541

  Since 

production increased in scale, and because the Missouri mines were capable of supplying 

the nation with abundant amounts of lead, they chose to promote only the positive aspects 
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of improvement.  By the nineteenth century it was a well-established fact that lead colic, 

or miners‘ sickness, was produced by the deleterious action of lead on the animal system, 

and men and animals often died of the same disease.  Brackenridge and Schoolcraft, both 

men of science, and miners all understood the effects of lead poisoning from the first 

monograph on occupational diseases.
542

 

Although miners and farmers were not informed by early promoters about the 

possible dangers of living near furnaces at Mine a Breton, Brackenridge did hint that a 

poisonous haze coated the landscape.  Although there was only one brick furnace at Mine 

a Breton, he observed a considerable number of oxides spilling into the atmosphere. 

Brackenridge commented how "unhealthiness arises from the fumes of the furnace in 

which are quantities of arsenic and sulphur.‖
543

  He also ―perceived a peculiar taste in the 

air as vapors emanated over the landscape.‖
544

  Austin told Brackenridge that ―none of 

the miners experienced attacks‖ of lead poisoning.  This is extraordinary since miners 

working the reverberatory furnace, would have been exposed to the vapors that would 

have caused injury to their health.  Additionally, Brackenridge and Austin would have 

been aware of the effect of lead oxides on workers.
545
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During Schoolcraft‘s visit, he also failed to write about how handlers and smelters 

were affected by lead ores.  To boost the need to attract skilled workers, Schoolcraft only 

informed his readers about how the fumes affected animals. Schoolcraft attributed ―mine 

sickness wholly to the quadrupeds.‖ He observed cats and dogs experiencing ―violent fits 

[which] never fail in a short time to kill them.‖  And he also watched cattle ―licking about 

the old furnaces and falling down.‖  Schoolcraft‘s medical observation attributed the 

cause of animal deaths to the inhaling of ―sulphur, which is so abundantly driven off in 

smelting lead.‖
546

  

Defining the region required boosters to highlight the landscapes resource 

potential.  However, they also reported the number of tributaries of clean water, which 

meant healthy land.  Schoolcraft noticed these springs, but also distinguished how a small 

number of rivers became unwholesome.  Still he did not associate this unhealthiness with 

the increase in lead production, or its effects on settlers.  He outlined how the vapors 

originating from the furnaces flowed over the landscape, and impregnated the drinking 

water with lead particles, which only animals absorbed into their systems. Schoolcraft‘s 

account suggests that, as technology evolved there was an ecological impact affecting 

both animals and vegetation.  Schoolcraft‘s medical observation called attention to the 

unhealthiness of the water supply, but he did not report cases of miners getting sick.  His 

goal was to promote the populating of the ―healthy‖ country with skilled miners and 

farmers, but in doing so he played down the potential unhealthiness of the district. 

During the early nineteenth-century, settlers frequently used the healthiness of 

land as a guide to settlement practices; therefore, visitors to the mines chose to minimize 

the use of the term unhealthy in their reports.  By 1839, in Observations on the La Motte 
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Mines, Clemson would also combine straightforward civic boosterism with improvement 

and land cultivation.  Like Brackenridge and Schoolcraft, he not only promoted the 

region‘s supply of galena, but also published that ―about one-third of the [land] is first 

rate farming land.‖
547

  He linked the significance of mining and farming to the 

development of Mine La Motte, stating ―to the greatest extent…and to invited miners, 

and those engaged in kindred operations, to make it the theatre of their future 

exertions.‖
548

  Clemson underscored the numerous tributaries that he believed would not 

only ―afford ample power to create and power‖ mills to stamp and crush lead ores into 

manageable pieces for smelting, but also provide water for crops.
549

  Clemson also 

understood that early nineteenth-century migrants, miners and farmers, searched for new 

lands in the midst of a ―healthy country.‖
550

 Although Brackenridge, Schoolcraft, and 

Clemson failed to connect the impact of the new devices on miners and smelters, their 

observations did begin to change the perception of the mining settlement‘s healthiness 

among settlers and doctors. 

An excellent example of the growing unhealthiness of the mining district as a 

result of the growing use of new machines occurred in the early nineteenth-century.  As 

more settlers migrated to settlements near the mines, physicians migrated to the region to 

ply their services among miners and smelters affected by the lead particles or vapors.  In 

1816, Dr. Hardage Lane of St. Louis treated a miner with lead poisoning.
551

  Lane also 

had experience with the 1849 cholera epidemic, and told patients to wear tourniquets on 
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both the arms and legs.
552

  In 1843, Lane published the first medical report of lead 

poisoning while he was president of the Medical Society of Missouri.  He published his 

account in St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal.  Lane stated ―he was called to see a 

thirty year-old man at the lead mines, who seemed to be laboring under all the usual 

symptoms of colica pictonum.‖
553

  Lane wrote that the Mine La Motte miner was 

―vomiting,‖ and experiencing ―pain and discharge of blood from the bowels, which 

continued for 2-3 days.‖  Following the miner‘s death, Lane performed an autopsy and 

described the man‘s ―entire alimentary canal as highly inflamed condition, and 

necessarily engorged and thickened.‖  Lane noted that the man‘s appendix contained a 

large amount of ―ashes, cinders, and slag.‖
554

  Dr. Lane continued, ―This discovery at 

once accounted for the symptoms of lead colic, and the fatal termination of the miner.‖
555

  

Lane uncovered what boosters tried to hide.  He revealed how changes to lead production 

methods and scale affected humans, which may have alerted settlers who considered 

migrating to these settlements. 

By this time there was already an understanding that lead in all forms was 

―poisonous when taken in any quantity.‖
556

  In England after smelters became 

increasingly exposed to lead oxides from inhaling or handling galena, they had ―bowl 

complaints, paralytic symptoms, and other maladies.‖
557

  The excessive fumes and animal 

sickness observed by Brackenridge and Schoolcraft, and the ill health of the miner treated 

by Dr. Lane distinguish when this unhealthiness was linked to lead smelting at the 
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Missouri mines.  Ultimately, these occurrences suggest that the perceptions of settlers, 

miners and physicians about the unhealthiness of mining and smelting area were 

examples of early environmental consequences due to the increase manufacture of lead. 

As miners and agents expanded their activities, more miners did become stricken 

with lead poisoning, and doctors continued to service the community.  Dr. Stephen Skeel 

migrated and settled in the middle of the lead region while Clemson was compiling his 

report.  In Skeels‘ medical observation he recorded smelters as being severely attacked 

with lead poisoning, and also noticed a high incidence of lead poisoning among miners 

between 1838 and 1840.
558

  Skeel recorded over 100 cases of the disease.  He treated 

―miners and cleaners of the mineral who handled [lead ore] or inhaled the flying particles 

that mingled with the saliva.‖
559

  One evening Skeel ―was called to visit the 45 year old 

E.B. Harris, who had been three days sick, pulse slow and full, tongue white, pain in the 

stomach, belly, back and collar bones; no vomiting and but little sick stomach, obstinate 

constipation, great thirst, but drinks but little.‖  After examining the miner, Skeel wrote, 

―It is mine sickness, has had the disease before, two years ago.‖  Skeel not only 

diagnosed the disease but also prescribed a plan of treatment for his patients, stating, ―We 

have taken great pains to ascertain its nature, and the best plan of treatment, adapted to 

particular cases.‖
560

 

Skeel also treated John Perkins who ―had been troubled with bowel complaints 

while working in the neighborhood of the Perry Mines,‖ a short distance from Mine La 
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Motte.
561

  After staying with Perkins for some time, Skeel concluded ―that the disease 

must be caused by mineral; that the action on the bowels was, probably, kept up by the 

particles of mineral acting mechanically on the alimentary canal.‖  Skeel developed a 

plan of action beginning with opium, ―which relieved the pain and procured rest.‖  The 

following morning Skeel ―gave him two drops of croton, and one ounce of castor oil‖ and 

left Perkins‘ side to allow the medicine to take its course.
562

  Following the treatments 

Skeel was happy to report ―my patient was relieved when Mr. Perkins discharges were 

completely filled with particles of mineral.‖  Skeel also reported that the bowls of Mr. 

Perkins contained two handfuls of lead particles.  The fact that the excrement contained 

such visible quantities of lead apparently shows that miners were exposed to a high level 

of galena. 

The increase in the number of miners and smelters who suffered from lead 

poisoning during the early nineteenth-century coincided with the increase in lead 

production as new procedures and machines continued to arrive.  Dr. Skeel, who lived in 

the lead country, documented a high incidence of lead poisoning among the Missouri 

miners, at the same time that Clemson was reporting the healthiness of the country.  

Skeel‘s observations, diagnosis, and treatments also represent how settlers began to 

redefine the locality in terms of unhealthiness associated with lead production.  While 

boosters wrote pamphlets to feature the bordered mining district‘s galena resources and 

praised the discovery of additional veins of lead, Skeel outlined in his medical report how 

the landscape was a dangerous place for settlement. 
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Dr. Skeel also treated miners who faced the danger of working in thirty-five feet 

deep shafts.  In February 1838, Rozier wrote in his journal about how he became 

incapacitated for a number of months after a mining accident that occurred in his twenty-

six foot deep shaft.  In the process of filling his basin, Rozier stated that ―with the 

velocity of a bomb, the rock, earth, and lead ore laden basin weighing from 150 to 200 

pounds fell on top of my body, knocking me to the floor of the shaft.‖
563

  Rozier wrote 

that he sustained broken bones explaining, ―in my right arm with such violence [I fell that 

the bones] penetrates the flesh causing a three-inch opening and my fingers shut from the 

pain coming from the nerves, muscles, and tendons.‖
564

  After Rozier returned home, 

Henroid went to search for Dr. Skeel, who diagnosed Rozier as having a ―great number 

of bruises and contusions as far as the marrow.‖
565

  Rozier‘s accident represents the 

growing need for medical doctors in the community to help guard workmen against 

occupational hazards associated with new methods.  In addition to blasting accidents, 

miners often slipped from damp ladders in the mines and emerged with broken arms, 

legs, or even necks.  If mines were not properly drained, some fell into the water and 

were drowned, and others were crushed by cave-ins. 

Skilled miners recorded their medical observations as they redefined their own 

workscapes not only in terms of prospective resource capital but also in terms of danger.  

In like fashion to physicians‘ diagnoses, miners assessed the environment in terms of 

healthiness and unhealthiness.  Although Rozier‘s journal shows how mining and 

smelting production became integral to the settlement and development of the frontier, 

his account also reveals how the incursion of new European technologies increased the 
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dangers of mining in deep shafts.  The excessive fumes and animal sickness observed by 

Brackenridge and Schoolcraft, and the miner‘s ill health treated by Dr. Skeel distinguish 

when this unhealthiness was linked to lead smelting.  These changes were examples of 

early environmental consequences due to the increased production of lead ore, and would 

also alert doctors to study how workers in other trades were affected by changes in 

technology. 

As miners expanded their lead work to supply the expanding markets for lead 

products back east, urban doctors began to research and published their medical 

observations of various trades.  In 1837, Dr. Benjamin W. McCready, of New York, 

conducted a study on occupational diseases among New York City‘s manufacturers.  

McCready examined the health problems of agricultural workers, laborers, seamen, 

factory operatives, professionals, and literary men.  He also discussed housing and the 

―general conditions of life‖ stemming from poverty and unhealthy cities. McCready fails 

to report on the health of miners or smelters in America, but he does connect Missouri‘s 

lead production with the health of painters who handled white lead.  He states, ―Painters 

are in the habit of constantly employing the mineral which has long been known for its 

poisonous qualities, and it is to this that the peculiarities of their complaints they are 

unhealthy in their appearance.‖  McCready instructed painters to do their work more 

quickly so that they would not breathe in the lead oxides spilling into an enclosed 

atmosphere.  McCready explained how painters would be ―affected with dizziness and 

head-ache, and often with nausea and vomiting.‖
566

  McCready‘s observations were also 
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similar to comments of how lead distressed miners and smelters in the Missouri mining 

district.  It is unclear why McCready chose not to the frontier and visit the lead mines to 

report on the dangers of lead mining and smelting.  McCready may have ignored these 

frontier aliments because Americans were becoming regular users of lead products, and 

commercial ambition erased concerns about miner‘s health. 

In conclusion, by the early nineteenth-century, guided by enlightenment 

confidence, boosters and improvers desired to complete the frontier by adopting more 

advanced mechanical interventions.  As travelers, geologists, and miners made their way 

west to inspect the lead mines, they combined regional definition and regional promotion 

as a way to recognize regional resource potential.  Most significantly, in the mining 

district, after Americans installed their structures, settlers began to assess the healthiness 

and unhealthiness of their farms and settlements. 

Prior to Cincinnati physician Daniel Drake publishing his atlas of health and place 

that shaped agricultural settlement practice, Missouri doctors and miners gave greater 

attention to a region‘s ―healthiness‖ or ―unhealthiness‖ in both agricultural and mining 

landscapes.
567

  Early observers and doctors understood that animals suffered with the 

disease, but Drs. Lane and Skeel diagnosed settlers who suffered with the disease.  In 

both instances, the change in settlement practices, and miners living closer to the mines, 

resulted in a high incidence of lead poisoning among the Missouri miners.  As advocates 

praised the region by spreading glowing reports about vegetation, soil type, and quality 
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galena, doctors dispatched observations about the region as dangerous and unhealthy.  

Although boosters‘ civic responsibility was to promote improvement, hidden within their 

positive assertions, they wrote about the effects of lead on the surroundings and 

population. 

As medical examinations revealed the harmful effects of lead at the Missouri 

mines, they spurred more thought and reflection about the healthiness of the district and 

urban trades.  The attentiveness to bordered mining district workplaces seems to be 

consistent with a tendency to connect disease with rural workplaces.  However, even as 

travelers and physicians alike often described the frontier as a ―healthy country,‖ the area 

surrounding Mine La Motte became more ―unhealthy‖ with the transition to European 

technologies.  Miners and animals were sometimes sick, and were sometimes in good 

health.  But Henriod and Rozier persisted in documenting their very surroundings as also 

being ―healthy‖ or ―unhealthy.‖ 

When the miner, the digger, and the cleaner each handled lead, they inhaled flying 

particles that mingled with their saliva.  Swallowing a considerable portion of lead 

consequently affected many villagers and workers.
568

  Some miners escaped related 

sicknesses, but those engaged in the smelting of lead ores were often attacked.  With the 

erasure of the Native American smelting customs and the invasion of European furnaces, 

humans in the neighborhood of the mines suffered from the disease.  It appears that Drs. 

Lane and Skeel assumed that lead poisoning from mining and smelting only came after 

the Europeanizing of the procedures.  Their experiences with sick miners provided 

another way of burying the Native American influences on America‘s early mining 

history. 
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Conclusion 

 

What we have gained by examining the convergence of Indian, European, and 

American mining practices is to highlight Native American knowledge and technological 

experiences that are most often ignored.  Without Native American influence European 

style mining development would have unrolled far more slowly.  Scholars have written 

important tribal histories, as well as essays about western Native Americans.  However, 

most authors of the frontier have failed to integrate Native American, European, and 

Euro-American mining practices‘ into early American history.  Currently, for the most 

part, Indian history remains a preliminary chapter or introductory lecture, which is 

followed by the invasion of European and American cultural practices and ideas that 

significantly contributed to changes to Indian people‘s lifestyle and to the physical 

environment. 

As European and American miners, entrepreneurs, and geologists promoted and 

applied new innovations to get lead out of the ground to manufacture a variety of 

products, not only did American consumers become increasingly dependent on them but 

also the local and more distant ecosystems changed.  During the early years of the 

American Republic, every time a person made a choice to purchase a box of factory made 

shot or continue to make musket balls; to use pewter cups or newly fashioned glassware 

manufactured using red lead; to admire the natural wood walls of their home or paint 

over them using white lead based paints; to take a job in anyone of the factories that 

produced shot or red and white lead that person became linked to innovations of the 

industrial revolution that had an environmental impact on local, national, and global 

scale. 
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 A number of years ago Ruth Schwartz Cowan referenced the sorcerer‘s 

apprentice to make a point about how resourceful people made innovative industrial 

structures to solve problems, but in the end each improvement fashioned additional 

problems—pollution and environmentally dreadful conditions.  These predicaments were 

not unique to the twentieth century.  The story of the sorcerer‘s apprentice can also be 

applied to the opening decades of the nineteenth century and beyond.
569

  Following the 

arrival of Moses Austin and British miners in 1796, they proceeded to create shafts to 

extract lead ore, and they immediately installed a reverberatory furnace, all combined the 

amount of lead smelting increased. 

Since ancient times, metallurgy added new pollutants that wafted across the seas 

and continents.  In like fashion, the poisons from lead smelting also flowed over local 

vegetation, early frontier towns, and even over cities where red and white lead was being 

manufactured.  According to J. R. McNeill, ―Greenland ice cores reveal significant lead 

deposition from Roman times.‖
570

  Greenland ice shows that discharges of metal particles 

into the atmosphere streamed after the manufacture of coins long before the Industrial 

Revolution.  Researchers have also discovered that Greenland air bubbles trapped in ice 

had large amounts of lead in them after 1820.
571

 

The smelting of lead ores in the middle Mississippi Valley during the onset of 

industrialization, in the opening decades of the nineteenth century, must have 

significantly contributed to transforming the earth‘s earlier atmospheric history.  Early 

smelting would have produced impurities that are driven off as explosive gases that 
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created not only a flame, but also a copious amount of sulfur dioxide, which blanketed 

the rural pastoral landscape.  McNeill documents that the emission of lead into the 

atmosphere on a worldwide scale was recorded for the years between 1850 and 1900 to 

be 22,000 tons each year.
572

  Since my current study ends in 1839, I suggest the need for 

more research into ecological hazards that had long-term effects on the atmosphere as a 

result of the increase in smelting activity during the impending market revolution.  For 

example, the accumulation of sulfur dioxide, the main ingredient in acid rain, would have 

had damaged forest and river life.  Recently, McNeill reported that we do not know the 

concentration of sulfur dioxide prior to 1900.  However, the increase in lead smelting in a 

concentrated area would have certainly put more gases into the atmosphere.  Metal 

smelting releases toxic metals into the air as dust.  Some of the dust surely worked its 

way into crops and water systems near Mine La Motte to the misfortune of wildlife and 

humans as observed by Brackenridge and Schoolcraft. 

By the 1830s, with the unleashing of clouds of lead fumes pollution flowed over 

both Mine a Breton and Mine La Motte infecting foodstuff, animals, and settlers.  The 

geography of both mining sites reminds me of the landscape of cities like present day 

Dae Gu, South Korea, which is surrounded by mountains that contributes to multiple 

layers of haze that blanket that city.  Because both Mine a Breton and Mine La Motte 

were similarly located in areas that resembled the bowl shaped Dae Gu, the emission of 

pollutants from numerous furnaces would have been unable to disperse.  In 1839, at Mine 

La Motte there was one coal-fed steam engine in use and four wood or coal-fed 

reverbertory furnaces each spewing into the atmosphere a blend of sulphur dioxide and 
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lead particles.  The haze hovering over the mining district damaged plants, caused eye 

irritation, and lung problems for local doctors to treat.   

I hope to have outlined for us moderns a sense of the world we have lost.  We are 

extremely alienated from the lifestyle of people not so many generations ago.  They lived 

and worked in environments we now consider ours.  The preceding chapters have 

outlined a set of practices, and ways of understanding nature that linked culture, people, 

environment, and technology.  This dissertation has sketched imaginative spaces worked 

by Indians, Europeans, and Euro-Americans who encountered each other and the land.  

By examining the convergence of Indian, European, and American mining practices 

highlights a new Native American presence that most of modern Americans remain 

unaware. 

Nearly every era and region of American history provides similar examples of 

Native American communities embracing mining opportunities.  Whether the Pueblo in 

New Mexico, the Mississippian in Missouri, the Huron in Canada, the Winnebago near 

Lake Superior, or the Cherokee in Georgia, Indian communities forged or adopted unique 

mining systems.  We have much to learn from their motives, but many of the cases 

suggest they were seeking metals for exchange with one another or with Euro-Americans.  

By moving outside of well-established frameworks, historians can go beyond the 

longstanding separation of the American historical landscape to recognize where Native 

Americans and Europeans or Euro-Americans often engaged in lengthy and complicated 

convergences that connects them with the emergence of modern America.  I hope that 

this study will challenge American historians to look for and recognize additional stories 

about other cultural and material exchanges between Native Americans, Europeans, and 
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Americans.  To appreciate fully the significance of the intercultural dialogue that shapes 

America‘s past; I believe we must demand to listen for Native American points of view.  

Only then will we be able to more fully integrate Native American experiences into the 

broader story of early American history. 
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